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THE INTERRELATION OF MIGRATION AND 30CIOEOONOMIO STATUS
of

omr*ooumOT

f a m i l i e s in

Ok l a h o m a

(Abstract)
This study describes and explains certain fundamental relation
ships between the migration and change in the socloeconoxnic status of
103S heads of families living in the open country of Haskell* Cotton*
Major* and Craig Counties* in Oklahoma*
In order to appraise the function of migration as a means of
facilitating advancement on the agricultural ladder* the following
hypotheses are tested in this study)
1* The amount of migration more accurately signifies an effect
than a oause of an individual's or a family's socioeconomic
status.
S* Migration tends to deorease with advancing age* but the fre
quency of migration is subject to variations in socioeconomic
status*
5* Among the open-country population, an Improvement in socio
economic status tends to b© associated with reduced migration*
but a loss of status generally tends to be concomitant with
Increased migration*
4* Certain social background factors: state of birth* occupation
of father* amount of schooling* ago at leaving home* and beginning
tenure and wealth status are closely associated with migration
apd socioeconomic status*
5. The size of family* effective fertility* amount of community
participation, relief, acreage in farm* type of farming* and
sell!

quality of land are related to migration and. status*
6« Lan&lesaness and migration are ino roe sing among the population*
The survey method was used to obtain the data for this study*
Approximately 10 per cent of the white families living in the open
country of four selooted counties were interviewed during the winter
of 1957—1938*

A chronological history of changes in domiclie, occu

pation, and wealth from the beginning of earning life of the family
head until the year of survey, 1937, furnished most of the basic data*
Other information recorded on the schedules pertained to family compo
sition, income, expenses, assets, liabilities, cultural possessions,
participation in community organizations, and miscellaneous farm and
family items*

The analysis

wq3

made by the use of averages, fre

quencies, and measures of correlation, together with measures of
dispersion and of sign if loanee*
The findings and conclusions of this research generally confirm
the hypotheses stated*

There was an inverse relationship between the

height of socioeconomic status and the amount of migration*

If a head

of a family had advanced occupationally or economically to a fairly
high socioeconomic

3tatus,

this vertical social mobility ordinarily

was accomplished with fewer than six changes in domicile*

Landless—

ness and impoverishing economic conditions led to frequent migrations
which produced no visible improvements in status.

Nearly two-thirds

of all moves analyzed vjere made by one-third of the heads of families
whose tenure end economic positions were lowest amour the subjects
under observation*

Furthermore, over one—half of all moves made by

the heads of families engaged in agriculture yielded no gains either
in tenure or wealth status*

Improvements in status generally reduced

the amount of moving, but losses of status tended to increase migration
xiv

rates sharply*
Of the heads of families in the sample, 25*6 per cent were full
owners; 13*6 per cent, part owners; 49.0 per cent, tenants; 6*7 per
oentt cropper-laborers; and* 7*1 per cent* chiefly dependents*
Migration tended to decrease as age advanced, but throughout
earning life heads of families* classed as farm owners in 1957, had
lower migration rates than landless heads*
Social background factors proved to be important determinants
of both migration and socioeconomic status*

Landlessness and excessive

moving were highly characteristic of heads of families born in the
South*

Regardless of the tenure status held, the sons of farm owners

tended to be less migratory than the sons of landless parents.

Three-*

fourths of the farm owners were sons of farm owners, whereas over onehalf of the landless heads had originated in landless families*

There

was a sharp decrease in the farm tenure status of the heads of families
studied as compared with that of their fathers#
The amount of formal education reported by heads of families
tended to vary directly with tenure status when the factor of age was
held constant*

Similarly, the heads of families with less than eight

grades of schooling usually moved more frequently than those with
higher education*
Landlesaness and heavy migration characterized large proportions
of the heads of families who left homo before caching the age of
21 years.

Presumably unsatisfactory socioeconomic conditions in the

parental home was responsible for ©arly departure.
Perhaps one of the most outstanding findings was that over seven
of every ten heads of landless families occupied the same or a lower
XV

tenure status than was held at the beginning of earning life.

Farm

ownership was attained principally by those possessing special eco
nomic advantages in the form of inheritances, homesteads, Indian
allotments, or other capital subsidies*

There was some evidence that

since the first World War new heads of families had begun earning
life with less capital on the average than those commencing prior to
that period*
Wide differences between the net wealth of owners and nonowners
of farms suggest that class distinctions are possibly more sharply
drawn than among the original settlers in the areas surveyed*

In

1937, the median net wealth of family heads by farm tenure statue
was as followst full owners, $4400} part owners, #4300$ tenants,
#500; and cropper-laborers and "others” , $100 each*
Landless and highly migratory families not only contained more
persons per unit on the average, but also they usually had younger
children than landowning and less migratory families*

It appears,

too, that the fertility ratios were related inversely in. size with
farm tenure status, net wealth class, and quality of land occupied,
and directly with migration groups*

Large families, landlessness,

small farms, and poor land were closely Interrelated*
Hie incidence of public assistance was highest among the land4*
less and most migrant heads of families*
Membership in the church and other community organizations as
reported for both male and female heads of families, tended to d©~
crease with each descent in tenure status and with intensity of
migration*
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Cotton farmors were marked by a high incidence of Xandlessness
and frequent moving, while ama11-grain farmers were characterized by
a high degree of lan&ownershlp and stability*
Despite the alleged advantages of farming on small acreages, it
is noteworthy that landlessness and heavy migration were most dominant
among families living on farms of less than 100 acres*

likewise, the

poor land areas had excesses of unstable and landless families*
Notable changes have occurred with respect to occupational mo
bility*

Smaller proportions of the heads of families studied were

advancing on the agricultural ladder; larger percentages were cir
culating within the landless classes, especially the tenant class*
It is

apparent that there was some Increase in the losses of occu

pational status since the first World War*

Also, it may be noted that

relatively fewer heads of families entered agriculture following th©
war*
An analysis of a selected group of heads of families who left
agriculture and returned to it later showed that these migrants were
drawn principally from the low tenure and wealth classes*

Theso

migrations uid not affect various tenure classes alike, for farm
owners generally returned to agriculture with a lower tenure status
and less wealth, but in many instances the poorest emigrants experi
enced substantial Increases in status upon their return to agriculture.
Apparent increases in landlessness and migration signify continued
changes in tenure relationships.

Growing numbers of th© population

engaged in agriculture are being deprived of and from the ownership,
management, and control of land*
xvii

The main inference to b© drawn from the study is that migration
has not failed in its function to place the population where economic
opportunities exist * but the opportunities for advancement on the
tenure and economic ladder gradually have diminished during th© last
generation*

Thus, migration has become a manifestation of a dis

rupted and transitory socioeconomic pattern in agriculture*

It has

proved to be increasingly an effect rather than a cause of low socio*
economic status*
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CHAPTER I
mvmwQTxm

1*

Statement of Problem*
This study of 103S open-country families living In four Oklahoma

counties* Haskell* Craig, Cotton* and idajor* in 1937* proposes to ana
lyze certain fundamental relationships existing between migration and
socioeconomic status*

The three primary problems with which this anal

ysis Is concerned are (1) the spatial and temporal aspects of migra
tions {£) the principal social and economic factors associated with
migration and socioeconomic status} and* (3) migration as a factor
facilitating social mobility*
For purposes of delimiting the scope of this research* these spe
cific questions have been posed for study!
1*

How do age and socioeconomic status* as measured by tenure and
wealth* affect migration?

E*

How are the frequency* time* direction* and distance of migra
tion associated with tenure status?

3*

What effects do the following factors have upon migration and
tenure statusi
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
1)
k)

state of birth?
occupation of father?
amount of formal education?
age at departure from parental home and at marriage?
beginning tenure and wealth status?
size of family and fertility ratio?
participation In community organizations?
relief?
acreage in farm?
type of farming?
quality of land?

Does migration facilitate or impede social mobility?
2

3
The foregoing questions indicate the complexity and interdependence
of the observed phenomena*

Although no attempt is made to identify pre

cisely the causal factors of migration, socle1 mobility, and socioeco
nomic status, the assumption held at the outset of this study la that
the amount of migration more accurately signifies a consequence than a
cause of an individual** or familyfs status.
to the present research*

This hypothesis is basic

In addition, the following corollary propo

sitions will be tested:
1* Migration tends to decrease with advancing age, subject to
differences in socioeconomic status*
&♦ An improvement in socioeconomic status tends to reduce migra
tion, but a degradation of status generally Increases the
amount of moving*
5* Certain social background factors, state of birth, occupation
of father, amount of schooling, age at leaving home, and be
ginning tenure and wealth status, are closely associated with
migration, soolal mobility, and socioeconomic status*
4* The size of family, effective fertilityi amount of community
participation, relief, acreage in farm, type of Terming, and
quality of land are related to migration and status*
5* Landlessness end migration are increasing among the population*
B m Setting of Study*

As a preliminary step to the formal analysis of the data on the
families surveyed, it is appropriate to discuss briefly the situational
factors underlying the problems of migration end socioeconomic status
in Oklahoma*
Oklahoma is one of the last states admitted into the Union, being
formed in 1907 from the Indian and Oklahoma Territories*

The recency

and nature of settlement partially explain the restleasness end inse
curity of the population*

Nearly all of the land comprising th© old

Oklahoma Territory was opened to settlers through a series of "Huns"
and "Drawing®" in which thousands of people made dashes for homesteads

4
fey trains, wagons, horses, or afoot*

The pioneers engaging in these

"openings" were young farmers, merchants, professional men, speculators,
and gamblers, end other opportunists drawn primarily from proximate
regions to the north end eeet.^
With great zeal th© frontier population began th© cream-skimming
exploitation of the virgin land resources*

Unmindful of any debt to

the past and oblivious to future welfare, the people west ©fully end
planleasly have depleted or exhausted the soil, timber, oil, and gae
ed
resources, which a few years ago seem/unlimited In supply*
In the processes of development the population and its resources
have been transformed rapidly from a rural into a rural-urban economy*
The incessant technological and social changes accompanying this trans
formation have permeated the whole fabric of the culture with insta
bility*

A few of the characteristics and changes of the population,

resources, technology, and social organization are Indicated briefly
at this point*
The growth of population in the State and in the survey counties
is shown in Table 1*

The slow Increase of numbers in the four counties

from the beginning of statehood to 1930 is explained by their prepon
derant rurellty as compared with the State, vhlch has urbanized rapidly
over the same period*

If data were available on the rural-farm popu

lation for the corresponding years, the comparisons in growth between .
the State and survey areas would be more nearly in agreement*

^For e description of the manner of settlement, see lo© B. Milam,
The Opening of the Cherokee Strip. Unpublished Master*© Thesis, Still
water: Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College library, 1931*
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Table £. Growth of Population in the State of Oklahoma
and the Four Surrey Counties, 1907-1930•
State and
1907
county
State

Number
1910
.1989.

1930

1*414*177 1*657,155 8*088*383 2*396*040

Survey
Counties
Haskell
Craig
Major
Cotton

58*365
16*865
14*955
14*307
IS,230*

67*949
18,875
17,404
15,848
16,482*

67,662
19*397
19*160
12*486
16,679

61*916
16*216
18,052
12,206
15*448

Far cent of change
07-10 Xp-20 20-30 07-30
7.7

61.9

17*2

22*4

11*6
11*9
16.4
6*6
34.2

— .5 -6.5
6.1
2.8 —16*4 -3*8
10.1 -5.S 20*7
-8 *5 —1*8 -14.7
1.6 -7.4 26*2

* Cotton county was organised from part of Comanche county in 1912, end
these figures represent Census apportionments*
A greater proportion of the population in the four survey counties
than In the State is rural-farm* the percentages in 1930 being 60*6 and
48*6» respectIvely.

Vinite, county seat of Craig county, with a popu

lation of 4*863 in 1930* is the only urban center in the areas surveyed;
the three other county seat towns report fewer then 2800 Inhabitants;
and the remaining villages have fewer than 300 people*

As is charac

teristic of most agricultural communities* the native stocks predominate
in the composition of population*

Nat ive-whites comprise 91*4 per cent

of the rural-farm population; the foreign-born, 1*1 per cent; Negroes*
1*6 per cent; and Indian* 5*9 per cent*g

The proportions of Indians

and Negroes are decreasing in the total population, but the influence
of the farmer In the cultural development of Oklahoma has been of appre3
clable Importance because of intermarriage with whites*

®The Census figures presented in this study are for 1930 since most
of the preliminary releases of the 1940 Census contain breakdowns In
data only by states*
3See Otis Durant Duncan* "The Fusion of White, Negro, and Indian
Culture At the Converging of the New South and West," The, Southwestern
Social Science quarterly. Vol. XIV, March, 1934, pp. 357-369.

6
Am is common among rural-farm populations, males outnumber females

in the surrey counties by a ratio of 115 to 100,

Since the opening of

the land for white settlement the sexes have been equalizing rapidly*
Table 8* Percentage Age Distribution of the Rura 1-Perm
Population of the United States, the State of Oklahoma,
and the Survey Counties, 1930*
Age group,
years

United
States

State of
Oklahoma

Survey
Counties

100*0

100.0

100.0

11*2
18,7
12.7
11*6
8.1
6.0
5.7
11.4
9.3
6.4
3*3
1.5

12,4
13.4
18.9
12.2
8.6
6.4
5.5
10.6
8.6
5*6
2.7
1.1

12.6
13.4
12.7
11*8
8.2
6.4
5.7
10.1
8,7
6*1
3*2
1.1

Total
Under 5
S — 9
10 - 14
15 - 19
20-84
25-29
50-54
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 - 74
75 and over

^ Fifteenth Census of the United States* 1950* Population, Vol. H I .
Part 2, Table 14*
The age distribution of the rural-farm population of the survey
counties closely coincides with that of the State (Table 2) *

In com

parison with the United States, Oklahoma has a slightly younger popula
tion which may be accounted for partly by its rural!ty sr d pertly by its
recency of settlement*

The comparative youthfulnees of the farm popu

lation also may be one explanation for the high migration in this State*
Agriculture is the basic occupation of the population in the State
end in the four survey counties, accounting in the former case for 42.0
per cent and in the latter case for 70.1 per cent of all male workers
10 years old and over in 1930.

For the State as a whole, the number

*Data from Fifteenth Census of the United States. 1950. Occupation,
Vol. Ill, Part 2, Table 20.
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of gainfully employed persona in agriculture has increased from 186,704
5

in 1900 to 305,986 in 1930, a gain of 64 par cant*

Over the same period

the industrial growth of the State ha a far outstripped the expansion in
agriculture, with the number of persons 10 years old and over in nonagricultural occupations increasing from 79,701 to 522,043, a gain of
655 per cent#
In an expanding economy the population can choose from a wide range
of employment opportunities*

Until 1930, the demand for labor tended to

exceed the supply as new entrepreneurs continued to exploit agricultural,
extractive, manufacturing, transportation, and commercial resources*

It

was exceptional when a person could not find employment at a reasonably
acceptable remuneration*

During the decade of the 1930*s, the economy

gave evidence of reaching a point of saturation in growth.

This curtail

ment of economic expansion worked serious hardships upon the propertyless classes in agriculture and industry by weakening their bargaining
position, increasing unemployment, and decreasing income*
There has been a noticeable reduction in the self-sufficiency of
agriculture in recent years, with 44*5 per cent of the farm operators
in the State and 46*6 per cent in the survey counties reporting work off
6
farms in 1934*
The surplus agricultural population has been impounded
upon farms, and many industrially-displaced families have moved back to
the farm as a result of economic depression*

Certain other tendential

factors have undermined traditional independence of the agricultural

®0tis Durant Duncan, Population Trends in Oklahoma, Stillwater*
Oklahoma Agrl* Exper* Ste* Bull* Ko* 224, March, 1935, p. 22*
*Dota from United States Census of Agri culture * 1935* Part-time
Farming in the United States, 1935, Table 6*

3
economy» namely s soil erosion, email farms, lendlessnsss, and single
crop farming.

Farms hare become seriously eroded by soil-depleting

practices in cultivable agriculture.

Thousands of small farms have been

created by the pulverisation of Indian lands into forty- and eightyaere tracts, by the division of estates, and by the sele of fractional
tracts from original quarter-sectIon homesteads.

Usually these small

acreages, which are redundant in poor land areas, are occupied by non**
owners, many of whom have large families.

To this institutionalised

mosaic of poor land, small farms, landlessness, large families, add the
long-standing single-crop system of agriculture, and It is easy to under
stand why the tenants, laborers, and landlords claim they do not receive
a satisfactory income from the land.
To supplement their meager agricultural incomes, the poorer farmers
and laborers work on W.P.A. and the county roads, cut timber, hunt, and
fish.

In some counties, oil field work and mining offer additional

sources of income.

The advent of the automobile has spawned hundreds

of filling stations in the open country, but these usually are operated
in conjunction with the cross-roads country stores.

A few open-country

residents do custom work with their trucks, tractors, and farming
implements, while others drive school buses.

These activities provide

the principle sources of nonegrlcultural income to the agricultural
classes.

Omitted from this inventory are those who live in suburban

areas and commute to their locus of nonagrlcultural employment, but who
do not regard themselves as being dependent upon agriculture for more
than a small portion of their living.
Aside from agriculture the four survey counties offer few employ
ment opportunities other than on public works.

Coal mining in Craig

9
and Haskell countlas has auccorad a few families who otherwise would have
been completely dependent upon relief.

The mines are operated on a smell

seals by individual lessees, who peddle their produet directly to con
sumers*

Some of the families employed in this manner were suspicious of

survey enumerators lest they were checking up on bootlegged sales for
tax-collectIon purposes*

In Haskell county, some of the mines are

operated by organised partnerships and corporations, and in 1937, approxi
mately 31,000 tons of coal were extracted by 113 operatives, working
7
100 days per year*
Tie hacking furnishes supplementary employment in
Haskell county, but saleable timber is scarce*

In the northeastern

part of Cotton county, the small Walters oil field reached its zenith
in activity between 1917 and 1920, and since that time only a few
3
workers have been required to handle the pumping of crude oil*
All of the survey counties are adjacent to counties having rela
tively Inactive oil and gas fields or lead, sine, and coal mines that
once furnished employment to many of the families interviewed.

These

industrially-displaced families living in the open-country population
regard agriculture as a temporary refuge, and many of them will migrate
if and when industrial opportunities develop*
One cannot over—emphasise the impacts of technological and organi
sational adjustments which have accompanied the rapid development of
Oklahoma*

First of all, the new settlers had to adapt themselves to

the climate, flora, fauna, soils, and health hazards present in the

^Bureau of Mines, Mineral Yearbook. 1939. Washingtons TJ. S . Depart
ment of Interior, Government Printing Office, 1939, p* 382.
®Charles N. Gould, Oil and Gas in Oklahoma. Bormans Oklahoma Geo
logical Survey, Bull. No. 40, Vol. II, 1930, pp. 333-337*

io

plains-prairie environment •

The folkways common to the regions from

which the migrants came had to be modified to meet the changing physi
cal environment *
Similarly, the fusion of population drawn from widely separated
areas called for the establishment of modified patterns of behavior in
family life, economic activities, church, school, government, end rec
reation.

Needless to state, the transition from the old to the new
Q
stimulated emotional end mental instability.
The processes of change
required strong, adaptable leaders, and rapid has been the vertical
circulation in the economic, occupational, and socio-political hier
archies •
In addition to the transformation of physical and social environ
ments, technological advances have wrought enduring changes in the
agricultural population and their habits,10

The thorough-going mechani

sation of agriculture, of communication, and of the home have revolu
tionized techniques of production, distribution, and consumption.

The

automobile and paved roeds; radio; telephone; tractor; combine; cream
separator; mechanical washer; improved lighting and heating apparatus;
and numerous other mechanisms have been absorbed into the rural culture

^Howard Becker states that "mental mobility...ia a correlate of
social change, and it Involves, among other things, mental mutability
or lability, release of inhibitions and energies, crisis, rationalism,
and attltudlnel plasticity.w ’’Forms of Population Movement: Prolego
mena To A Study of Mental Mobility," Social Forces. Vol. IX, December,
1930, p. 147. Of. Robert 12. Park, "Human Migration and the Marginal
Man.** American Journal of Sociology. Vol. XXXIII, May, 1928, pp. 881-893*
*®gee C. Horace Hamilton, "The Social Effects of Recent Trends in
the Meehanlzetion of Agriculture," Rural Sociology. Vol. IV, March,
1939, pp. 3-19.
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within the last quarter of a century.

The revolutionary developments

In the material culture have placed a question mark upon many of the
old traditions and beliefs of the rural people.
The dislocation of the whole economy by the first World War has
resulted in almost insurmountable repercussions as far ae agriculture
is concerned*

Crop surpluses* unemployment* end continued expropriation

of wealth and income have followed in the wake.

The Impacts of war*

time prosperity and poet-war depression have disrupted the Integrative
%

processes so necessary to a relatively new economy*
This brief resume of the characteristics and changes in the popu
lation* resources* technology* and social organisation has been offered
as a basis for the better understanding of migration and its concomi
tant* social mobility* as they are manifested among the open-country
population In Oklahoma*
Evidence from numerous sources attests to the recency of settle
ment and to the highly migratory character of Oklahoma people*

In 1930*

51*9 per Gent of the white population residing in Oklahoma had been
bora elsewhere*

For the United States as a whole the corresponding

figure was £3*4 per ©ent#^*

At the same time* the proportion of white

population born in Oklahoma but living In other states was 20*6 per
cent as compared with the national average of £3*4 per cent*
Beeent studies of population movements in the Pacific Coast states
and elsewhere indicate that migrants from Oklahoma have moved westward
in search of opportunities similar to those which were once abundant

^Otis Durant Duncan* Population Trends in Oklahoma, Stillwater:
Oklahoma Agrl* Exper• Sta* Bull. No* ££4* March* 1935* p# 10*
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1n this State,

Approximately 71,000 persona reporting Oklahoma as their

state of origin emigrated to California "in need of manual employment**
10

between July 1* 1933 and June 30, 1939.

This number accounted for S3

per eent of all migrants entering that state*

In a study of 6,635

migrant households receiving emergency grants in California during
13
1938, 41*7 per cent were from Oklahoma*
Among £53 migratory-casual
households

interviewed in the vicinity of Carlsbad, Roswell, and Lea

Cruoes, New Mexico, during the first two months of 1938, 38 per cent
reported Oklahoma as the last state of residence before beginning
migratory w o r k * ^

These studies uniformly reveal an extensive move

ment of population from Oklahoma into other states*

The latest Federal

Census shows that Oklahoma was one of six states experiencing a net
loss of population from 1930 to 1940*

Although the absolute loss

amounted to 59,608 persons, the Congressional Committee on Interstate
Migration estimates the loss through interstate movement to be 440,000*

15

^^Froa data collected by border inspectors of the Bureau of Plant
Quarantine, California Department of Agriculture, and reported by
Davis McEntire and Nathan L. Whet ten la "The Migrants I * Recent
Migration to the West Coast," land Policy Review. Vol. II, SeptemberOctober, 1939, p* 16* Cf* V. L. Stanbery, A Study of Migration into
Oregon: Volume II Sources and Ohara cteri atlea of Migrants. Corvallis t
Oregon State Planning Board, March, 1939, p. 10.
13tr.s•D.A* Farm. Security Administration News Release R9—5—FRS.
April 20, 1939, San Francisco, California.

^^Sigurd Johansen, Mlgratory-Castial Workers in New Mexico. Las
Cruces: New Mexico Agricultural Experiment Station, State College and
Works Progress Administration Cooperating, Press Bull. No. 270, March,
1939, p. 43* Also See John N. Webb and Malcolm Brown, Migrant Families.
Washington: Works Progress Administration Monograph XVIII, Government
Printing Office, 1938, pp. 151-152.
IS
Report of the Select Committee to Investigate the Interstate
Migration of Destitute Citizens. Washington* House Report No. 369,
77th Congress, 1st Session, Government Printing Office, 1941, p. 321.
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Even greater significance attaches to the volume of intra-state
migration which affects larger proportions of the total population then
inter-state exchanges.

Unfortunately there are no souroee furnishing

data upon the changes in domicile of the whole population*

The Census

obtains a record at five—year Intervals of the number of years farmers
have occupied their farm*

According to these data for 1935, 54*9 per

oent of all tenant farmers and 13*5 per cent of ell owners enumerated
IB
in Oklahoma had resided on their last farm less than two years*
No
other state reported a higher proportion of farmers occupying their
17
farms for such a brief period.
In summarising these general Introductory remarks, it seems obvious
that the short history of the State has been marked by ceaseless change
#accompanied by heavy migration and economic insecurity of the population*
Social and economic change is desirable when the well-being of the popu
lation Improves with it, but excessive migration and prevailing wide
spread poverty may be symptomatic of fundamental weaknesses of the people,
or of their institutions, or both*

In this research primary emphasis has

been centered upon the study of the socioeconomic characteristics of the
sampled population, with full awareness that the processual aspects of
social phenomena can be Interpreted correctly only within the institu
tional framework directing and controlling it*

Specifically the task

of this study is to determine the interrelationship between migration
and socioeconomic status*

^Data taken from the United States Census of Agriculture. 1935*
Vol. II, Series II, Table IV* This source furnishes no similar infor
mation upon farm laborers and others residing in the open country but
not operating farms*
^ F o r South Carolina, the seoond highest state, the corresponding
percentages were 46*5 and 10*0 and the United States, 47.3 and 9*0,
respectively*

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A large amount of literature has been written treating separately
the subjects of migration, social mobility, and socioeconomic statue,
but the researches are few that attempt to establish any Inherent rela
tionship between movements in geographic space and in social space,

The

major emphasis of migration research in reoent years has been centered
upon the aeleetive aspects of various types of population movements*
Efforts to determine differentials with reference to age, sex, family
status, health, intelligence, socioeconomic status, motivation, and
assimilation have been applied variously to the following types of
migration: international, interstate. Intrastate (county, city, farm,
or other special designations), and rural-urban exchanges*

'Hie theo

ries and methodology employed in the principal migration researches
S
3
4
have been evaluated by Thomas, Goodrich, Fence,w Thompson, and
Whelpton*

5

Except for a discussion of the concepts and techniques

^Dorothy Swalne Thomas, Research Memorandum on Migration Differen
tials. Hew York! Social Science Research Council Bull. No, 43, 1938, p, 5,
o
Carter Goodrich, efe el. Migration and Economic Opportunity. Phila
delphia t University of Pennsylvania Press, 1936*
^Rupert B. Vance, Research Memorandum on Population Redistribution
Within the United States, New York: Social Science Research Council
Bull. Ho. 42, 1936.
^Warren S. Thompson, Research Memorandum on Internal Migration in
the Depression. New York: Social Science Research Council Bull. No. 30,
1937.
®P. K. Whelpton, Needed Population Research. Lancaster, Pennsyl
vania: The Science Press Printing Company, 1938.
14
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generally applicable to this study, it is considered unnecessary to make
an exhaustive review of the voluminous literature on migration*
By far the most Important study of social mobility Is that of
Pit!rim Sorokin*

6

Mo review of conoepts and theories relating to migra

tion* social mobility* and socioeconomic status would b© complete with
out a careful exposition of this basic work*

Only a relatively small

number of res ©arches deal directly with movements in social space* and
most of these are limited to changes in occupational and economic status*
Not only la It desirable to know what research has been done on a
given subject* but also it is even more important to know something of
the methodology used in obtaining the results*

The approach one employs

In scientific investigation largely predetermines the qualitative* as
well as the quantitative* aspects of the findings*

Whether the research

worker is aware of the fact or not* he usually proves his hypotheses*
For this reason it is appropriate to review briefly some of the essen
tial requirements of the scientific method*
For the purposes of this study* the review of literature will be
confined to a discussion of the following topics: (l) the scientific
method; (2 ) the concepts generally applicable to migration* social
mobility and socioeconomic status; and* (3) the studies of relation
ships existing between migration end social mobility*
1* Science and the Scientific Method*
Sclenoe can be defined as the collection* classification* analysis*
and generalization of observed phenomena*

It is the product derived

*PItirim Sorokin* Social Mobility* New York: Harper ana Brothers*
1927*
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From, the application of the scientific method, the essence of which

actually la contained In the stated definition*

The inseparability of

science from its method led Karl Pearson to observe that *the unity of
aelence consists alone in its method, not in its material**

Therefore,

the main emphasis in this discussion centers upon the logical steps
employed in the application of the scientific method.
If science Is a method of basing beliefs upon the best information
available, the two mental activities necessary in acquiring scientific
knowledge are observation and inference*

Wolf has defined observation

as "the act of apprehending things and events, their attributes and
their concrete relationships, also the direct awareness of our mental
8

experiences**

The ability to observe facts objectively requires care*

ful discrimination, systematization, and verification.

One has to re*
*
cognize all pertinent data, to classify and organize them into natural
or logical relationships, and to compare the results with other studies
of similar character*
Observation consists of two types: (1) bare observation, and (2)
experiment.

In the first type, the data ere obtained without any effort

to influence the conditions of behavior of phenomena, although the
observer himself can use such technical aids in observation as, for
example, the microscope, the telescope, or the schedule.

In the second

type, the experimenter seeks to control the behavior of phenomena by
eliminating irrelevant factors.

*Karl Pearson, The Grammar of Science (Third edition), New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1911, p. 12.
^Abraham Wolf, Essentials of the Scientific Method. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1930, p* 14*
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As Wolf has stated in his definition, the mental experiences of the
researcher enter Into observation*

The reaction to objects and ideas

is largely in terms of the social conditioning of the researcher*

This

feet introduces the possibility of bias and prejudice into observation.
Another source of error in observation arises from the unrepresentative-*
ness end inadequacy of the sample*

To be representative of a universe,

a sample should provide an equal chance of selection for every item*

A

sample to be adequate should be large enough to provide a nearly pro
portional representation of various kinds of items in the universe*
Generalizations drawn from the data of poor samples frequently are in
valid for the universe as a whole, and contribute little or nothing to
scientific knowledge.
Inference has been defined by Wolf as T*.».the formation of judg
ments (beliefs or opinions) on the strength of, or as a consequence of,
other Judgments already formed, it may be on the ground of observation,
or only entertained provisionally either for further consideration, or
9
for t he sake of argument •”
Induction and deduction are the chief types of inference.

The

method of learning is by Induction, which by definition is "...inferring
information about a large class of phenomena from the observations of
one or more items of the c l a s s . S o m e writers even claim that in
ductive Inference Is the only process known by which new knowledge can

9Ibid.. pp. 17-18.
10liargeret Jarman Ha good, Statistics for Sociologists. New York!
Reynsl and Hitchcock, 1941, p. @96.
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.

be obtained*

11

Induction la achieved by noting resemblances, differ

ences, and concomitant variations in the observed phenomena*
Deduction consists in reasoning from the general truths toward
particular truths*

It is distinguished from induction by the fact that

the particularizations are assumed to be certain if the premises are
accepted*

In induction the conclusions are certain within limits of

probability*

Both types of reasoning are essential to soienoe*

The first step in the application of the scientific method to a
VO
particular problem is in the formulation of a hypothesis*
The
tentative generalization, guess, postulate* or theory to be tested
usually is based upon direct observation of the phenomena and upon the
observations and inferences of others*

Hypotheses are developed by

making deductions from previously established generalizations and by
13
adding to this the experience gained by inductive methods*
Their
value lies in limiting the scope of Inquiry and in Indicating what is
to be tested and verified by further observation*
The next logical step in the scientific method is the collecting
and recording of data*

In recent years the techniques of sampling and

A.
Fisher* The Design of Experiments (Second edition), Ixmdons
Oliver and Boyd, 1937, pp* 8-9* Of* Franklin H. Glddings, Inductive
Sociology. Hew York! The Macmillan Company, 1901, Chap* 3*
^Excellent discussions of procedure in research methodology are
contained in F. Stuart Chapin, Field Work and Social Res earoh* New Yorks
The Century Company, 1980, pp* 6-7 and in Hagood, on* clt.* pp. 16-83*
^Robert Emmet Ohaddock, Principles end Methods of Statistics. New
Yorks Houghton Mifflin Company, 1985, p. 26. George A* Lundberg, de
claring that the Inductlon-deduotlon controversy is obsolete, states
that hypotheses are produced by the response of the organism to a situa
tion through sensory experience* Foundations of Sociology. New Yorks
The Macmillan Company, 1939, pp. 5-6.
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obtaining data bare bean stressed for the reason that at bast general!*
sat ions by moans of* Induction are only approximations of average exper
iences, and inferences cannot possess greater validity than the sample
end measurement of date from which they are drawn*^*

Estimates of pro

bability and prediction in behavior can be gained only by repeated
observations of the same or similar phenomena¥

Therefore, the tech-*

nlquea of date-Golleetion and measurement need to be fully described
in order that other observers can utilise them*

Only in this way can

objectivity supplant subjective speculation In the social sciences*

% fi

Social facte ere symbolised responses to things, and to collect them
without coloration of preconceived notions and linguistic manipula
tions demands the impartial efforts of research workers*
The third major step in the scientific method relates to the
classification of collected data*

According to Glddings, classifies*
Id
tion is the foundation of all scientific knowledge*
Order can be
observed everywhere In nature, and it follows that the scientist can
best group his data into their natural time, place, and compositional
relationships*

Wolf has stated that ”*#*all classifications ere based

on the presence or absence, or the presence in varying degrees, of
-17
certain attributes*”^

^ L . L* Barnard, Editor, The Fields and Methods of Sociology. New
York: Hay Long and Richard R* Smith, Xnc*, 1934, p* 252*
^®Hagood uses the term ”objeotivity” ”*.*to mean a characteristic
of results measured by the degree of agreement which there would be
between these results and the results obtained by observation of the
same phenomenon by any other trained o b s e r v e r * Op* clt *■ p* 20 #
^Franklin H. Giddings, The Elements of Sociology. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1899, p* 2# Of* Lundbcrg, op* cit* * p. 341*
^Abraham Wolf, on. clt ** p* 29.
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The analysis and genera Halation of data, as the fourth step In a
scientific method, ooneiat la the organisation, verification, testing,
and summation of the data*

la presenting the results of study, the

research worker depends upon statistical measures of central tendency,
dispersion, relationship, and probability*

Quantitative analysis is

the hipest form of generallzatIon, because it is the most accurate
and usable*

id

In analysis the purpose is to prove or disprove the hypothesis*
The extent to which the results validate .or vitiate the tentative
generallzation la limited by two factors*

Firstly, the inferences

usually are based upon data of a relatively few eases rather than of
the universe*

Secondly, inaccuracies and defects In collection, re-

cording, and classification cannot be wholly avoided*

To verify and

test his findings, three methods are open to the research worker*
may repeat the study, which is expensive and time-consuming*

He

He can

compare his results with those of other investigators, but this common
practice affords only subjective inferences as to the effects of
differences in tine, place, and conditions under which the comparable
data were obtained*

A more preferable method Is to determine by

measures of reliability and significance the probability of conformity
between the sample end the universe*

The theory of probability fur

nishes the research worker a tool by which he can measure the unknown
in terms of the known*
Qeneralization consists in summarizing or formulating the find
ings into a principle, and in explaining its significant implications,

L # I*. Bernard,

op*

clt *, p* 254,

ai
relationshlpa, and applications.

Causal inferences usually need to be

withheld until measures of concomitant variations, i*j£*, coefficients
of correlation end contingency, have been applied to the data#*®

Social

phenomena ere complex and dynamic in character, end explanations based
upon a specific cause can, and probably will, be incorrect*

Pearson

has observed that,
"No phenomenon or stage in sequence has only one cause* all
antecedent stages are successive causes, and, as science has no
reason to infer a first cauaa, the succession of causes can be
carried bach to the limit of existing knowledge# and beyond that
ad infinitum in the field of conceivable knowledge* When we
scientifically state causes we are reall^desorlblng the sueces~
sive stages of a routine of perceptions^ 0
The research worker can describe the recurring uniformities and
regularities of his data and show their habitual relationships to
other phenomena*
The usefulness of a generalization depends upon Its accuracy in
describing and explaining realities*

The pragmatic test is to see how

well it works when applied to a new situation*

In general, inductive

research is productive of the beat results whan it is undertaken within
a rigoroualy-defined methodological framework*
An implication amplifies the value of a generalization*

It orients

and integrates the new principle into the larger aspects of existing
knowledge*

It may go still further by indicating additional problems

of research*

*®See hordecai Ezekiel, Methods of Correction Analysis. New York?
John Wiley and Sons, Inc*, 1930, Chap* 1*
80Karl Pearson, op* cit,, p. 130*
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Concepts of Migration, Social Mobility, and Socioeconomic Status,
Tho three major attention points in this study are migration*
is
social mobility* and socioeconomic status, and it/appropriate at this
point to discuss these concepts end the methodological problems they
present•
Migration*

There is a diversity of meanings attached to the con~

cspt "migration”. To D, S. Thomas, the term applies to a "change In
residence from one community, or other clearly defined geographical
21

unit, to another.**”

Whelpton has attempted to distinguish between

e change of residence and e migration by stating that "...every family
which has migrated has changed its place of residence, but every
22
family which has changed its place of residence has not migrated*”

He uses the texm change of residence to mean a change in dwelling
place in his contention that

.families which move between similar

residences in similar areas of the same township have moved but have
23
not migrated*”
These authorities accept the general proposition
that a move is a migration only when a political boundary is crossed*
There ere serious objections to this usage of the term.

Any

change in domicile has social significance if it involves the shatter
ing of old group bonds and the establishment of new ones, or if it
results in a change or absence of change in status*

The classification

of migrations according to moves across political boundaries, .1*0 .*

^Dorothy Swains Thomas, op. clt.. p* 4.
K. Whelpton, op* clt., p. 122.
^ I b i d * . p. 124. Cf. T. Lynn Smith, "Characteristics of Migrants,”
The Southwestern Social Science quarterly. Vol. XXI, March, 1941, pp.
335*336.
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voting precinct* village* city* township* county* state* and nation*'
la misleading* for it excludes moves within neighborhoods and communities* which are equally aa meaningful*

A family moving from one room

or apartment to another in the same building or from one farm to
another in the same section may experience changes in neighbors* mail
carrier* landlord* groceryman, or others with whom they have more or
leas intimate* face-to-face relationships*

Short distance moves ere

the moat frequent of all migrations* but as Lively has pointed out*
the passing of township and county lines at least seems to be no
barrier to wider circulation*

The restriction of migrations to

political units also Introduces artificial increases in movements
£S
at border points*
To avoid the fictions of these limitations* es
pecially as applied to population movements within the United States*
a migration will be considered* for purposes of this study* as any
change in dwelling place*

This definition makes it possible to

focus attention upon the quantity and significence of ell moves In
volving more or less permanent changes in domicile regardless of the

* 4b. E. Lively* "Spatial Mobility of the Bural Population With
Bsspect to Local Areas*" The American Journal Of Sociology, Vol.
XUII* July* 1937* pp. 89-102.
®®Por a detailed classification of changes in domicile see
C. S. Lively, "Spatial and Occupational Change© of Particular Signifi
cance to the Student of Population Mobility*" Social Forces. Vol. XV*
March* 1937* p. 333.
^ O f . Jane Moore* Cityward Migration; Swedish Data. Chicago:
The Chicago University Press* 1938* pp. 16-17.
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distance spanned *^
The types of migration ere useful in indicating the direction and
character of population movements*

T. Lynn Smith has classed migra

tions as followst (l) the wandering of nomads; (2 ) flows between rural
and urban areas; (3) intro-urban, intra-village* end intra-farm move
ments; (4) interstate exchanges; and* (5) the shifting of migratory
26
agricultural laborers*
The data of this study fall mainly into two
of the foregoing classes: (l) farm-to-farm moves within end between
communities, and (2 ) exchanges between rural and urban areas*
The question may be raised as to what is the function of migra
tion*

Possibly population redistribution nearly always alms to effect

a better adjustment between human and economic resources*

In economic

theory It is assumed that by the migratory process labor is trans
ferred from points of redundancy to points of need*

In other words,

population moves ere from areas of less economic opportunity to areas
of more real or imagined economic opportunity In accordance with the
motive of self-interest*

29

The postulates implicit in this theory are

29
Purposely omitted from this discussion are two other forms of
migrations: (1 ) those of population without fixed residences, such as
vagabonds, migratory-casual laborers and trailer nomads, and, (2 )
those of people who move about without giving up a fixed residence,
£.*&*• tourists, traveling salesmen, and certain classes of seasonal
laborers•
Lynn Smith, The Sociology of Rural Life* New York! Harper
end Brothers, 1940, p* 166, and by the same author, "Oharacteristics
of Migrants,w The Southwestern Social Science Quarterly. Vol. XXI,
March, 1941, pp* 337-338.
®®Warran S. Thompson, "The Distribution of Population," The
Annala of the American Academy of Political and Social Science* Vol.
CXJQDCVXXX, Ktovember, 1936, pp. 250-259.
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(1 ) that several economic alternatives are open to migrants; (2 ) that
th© migrants have knowledge of the available openings! (5) that these
various opportunities are accessible to all

migrants; (4 ) that th©

migrants will choose th© opportunity best suited to their individual
needs; and* (5) that distance* community ties, political and religious
considerations* health* climate, nature of employment* and other social
and economic factors will exert little Influence in encouraging or
retarding migration,
A careful examination of these postulates discloses many weak

nesses,

In the first place* th© recent depression reduced th© number

of economic opportunities far below the requirements of the employable
population.

Free land and industrial opportunities were not available

to absorb surplus workers,
but two choices.

Th© unemployed or underemployed worker had

He could either continue to live at the same place*

provided he possessed the wherewithal to avoid hunger and eviction* or
he could move to avail himself of an economic opportunity offering
subsistence if not an improvement in status.

30

In either event he

usually suffered a degradation of occupation and income because of
the absence of other alternatives.
That economic opportunities are known and arc equally accessible
to all prospective workers is contrary to fact.

Differences in train

ing, background * distance* costs of moving* restrictions against non—
union labor* residence and age requirements* and other factors strongly

30Paul Landis holds that movements of population toward urban
Centers are motivated chiefly by a desire to improve status while that
of the counter moven»nt is to gain subsistence, Rural Life in Process*
Hew York: r^Graw-Hill Book Company, 1940, p* 208,

se
miXItate against the fluidity of population*

As Penrose has observed*

wIn practice migration has never taken place on a scale adequate to
bring the distribution of population into anything approaching a close
31
correspondence with the distribution of resources*"
Whether a family*s migration to a given destination la feasible
or not, the absence of other alternatives may impel choice of th® ex
pedient action*

Better land areas do not attract excess populations

but repel them during periods of crisis*

Poor land areas, on the other

hand, offer subsistence to migrants with limited resources at their
oaian&Qd, the poverty-stricken family f lading relatively greater imme
diate opportunity in the rough, wooded areas where subsistence farming
is possible than in the high-priced land areas adapted to commercialized
32
farming*
Probably a large proportion of depression migration is more
or less compulsive, and Is initiated with full knowledge that the
family* s status will be lower than that to which it has bean accustomed*
The Institutional imperfections of the economic system are not
self—correcting, as has been assumed in older economic theory*

The

price system, land tenure system, tariffs, war, freight rates, govern
mental controls of production, taxation, and other Institutionalized
features of the national economy affect all classes of population in

31®.
Penrose, Population Theories and Their Application, Stan
fords Pood Research Institute, Stanford University, 1934, pp. 177-178.
32Carter Goodrich, o p . clt.. p. 697, and Robert T. MCMillan,
"Some Observations on Oklahoma Population Movements Since 1930," Rural
Sociology. Vol. I, September, 1936, pp. 332—343.
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different ways#®®

Individuals and families think, feel* and act within

an institutional framework and their migratory behavior is but on© of
numerous mechanisms by which they attempt to ciroumvent some of the
effects of social and economic maladjustments*
Economic theory tends to overstress the importance of voluntary
migration chiefly because it was conceived in a period of expansion*
Its weaknesses become apparent in a period of transition from an ex
panding economy to one of relative stability or of decline* in which
forced adjustments between human and economic resources become neces
sary*

How well migration functions to improve the status of the migrant

Is the pragmatic test of its economic and social value.

Of equal signi

ficance to the sociologist is the problem of changed social relation
ships resulting from migration,

the disruption of ties at the

point of departure and the re identification and reorientation at the
new location*
Social Mobility*

Emigration treats of moves in geographic space*

Social mobility has a distinct meaning of its own* being defined by
Sorokin as

•.the movement of individuals or groups from one social

position to another and the circulation of cultural objects* values
and traits among individuals and groups."

Social mobility pre-

®®Harlan Linn©us McCracken* Value Theory and Business Cycles*
Hew Yorks Falcon Press* 1933, Chap. 17; Alvin Harvey Hansen* Economic
Stabilization In An Unbalanced World. New Yorkt Harcourt* Brace and
Company, 1932* Chap. 10; John N. Webb* Migrant Families. Washingtons
Works Progress Administration* Research Monograph XVIII* Government
Printing Office* 1936* Chap. 7.
^^Pltirim Sorokin* "Social Mobility," Encyclopaedia of the
Social Sciences. The Macmillan Company* 1933, Vol. X, p. 554.
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*

supposes the existence of social space which is a "♦••Icing of uni33
verse composed of the human population, of the ©arth."
An Indi
vidual’s sooial position Is "..♦the totality of his relations toward
all groups of a population, and within each of them, toward Its
members*"

To identify the position of an individual or family in

sooial spaa© one has to indicate "(1 ) the relations to specific
groups* (2 ) the relation of these groups to each other within a population, and (3) the relation of thla population to other populations
In the human universe."

37

An Individual ordinarily can be identified with numerous social
groups: racial, linguistic, national, family, political, religious,
occupational, economic, and others.

He can rise or fall within these

groups or he can shift his position from one sub-group to another in
the same stratum.

Also, th© groups themselves may change positions

with reference to other groups.

Still a third possibility is the

shifting in social position of the populations of which the groups
are a part.

'Hie transition of individuals or groups within the same

social stratum is termed "horizontal mobility" by Sorokin.

Any

advance or decline in social position between social strata is re38
ferred to as "vertical mobility"•

®®Pitirim Sorokin, Social Mobility. New York: Harper and
Brothers, 1927, p. 4.

5gIbld., p. 6.
57 Ibid.,

p. 5.

p. 133. Sorokin perceives vertical circulation within
as well as between social strata.
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Sorokin* a concept of social mobility is of primary importance in
this research because of its usefulness in measuring th© social signifi
cance of migration.

Do changes in geographic space result In hori

zontal or vertical social mobility?

What are th© effects of the presence

or absence of sooial mobility upon migration?

Those are basic questions

for study*
Migration can lead to a rise, a fall, or no perceptible change
in the social position or status of an individual or family.

Con

versely, people can experience changes in social position without
shifting their permanent dwelling place in geographic space.

Th© pro

blem in this research is to determine the existence, amount, direction,
and nature of the relationships between migration and social mobility.
Status.

The position one occupies In social space is termed

"social status" or, more eorrectly in a capitalistic society, "socio
economic status".

The ownership, occupancy, control, or utilization

of economic resources fundamentally determines status among th© opencountry population studied.

In this instance status is a concept

based upon the function one assumes in a population whose measures
of success are primarily pecuniary In character,^
Human beings constantly engage in social Interaction, jt.e.,
competition, conflict, accommodation, and assimilation, in order to

In a society in which religious values are dominant, one
might properly use the term "socioreligiou© status" to identify social
position.

satisfy their needs and wants*

Individuals, groups* or aggregates

seek as much power over other individuals* groups, or aggregates with
reference to resources, technology, and social organization as they
40
are able to command to maintain and expand status*
Social mobility
and migration are concomitants of sooial interaction, though not
always to a perceptible degree*

Only a minute proportion of the

dynamic social relationships are ever systematically observed and
studied*

Status becomes the product of sooial interaction a® re

flected in survival, plane of living, and values.

Changes In the popu

lation, resources, and culture mitigate or Intensify the struggle for
status*
The concept of "status" has a variety of meanings, most of which
are of subjective character and not amenable to objective measurement*
Perhaps the content of status is of less significance than Its fune41
tion, as is true for example in the case of electricity,
but what
status does cannot be analyzed without some conception of its attri
butes#
Parsons recognizes the following bases of status formation:
membership in a kinship unit, personal qualities, achievements,
42
possessions, authority, and power*
He Is careful to include the

^Bertrand Russell develops this thesis of power in terras of
economic, political, technological, and religious manifostations in
his book. Power: A New Social Analysis. New York: Norton, 1938*
^George A. Lund berg, "The Measurement of Socioeconomic Status,"
The American Sociological Review. Vol. 5, February, 1940, p. 57.
^®Talcott Parsons, "An Analytical Approach to the Theory of
Social Stratification," American Journal of Sociology, Vol. XIV,
May, 1940, p* 841*
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factors producing status Toy ascription (sex, age, and family) and
status by achievement through, personal qualities and competition*
North observes personal, political, economic, religious, and honorifla differences in status*

43

In his study of primitive societies,

Landtman cites as the primary causes of social inequalities sex, age,
personal qualities, wealth, occupation, military strength, and reli—
gious powers*

44

Sumner identifies class differences by economic,

moral, intellectual, and physical qualities*

43

In a recent study of

.American farm tenants, Schuler has defined social status as,
***•*& hierarchic division of society into classes which differ
quantitatively, qualitatively, or both, regarding! (1) social
privileges received and obligations borne| (2) goods and services
consumed; (3) respect received and prestige held; (4) ideology
and class solidarity*"^
Max Weber was interested in the Lebenschance (life chances) of
Individuals in terms of their possession of means of production, plane
of living, and cultural and recreational possibilities.
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This prompted

^®Ceoil Clare North, Social D ifferentiation, Chapel Hills Uni
versity of North Carolina Press, 1926, p. 17,
^*Ounnar Landtman, The Origin of the Inequality of Social Classes,
Chicago! The University of Chicago Press, 1938, pp, 1-2*
^^V.illiam Graham Stunner, Folkways. Boston! Ginn and Company, 1906,
pp* 40—42*
46Edgar A* Schuler, "The Present Social Status of American Tenant
Farmers,* Rural Sociology* Vol* III, March, 1938, p. 20. For a dis
senting point of view, see George Simpson, "Class Analysis! 1'Jhat Class
Is Not," American Sociological Review. Vol. IV, December, 1938, pp*
827-835*
*7Paul Mombert, "Claes," Encyclopaedia of the Social aoiences*
New Yorks The Macmillan Company, Vol. Ill, 1933, p. 332*
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T* H. 'Marshall to propose that "if w® ar® thinking or a Sooial Glass
as a group based on a certain resemblance of its members, we must
48
regard it as a group with similar sooial chances**."
Alpert and
Lund berg epitomize this idea by conceiving of status as the proba—
bility that an individual will reap the maximum goals of sociooco49
nomic striving*
All of the foregoing concepts include or imply numerous subject *
tive criteria with which to identify social status or class, but, with
few exceptions, their authors are not concerned with methods of meas
urement.

The problem of reducing "personal qualities," "possessions,"

privileges and obligations,” or any of the other characteristics of
status into uniformities that can be measured quantitatively is under
taken only by Lundberg and Schuler*

Several other researches have

been focused upon this problem, the most notable among them being the
work of Chapin and Sewell*
Chapin defines status as,
"•••the position that an individual or family occupies with
reference to the prevailing standards of cultural possessions,
effective income, material possessions, and participation in the
group activities of the community*"

^quoted from Harry Alpert, "Operational Definitions in Sociology,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. Ill, December, 1938, p. 861.
^ I b l d .■ p. 860* Of. Lundberg, op. cit.. p. 38, and William F*
Ogburn and lleyer F. Nimkoff, Sociology. New Yorks Houghton-Mifflin
Company, 1940, pp. 307-312*

®0F. Stuart Chapin, The Measurement of Sooial Status. Minneapolis?
University of Minnesota Press, 1933, p. 3*

He constructed scales for measuring each of th© major attributes*
Books, newspapers, magazines, and other items are considered as
items of cultural equipment • Effective income is measured in terms
of a standardized income unit, the ammain*

Material possessions are

represented in th© final scale by various items of household equip
ment, and the index of participation in group activities was con
structed from data based upon membership* attendance, committee
service, and offices held in community organizations*

Kis Social

Status Scale, a composite of the individual scoring devices, wae
found to be reliable and valid when applied to a special urban
sample*
William H, Sewell has developed a carefully standardized index
of socioeconomic status for the farm families which form the basis
of the present research*

5X

Using the method of internal consistency,

Sewell selected 36 of the 123 original items upon which data

wot©

obtained as having, the best capacity to differentiate between various
levels of socioeconomic status*

The items measure cultural possess

ions, material possessions, and social participation,
sated elements included in Chapin’s scale.

three of the

One of th© validating

tests of this scale shows the following highly significant correla
tions:®®

^William H. Sewell, The Construction and Standardization of _A
Scale for the Measurement of the 3oc lo-economic Statue of Oklahoma
Farm Families* Stillwater: Oklahoma Agri. Kxper. Sta. Tech. Bull*
No* 9, April, 1940. This study contains an excellent bibliography
of reseerehes dealing with th© measurement of status*
SgZbld*. p. 48*
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Status
Status
Status
Status

seal© and cash income per aiamain — —
—
scale and net wealth per familyscale and expenditures fox' living per aiamajn - - - scale and total money value of living per ajrnnain - -

0*65
0.55
0*63
0,67

Similarly, th© scale differentiated with a high degree of signifi
cance between tenure status groups*
The chief limitation of Sewell1s status seal© for purposes of the
present study is
in

that it measures

socioeconomic status are to be

status at a given time*

Ifchanges

analyzed at various time-points, it

Is necessary to use criteria for measuring status that can be repeated
with facility*

Occupation and wealth are two indexes that have been

used extensively in tracing historical changes.

Sorokin has defined

an individual* s status as a composite of his occupational * economic,
53
and political positions in society*
Neither occupation nor wealth, or a combination of the two, are
synonymous with socioeconomic status, which can be considered as th©
composite evaluation of an individual’s functions by members of his
groups*

These indexes are correlatives of socioeconomic status*
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Income and wealth do reflect in economic terras the evaluation of th©
ability to supoly essential n eds of groups: perpetuation, sustenance,
protection, and control*

Occupation likewise has the capacity to

differentiate the various levels of status*

Intelligence, education,

duties, privileges, income, wealth, plane of living, manner of

53Pitirim Sorokin, op* clt*, p. IS*
^^Occupation may be defined as any gainful employment pursued
for purposes of maintaining socioeconomic status. See Arthur Salz,
"Occupation," Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences. Now York: The
Macmillan Company, Vol. XX, 1933, p. 424*
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behavior, group values, and other criteria associated with status
also are reflected In various occupational groupings*
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The validity

of these s tngle~factor Indexes may not be as high as that of care-*
fully constructed composite rating scales but this is offset by
s

certain advantages*

Occupation is the most widely accepted measure

of status, and individual occupational histories afford bases for
the study of changes in status*
She reliability of occupation and wealth as measures of status can
be questioned*

Available occupational classifications lack the con

sistency and uniformity desirable in an Index*

Many unskilled

laborers in the city receive as much income from their work as do
many farm owners and tenants who are classed as proprietors*

By

reason of inheritance, persons in the proprietorial classes often
occupy a higher position than their own achievements would gain for
them*

Furthermore, occupations carry different connotations as be

tween regions and industries*

For example, many tenants in northern

states have higher income, wealth, and plane of living than has the
vast majority of tenants in the South*

Similarly, a skilled railroad

engineer may hold social position far above that of a skilled garment
worker or harness maker*
Wealth is not a uniform measuring Instrument because of its
variation in value*

A farmer with $1,000 in 1917 actually had con

siderably less purchasing power than one with $750 in 1938*

A farm

owner with three-fourthe of his wealth invested in land may not

®%orokin, op* cit*, Chaps* III and VI*
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reoeive as much income as th# part owner who has a larger proportion
ot hi a total investment in livestock, farm implements, and growing
crops•

While admitting th© imp©rfeotlone of occupation and income

as reliable measures of status, there are no hotter indexes available
for studying socioeconomic changes*
In recapitulating this section, th© following concepts have been
adopted for use in the present study*

Migration is defined as any

change in domicile since th© economic head of the family left the
parental home for a period of a year or more*

Social mobility will

refer only to vertical changes In occupation and in gross or net
wealth recorded at the beginning of each new change in domicil© since
the head of the family started working for himself.

Socioeconomic

status may be defined as any composite ©valuation of an individual#s
functions by members of his groups*

Three measures of status* occu

pation, gross and net wealth, and Sewell *s status scale scores, are
employed in this research*
3*

Previous Research in Migration and Social Mobility.

It is pro

posed here to discuss briefly the methodology and more important
findings of previous researches demonstrating relationships between
migration and social mobility.
In his study of occupational mobility among 300 white farm
families in Pickens County, South Carolina, B. 0* Williams attempted
to prove the hypothesis that ^Mobility among far v rs Is a function
of their socio-economic status, jUg.** mobility is higher among the
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lower economic and social levels, and vice versa.*’

This he did by

calculating a "mobility index** for ©aoh farmers grouping them into
halves, above and below th© medians and, comparing, the two groups
with reference to newspaper subscriptions, possession of automobile,
truck, and tractor, possession of certain household, conveniences,
participation in community organizations, months of schooling, and
acres in cultivation*

The items, considered as indexes of soclo**

economic status, also were compared as between farm owners arid tenants
and extreme cases of migration*

As a part of his study, Williams

calculated single and partial coefficients of correlation, using the
Index of mobility, acres In cultivation, and years of schooling,
A careful examination of Williams* analyses indicates that th©
differences in socioeconomic status are more elearcut between owners
and tenants than between migration groups*

In an lov/a study, Watoely

found that age of operator and size of farm were more closely associated with tenure than with migration*
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Both migration and tenure status are undoubtedly functions of
age, and Williams made allowance for age factor in hie measurement
of territorial mobility by the following formulas
W f t T f e S S JSS!.BJLJ!S^£
X 100 = Index of mobility
Number of years employed

B.
0. Williams, Occupational Mobility Among Farmers* _I ~
Mobility Patterns* Clemsons South Carolina Agri. Expor* Sta. Bull*
No* 296, June, 1934, p* 16*
^ R a y E. Wakely, Differential Mobility within the Rural Populet ion in 18 Iowa Townships * 1988 to 1953* Amos a Iowa Agri* Exper.
Sta* Rea* Bull* No. 249* December, 1938, p. 308*

Op
"The index was chosen in order to take into account the length
of employment period as well as th© number of moves made* Evi
dently a farmer moving ten times in 30 years could not b© compared
with another farmer moving ten times in 50 years, because the
chances for moving are greater in the latter case."®®
The mobility index devised by Williams is easy to calculate, but
its reliability is open to question*

It does not measure consistently

what it purports to measure because of th© variability in th© amount
of moving at different ages*
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The sample to which Williams applied

his index contains no fanner without adult children who had entered
some occupation, a fact which inadvertently conceals the defect of the
index*

The inclusion in the sample of younger farmers would have re

sulted in higher mobility scores, for the reason that persons move
frequently during the early years of their careers when they are
striving to improve their socioeconomic status.
older, their migrations tend to decrease.

As persons grow

The indexes of younger

persons are hardly comparable with those of older persons who have
had a longer period of exposure*

This can be illustrated hypotheti

cally as followst

Farmer
Farmer
Farmer
Farmer

A
B
C
D

—
—
—
-

30
50
50
70

years
years
years
years

old
old
old
old

Number of moves in each ten-year
period assuming that all farmers
leave home at age of BO years*
10
80
30
40
50
*
4
**
5
«*
3
5
0
3
1
4
5

Mobility
Index
40
50
40
36

Farmers B, 0 t and D migrate an equal number of times in each of th©

5®B* 0. Williams, op* cit ** p. 17.
^Williams is aware of this problem, but he points out in a foot
note that, "Th* fact that territorial mobility is less in the older age
group does not vitiate the logic of its premise*w Ibid *, p* 17*
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comparable periods, but Farmer A, though moving less than the others,
has a mobility index equal to or higher than Farmers 0 and D, whose
Indexes are reduced disproportionately by longer exposure periods*
The number of moves per year is not a reliable index of migration
unless it is adjusted for age differences*
Another weakness of Williams* study is the interpret at ion of
findings.

If migration is a function of socioeconomic status then

low status presumably would lead to frequent migration and high status
to stability*

Instead, Williams repeatedly reaches the opposite con-*

elusions when he states, for example, that "excessive moving among
farroers is disastrous to their sooial and economic well being*"
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The implication that migration causes low status is misleading*
Curbing migration will not improve status, but changes in institu
tional arrangements which will permit farmers to improve their
status may reduce the amount of migration*

At least this is the

assumption upon which the present research proceeds*
Another point needs to be clarified*

Migration probably is

greater for the extremes than the mean in the population, but the
motivation appears to be quite different for those of very high and
those of very low socioeconomic status*

According to Lind,

"•Hi© travel of the wealthy la focalized to a permanent home
and to stable group relationships, which are conducive to a
sense of personal security and a healthy personality* Th© mo
bility of the poor, in most instances, precipitated by economic

60Ibid,* p* 73* 3e© also his article, "Mobility and Farm Tenancy,"
Journal of Land and Public Utility Econo ralea . Vol. XIV, May, 1938,
pp* 207-208,
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conditions over which they exercise no control, involves the
complete rupture of th© old place and group relationships and
th© disorganization of personality*"®^
The migration of individuals and families possessing high status
in many instances are for purposes of education, pleasure, health,
and other noneconomic satisfactions, whereas among those having low
status changes in domiciles are undertaken as a means of improving
their economic conditions.

It is the migration of th© latter type

with which Williams is concerned primarily,
Williams validated his index by correlating th© index with the
actual number of territorial moves, the resulting coefficients being
.809+^023 for 224 farm owners and .858j*,Q31 for 75 tenants.

Duncan

applied the same formula for measuring migration to a sample of
farmers in the Oklahoma wheat belt.

His corresponding coefficients

of correlation were ,6X3**056 for 295 owners and ,631+.037 for 264
tenants*
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The principal reason for the lower correlation in the

latter study lies in the age composition of the two samples.

In

Williams* sample no farmer under 36 years of age was included, while
nearly one—third of the Oklahoma farmers were under that age*

This

disparity results from a large number of high indexes for young
fanners in Duncan*s sample whose migrations had occurred within a
y

comparatively short span of time,

61Andrew W, Lind, A 3tud;y of Mobility of Population in Seattle*
Seattle: University of vTashington Publications In th© Social Sciences,
Tol* III, October, 1925, p. 40.
*®0tis Durant Duncan, An Analysis of Farm Family Organization jhgL
Oklahoma. Louisiana State University Library, Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis,
1941, p. 207*
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Fessler# in a study attempting: to demonstrate the relationship
between migration and socioeconomic status of* Oklahoma farmers, further
Standardizes Williams* formula by computing an average mobility index
for all fanners in a given class interval and by expressing each indiHe then proceeds to
enalyze the original, middle, and last positions of farmers in each
of four migration groups with reference to these itemst tenure, acreage
in farm, value per acre, amount of wealth, amount of debt, and duration
of stay.

He found that the most stable group of farmers began with a

greater amount of wealth and in a higher tenure status, were older at
the time of their first move, had migrated less frequently, had
operated larger farms, and had shown greater gains in wealth than the
most migratory group of farmers*
In conjunction with their study of vocational patterns among 685
farmers in six Connecticut townships, Hypes and Markey developed a
’•stability index,” combining geographical moves and occupational
changes*

Their complicated formula is expressed mathematically ass
Stability index •*

x

•n

y +

Ma + 1

"Wheres x, y, etc*, equals the number of years between moves Mt
equals the s&ves in time or the number of Interruptions of occu
pations by moving.
Mt + 1 equals the periods of stability
Ha equals the net total moves of all kinds (forming constant)

®^William Julian Fessler, The Economic and Tenure 3tatus of 769
Farmers
the Stillwater Greek Area. Stillwater: Oklahoma Agricul
tural
Mechanical College Library, Unpublished Master*s Thesis, 1937*

U&RARY

»
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Ma ♦ 1 equals the theoretical periods of stability, taking all
njovGs as a basis*tt®®
Teats to determine the validity of the index do not appear in
the study, and the authors made only limited us© of this instrument of
measurement, stating that further refinement and testing iver© needed*
In later studies this device was modified somewhat to measure mobility
65
rather than stability*
Apparently these investigators were interested in the occupational
and spatial stability of their subjects* but their index offers little
of practical value either as a measure of migration or occupational
changes* or both*

For example* the index would be reduced more by a

territorial move involving a change from a farm owner to a grocery

store proprietor than one from farm laborer to farm owner*

In the

first ease* there would be three moves; one geographical* one vertical*
and one occupational { in the second* there would be two moves; one
geographical and one vertical*
and la space is noted*

In both Instances one move each in time

Obviously* this index is more sensitive to

shifts* between agricultural and nonagricultural occupations than
between tenure classes within agriculture*
Sanders constructed a "stability index” as a part of his mobility
66
study of 352 fanners living in twelve Oklahoma counties*
To stand**
®®J* L* Hyp© s and John F . Markey * ,211^
to ^ormin^ Oocijj^si*
tlons in Connecticut* 3torrs: Connecticut Agri. Exper. Sta* Bull*
Ho* 161* October, 1929, p* 486*
®5y* L* Hypes* Victor A. Rapport, and Eileen M* Kennedy* Connect 1out Rural Youth and Farming Occupations * 3torrss Connect lout Agri. Exper.
Sta* Bull* No* 182, November, 1952, p. 28, and J* L* Hypes, Population
Mobility in Rural Connecticut. Storrss Connecticut Agri. Exper* 3ta*
Bull* No* 196, August, 1954, p. 57.
66j. T. Sanders, The Economlo and Sooial Aspects of iviobility of Qkla~
Formers * Stillwater; Okla. Agri* Exper* Sta* Bull. No* 195, August,
1929*
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ardiz© the eg© factor In. migration, the average number of years on
each farm was expressed as a percentage of the normal length of stay
for all farmers at his stage of earning life*
constituted the index score*

The resulting figure

The "normal stay**

"was determined by considering the arithmetic average, the median
and th© mod© of the stays of farmers in th© various year groups
of earning life, and then by drawing a free hand curve of th©
normal stay of operators in th© different stages of earning life,
using the three types of averages as guides* The ordinate values
of this free hand curve were considered th© normal amount of
moving at various stages, and the actual stay of each rnan was
expressed as a per cent of this normal stay,"
Sanders* index lacks simplicity* his procedure representing a
crude manipulation of data which could hardly be repeated with similar
results even for the same farmers*

However, he did demonstrate by the

use of his index that migration was associated with tenancy; small
amounts of capital; law average wealth accumulation; th© operation of
low-valued farms; slow progress among school children; under—average
subscription to daily newspapers and farm Journals; and, a slight
tendency toward a single-crop type of farming*

go

The study of the Swedish statara, a special class of agricultural
laborers, by Robert Littmarck is noteworthy because of th© attempt to
relate occupational changes to migration*
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Annual data on the move**

ment and occupation of 1,000 families of statare in 88 communities of

67Ibid.* p. 41*
68Xbld* * p. 3*
fi®Robert Littmaroic, Malardelens noma&er* Svenska Kyrkans Diakonistyrelses BokfSrlag, Stockholm, 1930. A description of thla
study appears in Dorothy Swain© Thomas, op* cit*, pp* 130—140•

southern Sweden were obtained from population registers and analyzed
for th© years 1985 to 1989*
Four-fifths of the migrant families studied had not changed their
occupation over the five-year period*

Small proportions* 4 and 8 per

cents, respectively* had shifted to nonagrioultural occupations and
had risen to a higher tenure status*

Uhat change th© remaining families

made is not stated by Thomas in her review*

Th© fact of a 10 per cent

decrease in migration over the period studied can be explained as mainly
due to advancing age and improvements in occupational adjustment*
In evaluating numerous causes of migration* Littmarck discounts
th© importance of ’•wanderlust"* suggesting that th© stat are’s monoto
nous life develops a psychic need for new horizons* independence * and
self-respect * which find expression in migration*

Uppermost in the

mind of the migrant is the hop© of improving status*

Duncan arrived at

the same conclusion independently with reference to Oklahoma migrants*
although several writers have contended that migration was motivated
70
largely by an instinct to wander*
One of the few researches in the occupational mobility of urban
workers is that of Davidson and Anderson based upon 1848 male family
heads living in San Jose* California during 1953 and 1934*
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The

^®0tis Durant Duncan* The Theory and Consequences of Mobility of
Farm Population. 3tillwater: Oklahoma Agri. Exper. Sta. Circular No*
88* Kay* 1940* p. 4* Of * Carleton H* Parker* The Casual Laborer and
Other Essays. New Yorkt Hare ourt * Brace* and Hows* 1980* p* 56 j Alfred
H. Stone * "Th© Plantation Experiment*" Quarterly Journal of Economics.
Vol. XXX* 1904* p* £74$ Nels Andsrson, The Hobo. Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1923* p. 82; and, Regnar Numelln, The Wandering Spirit*
A Stnay of Human Migration. London: The Macmillan Company* 1957* p. 1*
^^Percy E. Davidson and H. Dswey Anderson* Occupational Mobility In
An American Community. Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1937* p. 116.

4a
•xtent to which migrants across state lines had improved their status
la indicated by a comparison of th© occupational levels before and
after migration*

Sixty per cent of the moves were not accompanied by

changes in occupational level, while equal proportions had experienced
78
advances and declines *
No analysis is made between the amount of
migration and occupational status*

Th© Edwards* occupational classi

fication Is used to measure vertical changes*
These investigators developed a unique method of plotting horizontally, or in sequence, on a vertical scale the regular occupation
of the father, the amount of formal schooling, th© first occupation,
and the beginning occupation of the respondent*

The main contribution

of this research lies in its emphasis upon th© influence of social
background factors in governing subsequent occupational attainments*
The study by Lively and Foott of 2554 households living in the
open country and villages of 10 Ohio townships indicates some rela73
tionship between occupational mobility and migration*
In 47 per cent
of the moves of households the family head had changed his occupation,
but in only 33 per cent of the cases did the household move when the
head shifted his occupational status*

The lack of a closer relation**

ship between migration and occupational changes may be du© to two

7®Paul H. Landis found that 38 per cent of 467 workers had changed
their occupation upon entering the State of Washington* Rural Iirsml—
grants to Washington State * 1952-1936* Pullmans Washington Agri* Exper.
Sta* in cooperation with W*P*A* Division of Social Research, Rural
Sociology Series in Population, No. 2, 1936, Mimeographed, p* 16*
E* Lively and Frances Foott, Population Mobility In Selected
Areas of Rural Ohio, 1988-1935* Wooster: Ohio Agri* Exper* 3ta* Bull.
So* 582, June, 1937*
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factors s the presence of villagers In th© sample who do not move ©very
time they change occupations, and to the restriction of a move to
changes across township lines or between the open country and village.
In an earlier research, Lively and Beck attempt to identify some
Of the factors which select young males entering ogrieultur©•

Th©

occupation and tenure of parents, size of parental farm business,
organizational affiliation of parents, migration of parents, age of
migrants, economic conditions in agriculture at th© beginning of
earning life, age at departure from home, and schooling appear to be
related to migratory behavior*
One of the techniques employed in the present research was
75
developed by Lively*
H© compared the radial distance of migrations
in terms of miles spanned from the point of departure end also in
terms of political subdivisions.

In Ohio political unite were found

to be sufficiently uniform in size to warrant substituting, them for
the more accurate, but less easily obtainable, measurement of mileage*
According to Lively, a majority of persons never move far from
the place of origin, and they are reluctant to cross state lines*

The

7*p . a , Beck and 0* E. Lively, The Movement of Open Country Fopulet ion in Ohio. II - The Individual Aspect. Wooster: Ohio Agri* Exper*
Sta. Bull. No. 489, September, 1931, p* 45.

E. Lively, "Spatial Mobility of the Rural Population With
Hespeot to Local Areas,” The American Journal of Sociology, Vol. XL III,
July, 1937, pp. 89-102. Other migration studies by the same author
Include C. E. Lively and P.
Population in Ohio, I - The Family Aspect. Woosteri Ohio Agri. Exper*
Sta. Bull, No. 467, November, 1930; and 0. E. Lively and Conrad E*
Taeuher. Rural Migration in the United States. Washington: Works
Progress Administration, Research Monograph XBC, Government Printing
Office, 1939*
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states near the frontier have lower proportions of native population
than the older states*

With th© passing of the frontier, migrants

revert to short-d 1stone© dispersions characteristic of well-settled
areas*

Persons migrating long distances tend to have a high occupa-

tlonal statue*
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On© of th© best studies of the social status of American farmers
is that of Schuler*
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For the 2182 farm operators in widely scattered

counties in the corn belt and cotton belt, it was learned that the
times migrated and the distance traveled tend to vary inversely with
high tenure status*

In most instances, farm owners live in their

native county and report few residence changes*
laborers move frequently and over wider areas*

In contrast, farm

78

Schuler shows the influence of parents* occupation, education,
age at leaving home, age at jsarriage, mat© selection, beginning
tenure status, and inheritances upon th© tenure 3tatus held at time
of survey*

He attempts to analyze social mobility by comparing the

beginning tenure status xvith the present status of farm operators, the
time consumed in climbing the agricultural ladder, and th© amount of
occupational displacement experienced by his subjects*
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The migratory behavior of individuals and families in the South

76

Ibid ** pp* 90 and 100*

7^Edgar A* Schuler, Social Status, and Farm Tenure - Attitudes and
Social Conditions of Corn Belt and Ootton Belt Farmers * Washington!
Farm Security Administration and Bureau of Agricultural Fconomica,
TJ.3.D.A* cooperating. Social Research Report No* IF, April, 195Q.
70

Ibid*, pp* 180 and 189.
79Ibid*. pp. 102-152.
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cannot b© dissociated from th© tenancy system which stimulates it to
excess,

T. J, Woofter, Jr* and B. 0* Williams, drawing upon data from

three carefully stratified samples obtained in certain southern states
during 1933 and 1954, analyze the movements of farm families from on©
faun to another; from one status to another within agriculture; and,
from rural areas to town and back in a monograph for the Works Pro60
gross Administration*
•White tenants had lived on the 1954 farm 5,9 years while Negro
tenants had lived on the 1954 farm 8*6 years* Whit© tenants had
averaged 4*5 different farm residences and Negro tenants 3*7*
The average number of year© of residence per farm was 4*6 for
white tenants and 6*1 for Negroes,”®^
Most of the moves (64*4 per cent) of the 1830 South Carolina
farmers studied had been made within the county in which residence
82
was reported in 1933*
Changes in tenure status were not analyzed in terms of territorial
/

moves, but mobility between tenures was frequent*

In each sample the

tendency of mobility was upward; however, only a relatively small pro
portion of heads had ever become form owners*
Twelve per cent of the 4,858 heads enumerated in the plantation
survey had made one or more move3 to town.

It is pointed out that

those returning to the farm from town formed only a small proportion
of the total number moving to town*

J* Vioofter, Jr., et al., Landlord and Tenant lie1at ions on the
Cotton Plantation. V.ashingtons ftorks Progress Administration, Research
Monograph V, Government Printing Office, 1936, Chap* VIII*
81Ibid., p. 110.
82Ibid., p. 1X5.
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This study contains an excellent description of migration and
tenure mobility*

It does not attempt, however, to show th© functional

relationships between th© two phenomena.
In nearly all of the monographs published by the Works Progress
Administration and other governmental agencies engaged in social re
search some attention is focused upon the characteristics of migration
and socioeconomic status of the population studied.

Moat of these

researches deal with problems of disadvantaged families, and in general
there is agreement on the following pointsa
1.

The proportions of agricultural families receiving relief

decreases in th© following orders farm laborers, croppers, tenants,
and farm owners. 8 3
2.

Deficiencies or non-possession of land, workstoek, tools, and

other capital resources with which to make a living are associated
with families having a relief status.
3.
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The unemployment or underemployment of workers prevents

families from achieving stability of residence and occupation.

65

^^Thomas C . McCormick, Comparative Study of Belief and Non-Relief
Households. Washingtons Works Progress Administration, Research Mono
graph I, 1935, pp. 1-3.
Cr* Beck and M. C . Forster, Six Rural Problem Areass Belief—
Begources-Behabllltation. Federal Emergency Belief Administration,
Research Monograph I, 19F5, pp, 76-85; Berta Asch and A. R. Mangus,
Farmers on Belief and Rehabilitation. Washingtons Vvorks Progress
Administration, Research Monograph VIII, pp. 63-69, and, E. L.
Kirkpatrick, Analysis of 70.000 Rural Rehabilitation Families.
Washingtons Farm 3©curity Administration arid Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, U.S.D.A. cooperating, Social Research Report No. IX,
August, 1938, p. 78.

85T. J . Woofter, Jr., et al. op. oit.. pp. xx-xxi.
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4* Community ties are weak as a result of frequent changes in
dwelling place which tends to perpetuate social and economic instability*
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Th© research in rural-urban migration exceeds in quantity that
treating of farm—to*»farm and intra-cominunity movements, but the studies
of Zimmerman and his associates at the University of Minnesota. E* 0*
Young, Grace Leybourne, and Clyde Kiser, are of particular interest
because of their emphases upon certain selective aspects of migration
and the problem of assimilation*
The value of Zimmerman’s research lies primarily in the results
rather than in the methodology.

Therefore, a few of the most pertinent

findings are presented here*
1*

The greatest amount of Interoccupational mobility was noted

in the poor land areas* 87
2*

"A majority of migrants entered urban life as unskilled

laborers* and their upward mobility was not rapid."
5*
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"Bighty-eight par cent of the farmers studied were sons of

farmers, indicating a high degree of occupational inheritance in
89
agriculture."

®®Corle C . Zimmerman and Nathan 1. Whetten, ffural Families on
Relief, Washington: Works Progress Administration, Research Monograph
XVXII, 1938, p. 94.
®^Carle C. Zimmerman, "The Migration to Towns and Cities," The
American Journal of Sociology. Vol* XXXII, November, 1926, p. 451#
QQlbld.. p. 455*

89ibid*# p. 451.
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4*

"Migration takes place between the ages of sixteen and

twenty-five and moves by successive stages to large industrial
cities."90
5.

"Children of successful farm families stay on farms more

often than those of th© less successful... These children, when
they do migrate to urban centers, rise more rapidly than those
from the lower Income families."

91
92

6*

Migrants have more schooling than native farmers#

7.

"The law of net rural-urban selection" can be stated as

followsI "The cities attract the extremes while th© farms
attract the moan strata in society."
3.
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The villages and towns furnish means of absorption and

division of labor for the farm-born population#9^*
9*

"Farm families seem to grasp and hold their children much

95

t

longer than do the urban families.

90 Ibid.. p. 455.
91Carle C. Zimmerman, "The Migration to Towns and Cities. II
The American Journal of Sociology. Vol* XXOXI, July, 1927, p. 108.
Cf. W. A. Anderson and C. P. Loomis, Migration of Sons and Daughters
of White Farmers in Sake County. 1929, Raleighs North Carolina Agrl*
Xxper. 3ta. Bull. No. 275, June, 1950, p. 14#
92Carle C. Zimmerman, 0. D. Duncan, and Fred C. Frey, "Th© Migra
tion to Towns and Cities. XXI,” The American Journal of Sociology. Vol.
XXXIII, September, 1927, p. 240. For different results and conclusions,
see Dilson Geo, "A Qualitative Study of Rural Depopulation in a Single
Township, 1900—1950." The American Journal of Sociology. Vol. XXXIX,
September, 1
pp. 210—221.
95Ibid.. p. 241.
94Carle 0. Zimmerman and 0. D. Duncan, "The Migration to Towns
and Cities. IV," Journal of Farm Economics. Vol. X, October, 1928,
p. 510.
9®Carle C. Zimmerman and Lynn Smith, "Migration to Towns and Cities,"
American Journal of Sociology. Vol. XXXVI, July, 1950, p. 45*
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10*

The results confirm the theory "##*th©t the older child, or

the oldest male chtia, tends to

stajr

In agriculture in a greater

percentage of the cases than all children of the farm families."
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The first eight points are based upon data obtained from Minnesota
families and the last generalisation ia drawn from two samples of
Virginia white and Negro families.

Differences in the nationality and

cultural backgrounds, forms of agricultural organization, types of
farming, and general socioeconomic status create doubts as to the appli—
cability of all of Zimmerman *s hypotheses to Oklahoma open—country
families.

The relative "push" and "pull” factors as reflected in popu

lation pressures and opportunities in agricultural and nonagricultural
occupations are factors altering th© possibilities of verification.
Many Oklahoma counties play a double role with reference to populations
that of absorption in times of industrial depression and of population
dispersion during prosperous periods.

Whether the influx of popula

tion into the poor land areas may lower the average quality of the
open—country population is conjectural#

Also* it is not unlikely that

the emigrants from poor land areas in th© bettor years may be drawn
disproportionately from the youth of the "upper classes" because of
the scarcity of fanning opportunities.

These reciprocal processes*

if operating, may result in th© gradual dilution of population quality
in the open country#
In a study of over 1100 farmers in four New York counties, E# 0.
Young found that sons and daughters tend to remain at home on larger

^Carle C. Zimmerman, and John J* Corson, III, "The Migrations
to Towns and Cities, Number 6," 3oclal forces. Vol* VIII, March, 1930,
p. 402*
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on

farms.

Other factors producing migration differentials are ago,

education, distance, and tenure status,

Person© tend to leave th©

%

farm in the following orders hired man, farmerfs son, share tenant#
cash tenant, and farm owner*
Leybourne compared the 1246 migrants to Cincinnati from the
Southern Appalachian Plateaus with 1214 close neighbors born and

reared in the city and matched for ©ex, age, and certain other
factors*
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The migrants accepted poorer position© in industry and

were dismissed sooner than persons in the urban control group.

Fewer

of th© migrants owned their homes and their education was inferior to
the urban natives.

There were no difference© in the proportions re-**

oeiving relief, but Leybourne notes a generally unfavorable status
a s o g migrants in comparison with the long-time city residents*
Clyde Kiser, after participating in a survey of residents of
St. Helena Island, followed up and interviewed emigrants to Savannah
99
and New York City*
The Negroes migrated in response to economic
opportunities on the mainland and to dissatisfaction over the monoto—
nous life on the Island.
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Money, wages, and freedom from traditional

social control supplanted the security and intimacy afforded by primary

C.
Young, The Movement of Farm Population, Ithaca* Cornell
University Agri. Uxper. 3ta. Bull. No. 426, March, 1924, pp* 88-89.
^Grace G. Leybourne, "Urban Adjustmento of Migrants from the
Southern Appalachian Plateaus," 3oclal Foream, Vol. XVI, Decomber,
1937, pp* 238-246*
"Clyde V. Kiser, 3ea Island to Qifor* New York: Columbia Uni
versity Press, 19152, pp. 225—226*
lOOj^bid., p. 132, 135, and 144*
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groups.

Most of the migrant® worked a® unskilled laborers and

domestic servants.
Communications with earlier migrants who had preceded them in
duced others to follow.

Usually visits, disagreements ivith parents,

and other incidental causes led to the decision to migrate,
The results of Kiser's research discount some of the reasons fre
quently offered as explanations for Negro migration like unsatisfactory
white-Negro relations, farm tenanoy, and poor educational facilities.
The extensive literature on migration provides no direct ansiver
to two questions basic to the present research: Does migration lead to
occupational adjustments or to advance® in income and wealth?

Does

excessive migration result in low socioeconomic status, or is low
status itself an incentive of migration?

Both Thomas and Vance assert

that unless migration is accompanied by favorable changes in occupation
or economic condition, it does not fulfill its function of population
lQg
distribution.
The reason for a dearth of research in social mobility lies in
the difficulties encountered in measuring it.

Although there is no

agreement as to the precise definition of migration, the variable Is
susceptible to measurement •

That the two are interrelated seems to be

assumed generally but the extent and nature of th© relationship lacks
clarity.

The aim of this research in to throw additional light on this

neglected gap in the existing knowledge.

10:1Ibid.. p. 197.
10gIbld.. p. 218.
103-d o rothy Swaine Thomas, op. cit.. p, 1S6 and Rupert B. Vance,
op. cit.i p. 110.

CHAPTER III
SCOPE AND METHOD
In planning the proposed survey, the project supervisors con
sidered the limitations in time, funds, and personnel*

To comply

with certain objectives of the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment
Station, the following requirements were tentatively adopted*
the survey would be conducted in four counties*

First,

Second, the counties

selected should be representative of the State in as many socio—
economic characteristics as possible*

Third, the universe of sampling

within each county would be the total whit© population living out**
side of villages and cities*

Fourth, the sajft$>l© to be adequate should

include from 10 to 15 per cent of the families living in the open
country*
The methods used in obtaining the sample, tabulating the data,
and planning the analysis will be described in this chapter*
1*

Selection of Gounties*
The choice of counties to be surveyed was governed primarily by

the type of farming and the a^jount of farm tenancy*

Other factors

entering into the selection of counties war© the number and size of
farm units, degree of rurality, general character of the nonagricultural industries, proximity to large cities, age composition of the
rural-farm population, migratory behavior, and general plane of living*

*The title of the project iss "A Study of Certain Social Corre
latives of Farm Tenure Status in Selected Areas of Oklahoma*” It Is
a Purnell project of the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station*
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The data from Federal Censuses were Indispensable to the project super*
visors in determining the four counties finally chosen* namely* Haskell*
Cotton* Major* and Craig*

The major tests of representativeness will

be described*
£#

Type of Farming*
Haskell county* located midway in the second tier of counties along

the eastern border of the State* is fairly representative of th© small*
scale cotton and subsistence farming: area of eastern Oklahoma*

Most of

the families originated in Arkansas* northeast Texas, Tennessee, and
other southern states where this type of agriculture generally prevails#
A rough to hilly topography limits cultivation to small patches*

Somes

corn is raised for meal and for the maintenance of livestock and poultry#
The main money crop is cotton upon which the farmer depends for th© pay
ment of rental* taxes* merchant* bank.*

and doctor*

Credit forms the

chief financial means by which the farm and the family operate from
one year to another*

Wood-cutting* hunting* and the sale of small

amounts of livestock* poultry* and poultry products yield some cash
income*

The small farm units and the rough topography dlscourag© us©

of the tractor*
1Ri© northeastern part of the State is well adapted to a general
type of farming*

In Craig county* c o m * some row crops, livestock*

and dairying provide the principal sources of farm income.

Meadow

and woodland pastures furnish ample hay and grass for livestock*
Numerous ranches are located on th© rolling prairies in the western
part of the county* and self-sufficing agriculture is practiced widely
in the eastern portion*

Th© early whit© settlors migrated principally

from Kansas* Missouri* and Arkansan into the county to leas© lands
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owned by th® Indians* to trad® with them, and also to work as laborers
on railroad construction crows.

Many of th© open*-country families con-*

tinue to engage in part-time farming and derive substantial proportions
of their total income from mining.
Ootton county typifies the emerging large-scale commercial farming
area of southwestern Oklahoma.

Its location along the Ked River be

tween the ninety—eighth and ninety—ninth meridians places it in a zone
of transition including both prairies and plains.

Vfheat has made

inroads upon ootton as the main cash crop* and in recent years about
equal acreages have been planted to each.

Farmers exploit their

advantage of level topography through the use of tractors and motordrawn equipment*

The farms are larger than those in eastern Oklahoma*

\

and livestock* dairying* and poultry form profitable complementary
enterprises in the agricultural organization*
The region Ootton county represents in this study is semi—arid*
and the hazards incident to farming require a type of farmer adaptable
to extreme conditions of prosperity and depression.

Many of the

farmers migrated to southwestern Oklahoma from the bordering states
of Texas* Kansas* and Arkansas during the fix*st two decades of this
century.
Oldest among th©fbux counties from th© standpoint of white
settlement* Major county possesses a better integrated* more per
manent type of agriculture*

Cash grain and general farming predominate*

1959 there were 6l9 tractors registered with th© Oklahoma Tax
Commission* a gain of 60 per cent over 1930#
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but livestock constitutes an important backlog in sustaining agricul
ture during periods of drouth*

Wide variations exist in the soils of

the county, much of the poorer grade lands being covered by scrub oak*
In the northwestern part of th© county the high plains are cut by
steep canyons*

Along the Cimarron and North Canadian Rivors, blowing,

sandy soils form a refuge to marginal farmers, many of whom are on
relief*

Some of th© best farms in Oklahoma are located in a relatively

small area, covering two townships in the northeastern part of the
county*

Fertile land, adoquate-size units, and industrious Mennonlte

families form a combination of circumstances responsible for this
situation*

The early homesteaders in the region caiti© from Kansas and

other midwestern states in which similar agricultural practices are
followed*
These four counties are fairly typical of the principal typ©-offarming areas in the State: cotton—self-sufficing) general farming—
dairy) cotton-wheat—livestock) and, wheat-livestock-genersl combina
tions*

Wide variations in soils, size of farm, agricultural organi

zation, and farming practices exist within each of the counties, but
this makes the counties all the more representative of their respeo3
tive type-of-farming areas.
3*

Tenancy*
The proportion of farmers in Oklahoma operating land as tenants

has been high since early settlement.

In 1935, 61.6 per cent of th©

^Peter Nelson, "Geographical Variability in Types of Farming in
Oklahoirsa," Current Farm Economics. Vol. IX, February, 1936, p* 4* Also
see P. H. Stephens and Emil Rauohonatein, 3yatama of Farming in Okla
homa. Stillwater: Oklahoma Agri. Exper. 3ta. Bull. No. 199, April, 1931*
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white farm operators la the State did not own any or the land operated.
In selecting th© survey areas * efforts were made to include counties
with high* low, and medium tenancy ratios, with the total universe
correspondlag closely to the State as a whole.

Comparisons in th©

tenure distribution in 1935 for the whit© farmsrs in the State, survey
counties* and the sample are presented in Table 3*
Table 5* Tenure Distribution of White Farm Operators
In the State of Oklahoma, in the Survey Counties* 1935*
and in the Sample, 1937

Tenure Glass

Farm Census. 1935
Survey .
counties
State

Number of operators 195,501
Total
Full owners
Fart owners
Tenants*
Croppers

100.0
27*2
11*2
56.0
5*6

Survey sample. 1937
Total farm
Farm families
families
in study**

8,338
1047
Percentage distribution
100*0
100*0
23*3
27.9
14*5
14*3
53*3
54*7
2*9
4*1

914
100*0
26*7
15,3
55*4
2*6

3ouree: United States Census of Agriculture, 1935. Vol. I, Statistics
by Countiee, County Table 1, pp. 716—722,
* Farm managers are included as tenants,
** The total sample contained 1212 families, of which 1032 are used in
the present study. The families excluded from this tabulation are
classed as farm laborers, relief recipients* miners, and others
residing in the open country and designated as "non-farm" population
in the Census, A more detailed tenure—occupational classification
of families is presented on page
•
Of all whit© farm operators in the survey counties, 62*4 per cent
were tenants, croppers, and managers.

Haskell county had th© highest

proportion of non-owning white farm operators in the State, 79.7 por
cent (tee Table 6),

In the low tenancy county, Major, the corres

ponding ratio was 49,6 per cent, while in Craig and Cotton th© per
centages were 51*5 and 67*0, respectively*

Since variations in tenure
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distribution between th© State and survey areas are ©mall and relatively
unimportant f it Is Justifiable to conclude that the four counties con**
form closely with the State with respect to th© proportion of farm
tenancy*

Tenure differences between th© sample and the sampling uni

verse will bo explained later*
4*

Farm Income«
Because income is associated closely with socioeconomic status, a

test of representativeness on this iten is desirable*

hhen th© Census

data of 1929 on the gross value of farm products sold, traded, or con
sumed at home were used as the basis for comparison, the distribution
of incomes between the State and the four counties taken as a whole
closely coincide (Table 4)*

Individual counties display wide varia

tions, but a cross-section of all income classes is wanted in th©
Table 4* Distribution of Farms According to Gross Farm Income
In the State of Oklahoma and the Survey Counties, 1989

Gross farm income
dumber of farms
Total
Under $300
$600—$999
$1000—$2499
$2500 and over

State

Total

190,148

7729

100*0
28*0
21*6
54*6
15.8

100.0
27*2
25*5
57*3
12*0

Survey counties
Craig
Haskell
Ootton
1869
1853
8025
Percentage distribution
100 *0
100*0
100*0
15 *4
39*4
59*4
32*7
25 *8
17*7
51.3
24.7
27*9
17.6
3*2
6*9

Major
8002
100 *0
18*7
18*4
43*8
19.1

Source: Fifteenth Census of the tinited St at o s. Agriculture, 1950. Vol.
Ill, Table VI* Gross income refers to the value of products sold,
traded, or used by the operatorfs family*
sampling universe.

The outstanding characteristic revealed in Table 4

Is the preponderance of low incomes.

One-half of the farms reported

gross incomes of less than $1000 in 1929, a year of relative prosperity.
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With respect to the State, th© proportional distributions among the
several income classes show a concentration of th© farms of th© four
counties in th© intermediate levels*

The slight under^-representation

of the upper Income class in the sample counties does not vitiate th©
general agreement with th© State in this important characteristic.4
5,

Duration of Farm Occupancy*
Farmers are asked by Oensus enumerators to report the year in

which they moved to the farm occupied.

These data, when tabulated

separately for farm owners and tenants, furnish a fairly suitable
index of migration*

In Table 5, it may be seen that th© proportions

of families living on farms for specified numbers of years are similar
Table 5. Number of Years on Present Farm
Reported by Owner and Tenant Operators
in th© State and in the Survey Counties, 1930
Number of years
on farm
Number of operators
Total
Under 1 year
1
£
5
4
5—9
10—14
15 and over

State

Full owners
Survey Counties

56,795
100*0
10*0
4.7
5.1
4.2
5.5
17*4
13*5
39.6

State

Tenants
Survey Counties

2113
, 187,060
Percentage distribution
100*0
100.0
8.5
43*0
11*9
4,4
5.4
9.4
7.0
4*1
6.8
4.0
21*9*
16.1
13.3
44*2

Source s' United States Census of Agriculture, 1935, Vol. X,
Table IF.
* Five years and over.

5496
100.0
40.0
12.7
9.4
7.1
6.8
24.0*
4*
we

County

^The Rural Farm Plan© of Living Index as computed from U* S. Census
data for each county and for the State, according to th© method employed
by Lively and Almack, give the following indexes: State, 100*0, and four—
county total, 95*7* See 0* IS. Lively and R. B. Almack, A .Method of
Determining Social Sub-Areas Viith Application to Ohio. Columbusi Ohio
State University, Department of Rural Economics, Mimeograph Bull* No*
106, 1938.

for the 3tat© and for th© survey counties.

Therefor©, it can be

claimed that th© four counties taken as a whole are representative
of th© 3tate with reference to the duration of occupancy.
6«

General Representativeness of Survey Counties.
As measured by th© criteria of type of farming, farm tenancy,

gross farm income, and duration of farm occupancy, th© four survey
counties taken together conform rather closely to th© State.

Although

the Census data are limited t^> farm, families, it may be assumed log!-*
cally that the nonfarm families living in the open country of the four
counties also are representative of the State.

It can be assumed

further that if the counties are similar to the Stat© in the charac
teristics observed, the chances are that they will bear close re sera**
blances in others.
7.

*Bie Selection of the Sample.
An attempt was made to get a random sample by proceeding in such

a manner that every white family living in the open country had, as
nearly as possible, an equal opportunity of being interviewed.

Fami

lies of farm laborers, relief workers, and others, as well as farm
families wore contacted.

The enumerators, who were graduates from

the School of Agriculture at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical
College or had experience in government agricultural work, visited
homes in every township of the four counties during th© period from
December, 1937 to April, 1930.

Efforts were taken to reach families

living in sections of the counties inaccessible by automobile.

The

supervisors sought to insure a chance selection of all families by
scattering ©numerators over a sufficient territory to avoid "bunching”
of interviews.

Despit© these precautions, a scatter map of the homes
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Visited shows some tendency toward concentration along improved hi^hways*

This may account for the slight over— representation in the

sample of farm owners who probably reside on better roads than fami
lies of th© landless classes*
Th© total sample of 1212 family schedules was taken in approxi
mately equal proportions among the four counties.

By eliminating th©

schedules with incomplete and fragmentary migration histories, the
sample used in the present study was reduced to 1052 cases.

The

poorest records were obtained from farm laborers, V/.P.A. workers, and
other nonfarm families, 23*5 per cent of these schedules being re
moved from the sample because of incompleteness*

For similar reasons,

the following percentages of schedules among other tenure groups were
rejected! croppers, 20*0; tenants, 13.3; and farm owners, 13*5.

These

reductions in the sample account for a few of the discrepancies appear
ing in Table 6*

It is estimated that the sample comprises about 10 per

cent of the whit© families living in th© open country of the four
counties* 5
Table 6* Tenure Distribution of Whit© Farm Operators
in th© Survey Counties, 1935, and in th© Sample, 193?
Tenure
dees
Number of
operators

Haskell
Craig
Cotton
Major
Census Sample Census Sample Census Sample Census Sample
2353

203

100.0 100.0
Total
15*2
14.9
Full owners
5.3
Fart owners
7.1
76.0
74.1
Tenants*
3.8
Croppers
5.6
Sources United States Census
* Farm managers are included

1999
251
2122
233
242
2364
Percentage distribution
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
33.0
22 .4
22.9
41.7
25.3
25.5
18.2
17.4
12.6
24.0
10.6
22.0
39.3
59.3
60.3
47.1
49.9
49.8
2,5
6.7
5.2
.8
.8
1*7
of Agriculture, 1935, Vol.I, County Table
as tenants.

®The 914 sampled families operating farms represent 10.4 per cent
Of the total enumerated in the 1935 Farm Census.
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The accompanying table contains a detailed comparison of farm
tenure between the four counties t as of 1935, arid of the sample of
families in 1937*

Many of the differences no doubt reflect th©

changes in tenure situation occurring between the date of census
taking, April 1, 1935, and the period of survey, December-April# 1957*1958*

The discrepancies appearing in th© Major county figures may be

explained by the faot that th© "universe" is less homogeneous with
reference to tenure than for the other counties surveyed.

Because of

the email number of croppers in all counties, large errors in sampling
would be expected.

The consistent und©r—r©presentation of croppers

in the county samples can be easily explained by the 1940 Census
figures In which a loss of 75 per cent in croppers is reported*
In general, th© proportions of the sample families are in close
conformity with the farm families of th© four counties*

A comparison

between the tenure distribution of the State in Table 3, and the sample
of families in Table

6,

shows even closer similarity than that between

the farm families of th© survey counties and sampled families*

On the

basis of tenure it seems safe to conclude that the families studied
form a highly satisfactory sample of the survey counties and of the
State*
8*

The Form of Schedule*
For the social scientist, the schedule is an indispensable means

of collecting and recording data.

In planning th© survay, it was

deemed desirable to procure rather detailed information relating to
the composition of the family I th© money value of family living expen
ditures for 1937 % material cultural possessions; assets and liabilities
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as of December, 1937} social participation; migration history; and
certain other items*6
Being concerned primarily in this study with migration and changes
in tenure and income, it is appropriate to discuss briefly th© nature
of th© data collected and recorded*
Xn obtaining a history of migration for each family* a problem
of major importance involves the period of time to b© covered*

lively

suggests that the ideal record would include place of birth of each
individual along with a complete spatial and occupational history from
age fifteen to the date of survey*

r»

Multipurpose schedules, and

limitations of time and funds prevented the talcing of such an elaborate
migration record.

However, the time span actually covered ranged from

the year the head of the family left th© parental home with th© intontion of making his own living to the date of survey, or the end of 1937*
The birthplace of the head of the family was ascertained as well as th©
occupational statu© of the head at ag© 15, if h© had not left horns.

An

attempt was made to get all principal changes in domicile, and in tenure
or occupation.

Other data recorded for each move or change in tenure

occupation included age} acreage in farm (if an operator), gross

6A sample of the form used i3 in the Appendix,
*0, £, Lively, "Population Mobility," Rural Sociology, Vol, I*
March, 1936* p, 48,
®Bie term "head of family", as used in this study, refers to th©
person who has the responsibility of providing for the family or seeing
that such provision is made* Ordinarily the father is considered th©
head, or in th© case of a broken family either parent may b© regarded
as the economic head. If two families are living together, th© oldest
male head usually fulfills th© rol© of family head* Th© oldest members
in non-vfamlly units also are designated as heads of families*

0
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wealth, gross Indebtedness; an entry in reply to the question whether
the stay had shown gain, loss, or no change in economic status; change
in school; change in trade center; miles moved; and the county and
state in which the change had occurred*
That this migration record was difficult for the enumerator to
procure is obvious, particularly in areas where migration is referred
to facetiously as an annual pastime,

Th© criticism leveled at the

record is that inaccuracies increase in proportion to th© length of
the period covered.

This may be true to some extent*

Some evidence

has been noted on th© schedules which leads the writer to believe that
the shorter migration histories hove a more complete record of changes
especially during the period when the head was a farm laborer than
some of the more lengthy histories obtained from old men*
Some skepticism has been expressed regarding the obility of
persons to recall the amount of wealth and indebtedness for periods
over ten years back.

Possible heads of farm families can give bettor

estimates on their finances than one at first might think#

Formers

have fewer pecuniary transactions than do persons living in population
centers, and these impress them more vividly.

Furthermore, it must be

remembered that the subjects were asked to glv© estimates of their
financial situation at the beginning of each move.

3ino© many moves

were motivated by economic reasons, the relationship between the move
and the financial status should b© fairly well associated in th©
subject*s memory# 9
^Raymond Pearl has observed that "most men of average intelligence
can state v/ith reasonable accuracy their average habits at different
periods of life** The Biology of Population growth# New York* Alfred
A. Knopf, 19ES, p. 102.

6?
The advantages of a complete migration history of the head more
than offset occasional defects in the schedule.

Changes occurring

during the first few years may vitally influence socioeconomic status
and migration in later years*

The pattern followed in attaining pre

sent tenure status is Important in studying the relative effectiveness
of the agricultural ladder*

lib leas valuable is the knowledge con*

corning the shifts between agriculture to nonagriculture*

Another

advantage accrues through the possibility of relating migration and
social mobility to the business cycle.

These advantages can b©

attained only by a chronological record of moves and changes in occu—
pat Ion*
In as many cases as possible th© entire schedule was taken from
one informant, usually th© male head of the family*

In many instances

the wife and children corroborated by checking or elaborating upon the
data recorded*

All schedules were edited and returned to the enumer

ators for correction and verification before being approved for coding
by the project supervisors.
9.

Coding and Tabulation.
Following the completion of the survey, th© data were again ro-

cheeked 9 with totals and Indexes being, computed and special coding
designations being entered on the schedules*

Most of th© data were

coded and punched on International Business Machine cards to facilitate
tabulation.

All preliminary v/ork was checked for accuracy; the coding

and punching were verified; and th© tabulations derived from machinesorted data were carefully rechooked.
10.

Plan of Analysis*
The procedure used in analyzing tho data of this research will be
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to describe in th© following orders occupational and wealth composi
tion of* heads of families in the sample} their egeaj the frequency of
migration; th© relationships of migration and tenure status to thirteen
selected factors; the relationships of migration to tenure and wealth
statuses; the agricultural ladder; nonagricultural occupations; and,
summary and conclusions*
In testing the hypotheses set forth earlier, simple statistical
techniques have been used, including averages, frequency distributions,
and correlation coefficients.
to nearly all of the data*

Measures of reliability have been applied

In addition to the data presented in tabu

lar form, references ©re frequently mad© to numerous supplementary
tabulations which are in the v/riter’s files.

In the description and

explanation of the data, the writer has exercised precaution against
generalizing further than is warranted by the statistical evidence.
If bias or prejudice is noted, it represents th© unintended reflection
of training and experience rather than a deliberate attempt of th©
writer to misrepresent or mis interpret the evidence*

CHAPTER IV
OCCUPATION, WEALTH, ACE, AND MIGRATION OF HEADS OF FAMILIES
The occupation, wealth, ago, and migration of heads of families
form th© basic factors of study in this research, and the purpose of
this chapter is to discuss th© characteristics of each*

Occupation

and wealth measure socioeconomic status, and all three to a certain
extent are functions of age*

Migration tends to function as on

adjustment mechanism in response to the occupational and economic
needs of population according to age*
1*

Occupational Composition of Sample*
Because of th© historical approach to migration and social

mobility in this research, the occupational composition of the sample
is described, firstly, as of 1957, the year of survey, and, secondly,
for the whole period covered by the earning life of heads of families*
In 1937, the sampled heads were distributed into farm tenure
groups as follows!
All tenures
Full owners
Part owners
Tenants
Gropper-laborers
Others

Number
1058
844
140
506
69
73

Per pent
100*0

23.6
13.6
49 .0
6.7
7.1

Th© sample falls into three broad occupational classes, but for
analytical purposes five groups are used*

Farm owners consist of two

sub-groupst heads who own all the land operated, and heads who both
own and leas© acreages.

The part-owners tend to b© younger, more
$9
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aggressiveg and more skillful in managing their larger farm units;

In

general* farm owners* if they have acquired their land by their own
efforts* are hard-working, thrifty* and foresighted.

To accumulate

the purchase price of a farm ia a strict discipline requiring per
severing effort* careful saving, and shrewd management*
Tenants comprise the middle class of the agricultural population
in Oklahoma*

Nearly one—half of the sampled open-country families
1
belong to this class*
Tenants rent the land operated, paying rentals
with a share of the crops* in cash* or both*

The tenant supplies

either all or a part of th© seed, workstock, implements* fertilizer*
supervision* and usually all of the labor In return fcr the use of the
farm* including the land* house* out-building©* and fences*
The tenant olaaa* aided and encouraged by the landlords* generally
has exploited the land by wasteful soil practices, continued emphasis
on unrotated cash crops* and failed to maintain soils* native pastures*
buildings* and fences,

'ftie future welfare of landlords and tenants

alike has been jeopardized by efforts to satisfy immediate ends.

The

prevailing; system of tenancy has proved to be a slow and increasingly
ineffective means of promoting farm .ownership*

Tenants generally

have a lower plan© of living* less vjealth* and no securing permanent
rights in the land operated*
Subsequent analyses will show that* in general* small differences
distinguish the two farm tenure groups designated as croppor-laborers
nnA "others***

Croppers and farm laborers were placed in a single class

^Xn the original sample* th© 1212 families were distributed occupa
tionally as follows* farm owners* 36*6 per cent; tenants, 47.3 per cent;
and, croppers* laborers* and others* 16.1 par cant*
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for the reason that legal, social, and economic distinctions, as well
as their small numbers, did not justify separate treatment*

This

' wage-earning agricultural class supplies its labor and possibly a
minimum amount of supervision end planning in the planting, culti
vating, and harvesting processes*

In contrast to the annual or crop—

season agreement between the landlord and tenant, th© contract between
landlord and th© cropper—laborer can b© abrogated by either party at
any time,

A relatively new social class is emerging in the form of de
pendent a upon public assistance program,

IV.P.A., old ag© assist

ance, aid to dependent children, aid to the blind, general relief,
and other types of aid*

The dependent class forms a reserve labor

supply for agriculture and industry maintained largely at public
expense*

Bearing resemblances to the laboring classes in agriculture

generally, the chief difference claimed for the dependent families
lies in their basic means of subsistence*

Whenever a substantial

segment of the population draws the major portion of its income from
public assistance programs, one has to reckon with markedly distinct
economic and occupational factors operating within the social class.
It may be assumed that as time goes on, the public dependents will
acquire more clearcut characteristic habits of behavior, attitudes,
and values*

Therefore, in this research all heads of .families except

^T* Lynn 3roith, "The Agricultural Population: Realism vs* Nomi
nalism in the Census of Agriculture,w Journal of Farm Economics. Vol*
XX, August, 1938, pp. 679-689.
®3ee Dwight Sanderson, Rural Life in tho Depression. Now York:
Social Science Research Council Bull. No. 34, 1937, p. 65, and J*
Gillette, "Social-Bconomic Submergence In a Plains State,” Rural
Sociology. Vol. V, March, 1940, pp. 59-68.
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farm operators receiving over one-half of their cash income from
public assistance agencies were classed as "others"*^
The 73 "other* heads of families in the sample includes
4X farm laborers, all of whom had received, in 1937 over onehalf of their oash income from public assistance agencies;
27 unskilled laborers, 9 of whom had. received some public
assistance;
2

semiskilled workers not receiving relief}

2

non-relief clerical workers; and,

1

professional person (chiropractor) not receiving relief•

This class, though occupationally heterogeneous, comprised heads of
families drawing over two-thirds of their cash income from public
assistance programs.

The absence of farm or home ownership, small

income, unemployment or underemployment, and low plane of living
generally characterized these dependent families.
Altogether, the tenants * cropper-laborere, and "others" mad© up
th© "landless classes" in the open country, accounting for 62*8 per
cent of all heads of families sampled.
In presenting the historical occupational configuration for the
family heads interviewed in 1937, it ia well to keep in mind the
effects of advancing age uix>n status.

Usually as age increases it

is assumed that a personfs occupational and economic status improves,
at least until late in life.

If the occupational profile of a

^££ad farm operators boon classed according to the same procedux*©,
this group would have be«n increased from 7,1 to 15,0 per cent of th©
total heads* lb© arbitrary classification was not applied to farmer©
because of the traditional significance attached to farm owner and
tenant statuses in American agriculture.

population were to remain relatively stationary, th© changes accruing
■from looses due to out-migration, retirements, and deaths would be
offset by accessions of in-migranta and persons beginning their careers*
But a sample of living heads of families taken as of a specific point
in time, represents a residue, and is not necessarily identical with
the actual stratification obtaining ten, twenty, or thirty years ago*
Especially is this true in a dynamic situation subject to changes in
the numbers of people and their age composition, fluctuations in agri
cultural production, and prices, availability of land, and other funda
mental phenomena affecting occupational behavior.

Th© factors associated

with occupational changes are of no immediate concern, but it is per
tinent to know how closely the tenure composition of heads of families
in 1937 conforms to that of past years.

This analysis should reveal

the reliability and the limitations of the occupational history as a
research tool*
The initial step, is to compare th© tenure status of farmers in
the sample and in the counties at different census—taking periods*
Certain precautions have been taken to insure the comparability of the
two sets of data.

Only farm operators living in the survey counties

in the censal years were included*

Also, th© heads of families residing

in Cotton county were omitted from the sample in 1910, since that county
had not been organized then, and, therefore, did not appear as a sepa
rate entity in th© Census for that year*
Tha comparisons, as presented in Table 7, indicate that the

sample is fairly representative of th© universe surveyed in all of
the censal periods frora 1910 to 1935.

The widest discrepancies are

observed among croppers who, however, account for only a small portion
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Table 7, Tenure Distribution of Farm Operators
in the Survey Counties By th© Census and the Sample* 1910«*1955
Census
year

Total
Owners
Tenants^
Croppers
Census Sample Census Sample Census Sample Census Sample

1935
Number
Par cent

9098

837

100.0

100*0

1930
Number
Per cent

8575

655

100.0

100.0

1925
Number
Per cent

8429

477

100*0

100.0

1920
Number
Per cent

8206

378

100.0

100.0

8014

137

100.0

100.0

1910**
Number
Per cent

3476
38*2

352
42.1

5254
57.8

468
55.9

368
4.1

3408
39.8

285
43.5

4643
54.1

353
53.9

524

17

6.1

2.6

3650
43.3

244
51.1

4390
52.1

226
47 .4

389
4.6

7
1.5

4224
51.5

209
55.3

3766
45.8

163
43.1

816

6

8.6

1.6

4142
51.7

517
50.4

3672
48.3

68

*
*

*

49*6

17
2.0

Source: Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930, Agriculturet Vol.
711, County Table XI 5 Vol. VI, Part 2, County Table I; Vol. II, Part
2, County Table I; and United States Census of Agriculture. 1935, Vol.
I, County Table I.
* Managers are included as tenants. Separate figures on the number of
croppers are not available for 1910.
** Cotton county was not organized until 1912. To make the data com
parable f the tenure distribution of farm operators in the sample for
1910 are excluded for this county. Also omitted from the sample are
farm operators living outside of survey counties in each census year.
of all farrraers in any period.

This ia due to heavy looses occurring

among croppers between 1935 and 1940, thereby reducing their incidence
in the universe sampled.

Farm owners tend to bo slightly over

represented in the sample, but in general, the close similarities
of the figures for the sample and for the Census furnish acceptable
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proof of tho reliability of the occupational histories*^
The next step is to analyse th© occupational distribution of
family heads surveyed sinoe the beginning of earning life.

The data

as tabulated, do not distinguish between residents of the open country*
villages* or urban centers* except as it is reflected by occupation#
The value of Table

8

lies in showing th© changing character of th©

occupational stratification as applied to the group of heads com
prising this study#
Several outstanding trends can be observed from th© data presented
in Table

8#

In the first place* farm ownership has not increased with

the advancing age composition inherent in th© sample.

Th© peak of

ownership was reached in the period from 1911 to 1913* inclusive* with
48*8 per cent of the heads in the sample at that time owning farms*
Thereafter, th© proportions of farm owners had decreased in each threeyear period until 1950, when only 35.1 per cent of the heads in th©
study owned their farms*

By 1957* the upward trend In farm ovmiership

had increased the heads in this alar reification to 57*8 per cent*
The trends in farm tenancy reveal three distinct periods.
the twenty-year

period beti'/een1899 and 1919 the proportions

heads had remained practically unchanged at 57—38 per cent*

During

of tenant
In th©

second period* extending over the long agricultural d©x>ression from

similar comparison was made between the ages of farm operators
(for the Dtate) and of the sampled heads. As would be expected, th©
heads as of 1957 were too young in 1910 to be comparable to th© ag©
composition of that year* In 1920* the proportion of sampled heads
between th© ages of 35 and 54 years coincided almost identically with
those of the Census* For 1930* the ag© distribute ion of heads in the
sample closely resembled that of the Census except among heads 65 years
old and over. On the whole* the sample is considered fairly represent
ative as to age in censal years* subject* of course, to natural limi
tations imposed by extreme age groups#
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Table

8*

Occupational Distribution of Sampled Heads of Families
From the Beginning of Earning Life Through 1937

Number
of heads*
Before
1899 1902 1905 1908 1911 1914 1917 1980 1923 1926 1929 *»
1932 1935 -

1699
1901
1904
1907
1910
1913
1916
1919
1928
1925
1928
1931
1934
1937

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937

58
194
244
300
353
414
490
584
662
733
809
894
967
1017
837
667
395
920
946
969
966
1001

1018
1032

Percentage of heads in occupation specified
Itatal Owner Tenant Cropper laborer NonRgriculture*
100.0
100.0
100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

26.7
33.2
35.3
37.9
39.2
42.2
40*9
39.0
37.3
36.8
33.9
33.3
33.8
35.9

31.4
38,1
37.3
37.3
38.2
38.2
38.5
38.3
40.6
42.4
44.7
47.6
51.0
49.8

33.7
33.7
53.1
33.6
33.8
33.7
33.7
34.9
35.7
37.2

44.5
45.7
47.7
49.2
51.7
51.1
50.4
50.2
50.0
49.0

1.9
1.5
3.1
3,5
4.2
2.5
2.1

2.7
2.8

2.3
2.4
2 ,0

1.7
2,1
2.0

1.7
2.1
2.1
1.6
1.8

1.3
1.9
2,1

2.3

8.6

19.8
15.5
15.7

8.7

12.6

6,0

12.4
10.9
12,3
15.5
14. 3
14.1
13.6
9.9

20.8

11,7

6.2
6.2

4.5
5.0
5.0
3.4
7,2
7.3
5.4

6.2
6.8

13.3
1S .1
9.6

6.3
7.2
7,8
7.1
6,9
7.2
7.8

8,0
6.0
6.2

6,6

6.5
6,4

5.4
4*4

7.1

6.8

* Mean number of heads for periods covering over one year*
1980 to the end of 1932, tenancy had increased continuously.
latter year, 51*7 per cent of the heads were tenants*

In th©

Since the ad-*

vent of the New Deal with Its manifold effects upon agriculture,
tenancy has decreased slightly*

It is hazardous to generalize upon

this deflection in the long-term trend, because too little is known
concerning the effects of the eliminated occupational histories on
this configuration.

Furthermore, the preliminary Census releasee for

1940, while confirming these sampled data, do not show what has
happened to displaced tenants and croppers.

Possibly many of them
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have remained In the open country and villages as farm laborers; others
have drifted to cities and to th© western states#
The post-war increase in tenancy con be traced mainly to three
sources*

Many farmers lost their equities in land during the long

agricultural depression following the first Vo rid War*

Not infre

quently th© land was acquired by mortgage companies, insurance companles, and individual investors not engaged primarily in agriculture*
Another large group of tenants were unable to purchase farms and
move up into the farm owning class*

The data in Table

8

show no

increase in tenancy at th© expense of croppers and farm laborers*
Croppers always have formed a fairly constant but negligible ©lenient
in the agricultural population of Oklahoma*

Prior to 1908, the sample

contained a preponderance of young persons, many of whom started as
farm laborers*

Since statehood the proportions of farm laborers in

th© occupational stratification had varied irregularly from 5.0 to
8*7 per cent*
A third source of increase in tenancy has been th© shift of
nonagriculturists to agricultural occupations*

Until about 1950

from one-fifth to two-fifths of the heads worked In nonagricultural
employment, but subsequent to that date, increasing proportions have
been absorbed into the farming classes and particularly into th®
tenant class*
Xn summarizing» two observations can b© drawn from th© occupa
tional histories*

Firstly, the comparative stability of th© occu

pational profile reflects the rigid character of an enduring, insti
tutionalized stratification in agriculture*

Secondly, th© dominance

of, and the relatively permanent Increase in, th© landless classes
constitute

a serious menace to the welfare of tho opon-oountry
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population.
8*

Wealth Statue of Heads of Families*
Because of its importance as a measure of socioeconomic status

end as a factor responsible for the stability or instability of the
population, the net wealth of the sample families is described at
this point*

Numerous factors are associated with the generally low

economic status of th© open-country population, those of chief signifi
cance being type of farming, landle33nes 3 , small acreages, poor soil,
variable climatic conditions, and perhaps the limited cultural back
ground of the people themselves.

These factors can b© resolved into

problems of population, resources, technology, and social organiza
tion, but to assign definite causality to any on© factor or set of
factors would distort the realities inherent in the situation.

Th©

aim here is to present the factual data concerning the net wealth of
the families studied*
In 1957, one-half of the families studied had a net wealth of
less than $ 1 ,000 ; one—third reported figures ranging from #1,000 to
$4,999; and less than one-fifth had $5,000 and over (Tabl© 9)*
Although their economic status was generally lot'/, a clearout
bifurcation in the amount of net wealth obtained between farm owners
nnA non-owners.

The full owners and part owners had a median net

wealth In 1957 of $4500 and $4400, respectively, as against #500
reported by tenants and
tenure groups.

$100

each reported by the two lowest farm

The total figures were recorded to the nearest one-

hundred dollars.
Considering the extremely low economic position 0f ^i1G landless
classes, the keen competition for land by speculators and investors
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Table 9#

Net Wealth of Heads of Families la 1937#
By Farm Tenure Status

Net wealth class

AH
tenures

Full
owners

Number of heads

1088

844

Total
Under $500
#500 - #999
$1000-$2499
$2500-44999
$S0Q0-$7499
$7500-49999
$10,000 and over
Indian*

100*0

Part
owners

69
502
140
Percentage distribution
100*0

100*0

35,2
14*8
19*4
13,1
6.3
4*4
6*8

$900

Cropper-*
Tenants laborers

2*4
4*9
82,6^
85*6
14*9
10*7
18*9
$4300

8.6

3*6
16. 4^
£8.6
15.0
11.4
16.4
$4400

100*0

Others
73

100.0

100.0

94.5
4*1
1*4

6*2

89.0
5.8
2*9
1.4

1*4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

*8

0.0

0*0

#500

$100

#100

43*8
85*5
88*9/*

0.0

ard deviation of the latter*
^Differences from total cases are not "signifleant". In this and
following tables based upon sample data the difference between a spe
cific percentage of the total cases and a percentage for a sub-group
is considered statistically "significant"reliable," or "dependable"
if a critical ratio (the ratio of difference to its standard error) of
8 or over is obtained*
ISiet is, if other samples are taken under the
same conditions, the chances are 21 to 1 that the difference will not
disappear* The difference is a true difference and is not due to
chance errors in sampling* The formula for computing the standard
error of a difference las
cr diff • « yjxrp|

4-cr'p!

, or the square root of the sum of

the squared standard errors of the two proportions whose difference Is
to be tested* The standard error Is obtained by this formulas
cr"p

‘‘/W

in which p is th© given percentages, q Is the

difference between p and 1*00, and n Is the number of cases. Tests of
significance of differences between percentages have been mad© for the
tabulated data presented in this study, and. unless otherwise noted, it
can bo assumed that differences are significant* To simplify the cal
culation df critical ratios, use has been made of Harold A. Edgerton
Donald G. Paterson, "Table of Standard Errors and Probable Errors
for Varying Number of Gases," Journal of Applied Psychology. Vol. X,
1939, pp* 378-391* For a discussion of statistical significanoe, see
Margaret Jarman XIagood, Statistics for joclolofrlsts, Reynal and Hitch—
cock, 1941, Chap* 17*
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outside agriculture, crop control, th© high costs of farm mechanlsation, and recurrent periods of low prices, th© possibilities of farm
ownersiiip for more than a small proportion of the families in the
landless classes seem highly remote*
3,

Age Composition of Male Heads of Families,
The most important determinant in migration and social mobility

is the age of population*

In an aggregate characterised by excessive

numbers of young people, migration end vertical mobility are relatively
greater than for a group reflecting the infirmities of old tag© and
moderate economic security*

Younger persons move about seeking eco

nomic opportunities to advance in occupation, wealth, Income, and
prestige, while older persons v,r3 ih to maintain status quo, ©specially
if their socioeconomic positions are relatively secure*
In the sample, th© male heads of families ranged from 17 to 83
years of age, with a mean of 43*95 + *44 years (Table 10),
descent in tenure status the average age decreased*

frith each

Th© spread in th©

average age between the two farm-own©r groups was much smaller than
that among the non—owner groups*

Obviously less time was consumed in

reaching the tenant stage from a lower status than in advancing from
a tenant to an ownership status*
The mall* heads of families are distributed according to their age
as of 1937 in Table 11*

Full owners predominated in th© older ©go

groups, 57*8 per cent being 60 years old and over*
52*80 £ *89 years*

Their moan age was

la contrast, a majority - 59*4 per cent *» of the

part owners fell in the productive agos ranging from 30 to 50 years
of age, their mean age being 47*59 ♦ 1*01 year$*
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Table 10*

Median*and Mean Ages of Mai© Heads of Families p
By Farm Tenure Statue
Number
of male
heads

Farm tenure status
All tenures
Full owners
Part owners
Tenants
Gropper-laborers
Others

Table 11.

Age group.

Mean
age

Standard
deviation
of mean

1009

42

43*95

14*10

£58
135
501
69
78

52
46
38
33
32

52*80
47*39
40.60
37.81
37.6©

13*49
11.69
12.84
18.97
14.50

Standard
error of
mean
*44
.89
1.01

.57
1.36
1.71

Age Distribution of Male Heads of Families,
By Farm Tenure Status in 1937
All
tenures

HUmber of male heads
Total
15-19
20-84
85-29
30-34
35-59
40-44
46—49
50—54
55-59
60—64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80—84

Median
age ____

1009

Full
owners

Part
owners

Tenants

Cropperlaborer© Others

232
501
135
Percentage «distribution

72

69

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

•2
5*3

.0

.0

.0

2.9

.0

.4

,0

6.6

10.2

11.2

2.8

15,4
13.5
13.5
9.0
6.9
7,5
7.6
5.6
2.5
1.4
•4

6.0

3.0
10.4
15.6
15.6
14.8

15.5
16.5
14.2
14.0

12.6

7.0

9.6
9.6
3.7
2.9

6.6

18.9
14.5
14. 5
13.0
4* 3
8.7
5,8
2.9
2.9
1.4

16.7
18.1
19.4

11.2

18.5
9.9
13.0
10.8
11.2
11.8
6.0

3.9
1.7

0.0

6.6

3.6

8.2

1.2
,2

•0

*0

100*0

11.1

9.7
6.9
2.8

1*4
4.2
8.3
.0

.0

1.4

.0

.0

Although the operation of the agricultural ladder is apparent
from the data in Tables 10 and 11, the fact that one-third of th©
tenants were

45

years of age and over suggests that th© functioning

of the ladder is nowise complete*

The mean age of tenants, 40*60 £ .57

@2
years, was about 5 years in excess of the average at which farm owners
acquired their farms#
Among cropper—laborers and "others” were large proportions of
heads of families under SO years of ago*

Handicapped by the impinging

effects of widespread depression and the scarcity of farms, this group
had accumulated almost no capital with which to get into the tenant
class#

In the older age groups — 50 years of age and over — were

numerous heads of families who had been displaced from higher farm
tenures or from employment in nonagricultural industries*
ages of eropper-laborers and "others”# 57 #81

4

The average

1.5© years and 57.68

4

1*71 years, respectively, suggest the improbability of any selfinitiated mass improvement in th© socioeconomic conditions of those
classes#
The average ages of heads of farm families closely agreed with
those reported for Oklahoma in a preliminary 1940 Census release.

©

For all farm owners in the State the mean age was 55.5 years; for part
owners, 48*6 years; and for tenants, 41.9 years.

This can be claim©©

as further proof of the representativeness of the sample,
4.

Frequency of Ligratlon.
The amount of migration varies inversely with farm tenure status#

7

Landowning families generally are less migratory than landless fami
lies.

The ownership of land and other tangible property reduced

^Sixteenth Census of the United States* Agriculture* 1940. Prov t a l aaafl on the Age of Farmers, Washington, U. 3. Department
Of Commerce, October, 1941.
1 lminn-py

T l*» 0. Cray, C. L. Stewart# H. A* Turner, J. T. Sanders, and to.
.3pillir»n, "Farm Ownership and Tenancy#” U. 3* Department of Agriculture
Yearbook* 1985. Washington! Government Printing Office, 1924, p. 594#
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migrations for t w reasons*

Firstly, land is immovable and th© transfer

of ownership of farm real estate is a slow process*

Secondly, land and

other capital earn profit or interest in addition to the labor income
of the farmer.

Unless th© farmer can apply his capital and labor else

where moire profitably, thero is little motive for moving.

Consequently,

farm ownership acts as e stabilizing influence upon the people of a
community*

Social ties increase as farmers become firmly attached to

the soil, and the family*s security and prestige expand with permanency
of status*
Table 18* Distribution of Heads of Families According
to th© Number of Moves During Earning Life,
By Farm Tenure Status in 193?

Number of moves

All
tenures

Number of heads

1038

Total
No move

One
Two
Three
Four
Five
six
3even
Eight
Nine

Ten

Full
owners

Part
owners

Tenants

Cropperlaborers

244
140
506
Percentage distribution

69

Others
73

100.0

100.0

100*0

100.0

100.0

100.0

3*8

5*3
13*2
17.8
15.6
13.2
7*8
5*3
7.4
3.3

5*0
15.7
14*3
18.7
16*4

8*8

5.8

1*4

10.7

10.1

6.8

10*8

5.8
5*8
13.1

8.2

11*6

12*4
13*7
12.3
10*6
8*1

6*3
4*9
3.0
3*2
1*9

10.0

7*1
3.6
2.9

2.1

2.1

2.9
*4

1.4
1.4

12.6

10,5
11.5
8.9
6.3
6.1

3*8
3.7
3.1

Eleven
.0
2.0
1.6
Twelve
1.8
2.6
2*1
Thirteen
2*0
.7
4*6
*7
2.0
Fourteenjand over
4*4
5.17^*13 4.29**82 3 •84**26 5.6*5*.19
iisaz^
5.0
3.0
3.0
Median
4*0
0—25
0-23
0-26
0-19
Range
Mean number of
19.79
83*03
26.20
31*04
years employed^
i*57
**43
error
*.87
jfcm96
Standard
7^ Differences are significant*

12.2

11.6

13.9
15.7

8,7

12.2

10.1

5.8
2.9
1*4
2*9
2.9
2*9
___ 10 .2 _
6 *54£•64
5.0
0—24
17.36
*1.56

4.1
5.5
2.7
4* 1
1.4
1*4
1.4
11
.0
4
"6.52*.6T
5.0
0—26
18.54
*.73
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Th© instability of the open-country population in Oklahoma is
indicated by the high incidence of migration among th© heads of fami
lies studied*
0

The number of moves during earning life ranged from

to 26, with the distribution being positively skewed by th© presence

of frequent movers in the sample*

For all the sampled family heads*

the mean number of moves was 5*17 * *13 (Table IB)*

The median move

for all heads was 4*0* with those of the landowning and landless heads
being respectively 3*0 and 5*0*
The amount of migration averaged higher in all tenure groups
than that reported in other similar studies*
average of 4*£9 A

*22

Full owners moved an

times in an average of 31*04 4; *87 years of

earning life as compared with 2*9 times in 32*9 years among 515 white
owners in South Carolina, where farm migration was second only to
Q

that of Oklahoma among all states*

The corresponding averages for

tenants were 5*60 ± *19 moves during an average earning life of
19«79 + *57 years among sampled heads and 5*6 moves in 24*4 years
among South Carolina Subjects*
Cropper-laborers and "others* in keeping with their function of
furnishing a fluid labor supply moved more often than tenants and
owners*

For example,

47*6

per cent of the cropper—laborers had

migrated six times and over in comparison with only 19*9 per cent of

®T* J. Poofter, Jr*, et aj* Landlord and Tenant on the Cotton
Plantation. Washington{ Horks Progress Administration, Research Hbno—
graph V, 1936, p* 112* Also migration is less among sampleo of farmers
in Kansas and Colorado than for. the OklohoiYia far mers* Robert T.
McMillan, Farm Family Living in Sewarl and Haskell Count lo s. Kansas *
AmarilloI Farm Security Administration, Social Research Report No. 1,
1937, (Manuscript), and same writer, Social and Economic Problems of
Farm Families in Baca County. Colorado^ Amarillo: Farm Security Adminis
tration, 3ooial Research Report No. 2 , 1937, (Manuscript),
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the part-owners, the most stable tenure group*
Nearly two-thirds (65.3 per cent) of all moves reported were made
gj,ightly more than one-third (55*6 per cent) of all heads of families
(Table 15)•

These migrants had moved six times and over since the be

ginning of earning life.

One-tenth (10*1 per cent) of the family heads,

those reporting over ten moves each, accounted for

88*6

per cent of the

total migration* These striking differences in the amount of migration
raise the question as to the number of moves necessary in effecting a
balance between population and resources. At what point does migration
reach the point of diminishing returns?
Table 13* Distribution of Moves Mad© by
Heads of Families During Earning Life,
By Farm Tenure Status in 193?

Humber of moves

All
tenures

Number of moves

5541

Total
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Sight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen and over

100*0
2.2

4*8
7.9
9*5
10.2

9*3
8.5
7.7
5.2
6*0
4,1
4*3
5*1
15*1

Full
owners

Part
owners

Tenants

Cropperlaborers

1043
451
537
2834
Percentage distribution
100.0
loo.0
100.0
100.0
1*9
1.6
4*1
3.1
1*3
8.3
3.9
7.5
6.7
14.5
10,9
2.7
7.5
12.3
17*2
8.0
10.2
13.0
8*9
9*1
8.0
9.5
7*5
11.1
7*9
10.9
6.5
12*1
8.8
7.1
6.0
6.1
4.0
5.0
6.0
4*3
2.2
6.7
6*7
3.7
6.2
4.9
.0
1.1
5.3
4.2
4.5
4*6
5*7
6.0
2.6
6*2
14.5
4.3
28*9
7.7

Others
476
100.0
1.1
2.5
5.7
8.4
10.5
11.3
4.4
6*7
3.8
6,3
2.3
2.5
2.7
31.8

Admittedly, th© number of moves per family head is a crude meas
ure of migration, no adjustments having been mad© for varying ages of
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migrants*

However * this measure can be useful in indicating the

futility of excessive moving as a means of elevating status*

For

purposes of analysis th© family heads are divided into two groupss
those moving less than six times and those moving six times and ovor*^
It m y be seen from the data in Table 14 that family head3 making
fewer than six moves had a median net

salth and cash income per

aiamaln in 193? at least twice as large as the more frequent movers*
0

la the least migratory group, 43*5 per cent of the family heads were
Table 14* Median Net V.e&lth, Gash Income Per Ammaln.
and Socioeconomic Status Scores For Heads of Families
Reporting Less Than Six fbvos, and Six Moves and Over

Heads classified
by number of moves
All moves
Less than six moves
Six moves and over

Number Per
Net
dross cash in- Socio**
of
cent
wealth
come per am** economic
heads owners in 1937* main in 193V* status score
1032
665
367

37*2

#1000

§260

114

43.5** 01400
25.9** 0600

#380
0190

118
105

* Net wealth is recorded to the nearest one-hundred dollars and income
per «murrain to the nearest ten dollars*
** All differences are significant*
farm owners as against 25.9 per cent in th© most migrators’* group of
heads*

Also* the median socioeconomic status score was higher for th©

more stable group than for the less stable group*

All differences ar©

statistically highly significant*
In this first test of relationship between migration and soeio-*
economic status, the fact stands out that beyond a given point moving

^Thre©-fourtha of th© owners and one—half of the non-owners have
moved less than six times*
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had resulted in little or no improvement in farm tenure status, wealth,
and income*

Usually a change in occupational status had involved a

move, but the reverse apparently did not hold true*

If open—country

residents did not attain farm ownership and-an otherwise acceptable
status by the fifth move, the chances of acquiring it in subsequent
moves decreased rapidly.

Either one or both of th0 lbllowing poasi**

bilities may have reduced the utility of further moving.

Th© migrant

may have been handicapped by personal deficiencies preventing him
from making satisfactory socioeconomic adjustments, or the economic
opportunities suitable to his capacity and needs may not have been
available.
Table 15. The Percentage Distribution of Owners and Hon-Owners
of Farms in 1957 Glass if led By Total Number of Moves
Number
of moves
A H heads
Hone
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven and over

Number of
heads

Total

Farm
owner

Non-*
owner

1052

100.0

37*2

62.8

39
120
128
141
127
109
83
68
51
31
32
106

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.Q
100.0
100.0

51.2
45.0
49.2
45.4
44.3
30.2
27.8
35*4
23.5
85.8
28.1
18.1

48.8
55.0
50.8
54.6
55.7
69.8
72.2
64* 6
76.5
74.2
71.9
81.9

A glance at Table 15 shows the effects of a favorable economic
situation upon migration.

Farm ownership was highest among heads of

families living on the parental farm, acquired in moot instance© by
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inheritance or by family subsidy.

Among migrants, the proportions of

farm owners tended to decrease irregularly with each additional move#
Over three—fourths (76*5 per cent) of th© family heads moving six times
and over ware landless
Table 16* Cumulative Percentages of Moves
of Owner and Non-Owner Heads of Families At Spaa if led Age©
Age group,
years
All move©
Total
Under 20
£0-24
25-29
30-34
35—39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-44
65 and over

All
tenures
5494

Farm
owners

Nonowner©

1637
Percentage distribution

100*0
6*8

52.8
55.5
71*1
81.2
86.2

93.2
96.6
98.2
99.1
100.0

3857

100.0

100.0

6.9?*
38.1
56.1
72.8
83.6
90.2
95.0
97.8
98.9
99.6

33.4
55*4
70.5
00.4
87.5
92.5
96.1
98.0
99.0
100.0

100.0

"f~ None of the differences are sign if leant •

Migration is primarily a phenomenon associated with youth.

It©

highest incidence occurs when youths leave home In search of employ
ment.

Veil over one-half of all moves vore consummated by the time

th© subjects reach the a re of 30 years (Table 16).

No reliable dif

ferences wei*e noted between farm owners and non—owners.

Th© extent of

moving in the "floundering period" appears to vary widely among the

^Qther tabulation© on the ratio of advances to declines in farm
tenure and wealth give supporting evidence of th© sixth move as the
approximate point of diminishing returns in th© sample under study.

farm tenure classes, depending upon th© rapidity with which persona
establish families and acquire satisfactory socioeconomic adjustments*
For these reasons it is important to standardize migration by age and
tenure*
Table 17* Average Number of Movas Per Year For Each 100 Heads
of Families in Specified Age Oroups, By Farm Tenure Status in 1937
Age of heads at time
of migration, years

All
Full
Part
Groppertenures owners owners Tenants laborers Others

All age groups

22.6

14.0

14,7

28.3

37.1

36.4

Under 20
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 and over

49 *3
44 .1
29.3
21.8
16,9
14.3
13.1
11,7
7,9
6,5
7,4

41.3
35.3
23.8
16.1
12,0
7,3
8.2
6.1
3,0
8.7
1.1

47.0
38.0
22.0
14.4
9,1
9.3
3.8
2.7
1.7
1.0

49.7
46.6
32.4
25.3
21.0
19,8
18.5
80.1
14,9
12.0
13.4

59.7
59.9
37.3
32.2
29.7
84.3
26 .4
20.3
15.6
14.5
*

57.7
48,6
38.9
35.1
28.0
28,1
33.7
21.5
19.6
19.6
37.5

* Small samples are omitted*

In Table 17, the number of moves per year at specific ages are
presented for each 100 family heads classed by farm tenure status in
1937*

All moves completed from the beginning of earning life to the

end df 1937 have been included.

For the sample as a whole, th© rat©

of migration decreased as age increased*1^

Throughout earning life

farm owners v/ere less migratory than tenants, and the latter moved

*^*Th© migration rate decreased about on© point per year, th©
regression coefficient computed by the method of lea^t squares being
.635.
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leas them oropper-laborers and "others".

Tho total migration rat©

for each tenure group indicates that tenants moved twice as fre
quently as farm owners and that the non-farming groups were about
one—third more migratory than tenants,
the family heads in the landless clas

Beyond th© age of 64 years,
03

tended to become less stable

as a result of losses in tenure status, income, and wealth,

Esp©—

cially was this true among "other*heads many of whom had experienced
losses in status.

In a subsequent analysis it will be shown that

degradations in status stimulate migration,
5,

Changes in the Volume of Migration,
The interaction of the changing conditions among population,

resources, technology, and social organization cause temporal and
spatial variations in the volume of migration.

One would expect to

find decreasing migration associated vith an ageing population.
The growth of population may reduce the per capita income to th©
point of forcing migration from an area, or th© development of im
proved techniques of production may displace some groups of worker©
and at the same time open new opportunities for other employables,
Ghanges in the social organization permitting rapid promotions or
degradations in occupational and economic status tend to stimulate
migration.

The discovery of a new resource in on© region may lead

to an egress of population from another characterized by declining
opportunity,

Equilibrium between population and rosourcao rarely

ever is achieved because of th© ceaseless interplay of sensitive
counteracting influences, but no matter how dynamic a situation may
be, the tendency toward increasing or decreasing migration ia always
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present*

fthat is this tendency with reference to the sample popu

lation?
To determine the changes In the volume of migration, the number
of moves per year have been computed at specific ages during earning
life for ©aoh 1QO family heads classified by age in 1957*

The

results* presented in Table 18, show that not only had migration
decreased generally with increasing age, but that older heads in
Table 18. Average Number of Moves Per Tear For Each
100 Heads of Families At Specified Ages
During Earning Life, Classified According to Age in 1937
Age of heads in
1937 * years

All
ages

Average number
of moves

81,6*

15—£4
25-34
55—44
45-54
55-64
65 and over

64.5
33.5
25.0
£1.6
18.3
13.7

Age level at time of move, years
15—24 25—54 35—44! 4S—54 55—64 65 and ovei*

64.5
57*5
34.6
£6.7
££.1
17.8

£9.5
£4*4
26.6
27.0
24,4

16.0
17.1
18.0
14.3

15,0
15.5
10.6

8.6
6 .9

* Includes beginning or entrance moves.
1937 had been consistently less migratory during their careers than
those in the younger ages.

The migration rates for all age groups

except one was greater in the last ag© level than that experienced by
heeds in the next older age group at the corresponding level*

The

most pronounced Increases in migration occurred at the age levels of
15 to 24 years and 45 years and over#

Reading hoi’izontally, it

appears that th© family heads 35 to 44 years of age in 1937 succeeded
in reducing the amount of moving as age advanced to a greater extent

than those in other age groups
If migration had increased, the explanations for it are readily
apparent*

The keen competition for ferns and jobs accompanying the

population growth of the survey counties has intensified population
movements.

Also, the increase in migration is not incompatible with

the long-time upward trend in the amount of landlesaness.

It Is

logical, too, that the incidence of migration increases Is likely to
fall most heavily upon persons in the extreme age groups*

Many

persons under 85 years of age, with limited experience and capital,
encounter almost insurmountable difficulties in obtaining farms or
other employment.

Similarly, large numbers of persons 4b years of

age and over are slow to adopt new farming practices with which to
stabilize their competitive economic position.
What has been the effect of increasing age of family heads in
the sample upon total migration?

To answer this question, the moves

have been converted into age-specific migration rates for three-year
intervals from 1887 to 1937 (Table 19)*

Migration tended to decrease

for the sample as a whole mainly because of the ageing population*

13

The average number of moves per year for each 100 heads decreased
irregularly from 30*8 in the period from 1887 to 1889, to 16*8 In the
period 1935 to 1937*

From the beginning of the first World War, the

migration rates of family heads under 25 years of age pointed upward#

These observations must be accepted with caution because of
the possibility of increasing completeness and accuracy in th© re
porting of moves as the survey year is approached.
13Th@ median age of heads of families in the sample at different
periods was as follows: 1897, 26 years; 1917, 31 years; and 1937,
42 years*
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Furthermore, the rates showed some disposition to advance in recent
years for heads 45 years of age and over*

Since the Vorld War the

wide disparity in prices between what the farmers receive for their
products and what they have had to pay for goods and services pur**
chased had worked a severe hardship on young heads of families seeking
Table 19* Number of !&>vos Per Year For Each 100 Heads of Families
At Specific Ages In Three-Year Intervals, 1887-195?
All
ages

Period

Age level at time of move . years
15—84 85-34 35—44 40—54 55—64 65 and over

Average for all years 81*6

44*8

25.7

15.7

12.0

7*3

7.4

1887
1890
1895
1B96
1899
1908
1905
1908
1911
1914
1917
1980
1985
1986
1989
1938
1935

36.0
36*4
32.5
33.1
46.7
44.2
45*8
36.0
38*6
52.8
47.6
45.1
42*8
46*4
53.4
51*9
54*1

19*6
21.4
88*2
81.8
89.7
89.6
28.8
23.8
24*4
26.0
26.8
28*8
20.6
23.1
26.4
25.9
26*1

*
0
0
0
0
15*6
16.7
13.5
17.6
14.8
18.9
15.8
17.8
16.7
16*8
18.8
15.0

♦
0
0
15.9
12.1
6*3
10.4
8.9
14.7
13.9
14.1
13.1
15.4

0
0
0
*
0
4.4
7.2
7.7
7.3
9.5

0
0
0
6.0
6*6
6.0
9.6

-

1889
1898
1895
1898
1901
1904
1907
1910
1913
1916
1919
1988
1923
1928
1951
1934
1937

30.5
30*8
27.1
24.3
31.0
30.1
88.7
82.6
83*1
24*1
25*9
22*8
20*4
20*9
81*9
19.0
18*8

Data covering years prior to 1887 and other periods starred are
omitted because of inadequate sample*
** Entrance moves are included*
to accumulate fixed and working capital*

14

High land values and high

rentals had aggravated the problem of instability among heads of

^ S e e price indexes in Current Farm Economics. Gtillwnter: Oklahoma
Agricultural Experiment Station, October, 1941, p. 156*

families in th© extrema age groups*
From th© data in Table 19* two other distinctive periods of migra
tion stand out *

Prior to th© advent of statehood in 1907* extensive

migration was in response to frontier development*

Individuals and

families were pressing forward along the fringe of settlement seeking
th© opportunities offered in th© virgin territory#

In th© brief

period from 1908 and 1913* inclusive, th© low migration rates reflect
accurately th© most stable period in the history of agriculture in
Oklahoma* 15
Table SO* Average Number of Moves Per Tear
For Each. 100 Heads of Families in Specified Periods*
By Occupational Status At Tifae of Migration

Period of migration All
tenures
All periods

19*5*

Before
1899 1902 1905 ~
1908 *
1911 1914 1917 1920 1923 1926 1929 1932 1935 -

17.7
24.3
£5.0
24.1
16*9
19.6
19.8
21.3
19.7
17.8
18*5
19.6
17.3
17*8

1899
1901
1904
1907
1910
1913
1916
1919
1922
1925
1928
1931
1934
1937

Owners
7.0
10*8
12*6

15.7
13.6
7*9
9.7
6.3
10.7
6.3
5.4
4.8
4.2
4.5
5.9

Tenants
25.6
£9.8
34.3;
37.3
35.3
28.2
30.4
29.7
29.3
25.8
24.7
24.0
25.1
20.4
21*1

Cropperlaborers

Non
agriculture

32.9

24,7

11.7

15 .4
27.5

22.2

23.6
25.3
£8.4
24.0
26.4
32.4
42.3
33.8
40.7
46.4
42.6
56.8

22.8

23.9
18.9
18.6
32,4
25.2
27*6
22,2

£3.7
83.2
27.2
37.6

* Entrance moves are omitted from this tabulation#

M a c , Trimble R. Hodges and K. D. Blood* Oklahoma Farm Prices,
2 2 2 2 - 1228, 3tjiXlw£t1iG3?! OlcXsJioniJEi A^^jl ©
Decemberf 19391 pp © 10~15«

1 )UXX• No # /3301
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Th© two apparently opposite trends in migration are not irrecon
cilable*

The changing age composition is by Tar th© most important

factor accounting for th© decrease in the total migration.

In Table

SO, the migration rates for family heads classified by tenure atatus
at the time of moving are shown by three-year periods.

In tabulating,

the entrance moves have been removed to eliminate th© effect of
variations in th© migration rates because of new heads being added
to the sample*

Among owners and tenants migration tended to decrease

due to the advances in age, but among oropper-laborers and "others*
th© effects of age were not nearly as evident.

In the latter croups,

economic factors largely offset th© influence of advancing age in
migratory behavior*

Before the first World War the cropper-farm

laborers constituted a class of single hired men whose employment
was relativel;, stable*

The status of the agricultural laborers since

the War has been made increasingly precarious by the casual nature of
employment and by family burdens*

In conclusion, it may be stated

that although the total migration of the sample population generally
had decreased, significant increases had occurred among extremely
young and extremely old heads of families occupying disadvantageous
economic positions*
Stability of Heads of Families.
The reverse aspect of migratoriness is stability*
of residence lends prestige to an individual or family.

Permanency
Social and

economic ties in the form of kinship, farm ownorship, and the primary
group relationships maintain and perpetuate stable families and
communities* 16
^ E a r l H. Bell, "Social Stratification In a Small Community,"
Scientific Monthly. Vol. XXJCVTII, February, 1954, pp. 157-164*

Stability of residence was not characteristic of the families
studied*

An analysis of 5453 moves recorded in the migration histories

of 1032 heads of families show that the median duration of stay was
two years*

Only one-fourth of all stays lasted for a period of 5
19

years or longer*

A more commonly-used measure of stability is th©

duration of last occupancy*
Table Si* Distribution of Heads of Families According to
Humber of Years At last Domicile t By Farm Tenure Status in 1937
Number of years at All
tenures
last domicile
Number of heeds

1058

Total
Less than 1 year
1
2

3
4
0-4
5-9
10-14
15-19
£0-84
£5-89
50 and over
Mean
Median

100.0

15*5
13.5
9*4
7.8
4.9
51*6
16.4
9.7
7.2
4.4
4*1

Full
owners

Part
owners

Tenant©

Cropper—
laborers

Others

69
506
844
140
Percentage distribution
100.0

5*7
6.1

5.7
4*1
2.1

25.7
13.9/
14.3/*
11.4/
7*7
9.4
19.6

100.0

100-0

73

100.0

100.0

5*7
5*7
5*7/
4.3
5*7/

18.4/
17.2/
13.0
9*1/
5*9/

27.9
23.5
10.3/
10.3/
7*4/

35.6
17.8
11 .0/
15.1
6 *8/

27.1
15.0/
11.4/
15.0

63.8
19.2/
9*1/
4.3
3.0/
•4

79*4
17*7/
2.9

86*3

8*6

6.8

1.4
4.1/

*0
.0

.0

.0

.0

.8

.0

.0

8*75+*32 16.90+J33 14.78+,98 5.SS+.28
14*0
3.0
14.0
4.0

2.70**37

6*6

12*2

10.7

2 .44jt*43
1.0

1.0

/ Differences are not significant*
Over one-half (51*6 per cent) of all family heads had lived at
their last place of residence less than five years (Table 21)*

Wide

variations may be observed between tenure groups, farm owners reporting

^Thes© data are taken from a supplementary tabulation#
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a median stay or 14 years| tenants, 3 years5 and cropper-lnborers and
"others", l year*

Th© heads of landowning: families were more stable

for the reason that they are older and possess more wealth on the
average than those of landless families*

Th© system of land tenure

tends to foster instability even though, in many instances, th©
wealth of tenants and of laborers exceeds that of farm owners*
About one of ©very four farm owners occupied his last farm less
than five years.

Apparently the factors contributing to the in-

stability of the landless segments of th© population also tend to
operate among the landowning classes*
7*

An Index of Migration*
The construction of an index of migration should take into account

the factor of age in moving*

Tenure status, wealth, income, and plane

of living depend primarily upon this biological variable, and second-*
arily upon Innumerable social variables.

In fact, nearly all social

behavior to a considerable degree is a function of age*

Therefore, by

standardizing its effect one can measure raoro reliably the influence
of other variables upon a certain pattern of behavior*
Experimentation with several indexes of migration cited previously
reveal their inadequacies for purposes of this research*

18

Generally*

these neasures are not suited to the heterogeneous age and occupational
groupings inherent in the sample.

To overcome some of th© objections,

the heads of families have been classified into "migration groups"

^®The correlation coefficient between kilHarns' indexes and th©
actual number of movos was only *362 + *027 for the sample, which
makes it an unreliable measure of migration*
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according to the following procedure,
1*

The coded oases were sorted into classes of five-*year inter**
vals based upon the number of years* earning life reported
by heads of families*

2,

The next step wae to array the oases in ascending order
according to th© number, of moves, including the beginning
itove, if any. since the head of family became an independent
person*

3*

Each array was divided into quartlies, the first quartile
containing heads with the fewest moves euad th© fourth
quartile having the most migratory heads*

4*

All the eases in the first quartile were designated as
Migration Group I* those in th© second as Migration Croup
II, those in the third as Migration Group III* and those in
the last quartile as Migration Group IV.

In forming th©

quartiles, it was necessary in a few instances to make- the
division within a group having the same number o±' moves*
This was accomplished by placing these heads in order of
duration of oaminp life and selecting as tho more migratory
those with the sinallest number of years of earning life*
The Migration Groups derived from this procedure standardize
for two factors, namely, age and the amount of nigration.
seen in Table

22 ,

As can be

the age differences among male heads of families

in the four groups are negligible.

On th© other hand, highly sipnif i**

cant differences in the amount of migration for the several groups can
be observed from th© data in Table 23*

In Migrat ion Group I none of
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Table 22*

Age Distribution or Male Heads of Families,
By Migration Groups

Age group.
years

All groups

Number of male heads
Total
Under 20
20-24
25-29
50-54
35-59
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60—54
65-69
70-74
75-79
80 and over
Median age/1
Mean age/

Migration Group
I
XI

1009

247

100.0
.2
5.3
11.2
13.4
13.5
13.5
9.0
8.9
7.5
7.6
5.6
2.5
1.4
.4

100.0
•0
2.4
10.9
13.8
15.0
13.0
9.3
8.1
9.3
5.3
6.1
4.4
1.6
.8

267
251
254
Percentage distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
.4
•4
.0
3.5
7.6
7.5
12.7
10.6
10.5
14*8
10.7
14.2
12.4
11.0
15.6
13. 4
13.6
13.9
10.5
9.8
7.1
10.2
7.8
9.6
8.9
4.8
7.1
6.6
9.1
9.4
5.2
5.8
5.5
1*2
2.4
2.0
.8
1.6
1.6
,4
.4
.0

42 .0
42.0
45.7**91 44.0+.92

42.0
44.£&.44

W

III

42.0
44. 4+.95

48.0
43.9+.81

/ Differences between average ages are not significant.
the heads of families moved as many as
in Migration Group XV moved

6

6

times, but

times and over*

6

of every 7 heads

As between th© inter***

mediate groups, only 1 in 14 heads in Migration Group III and nearly
1 of ©very 2 heads in Migration Group III migrated

6

times and over*

That there is a high degree of relationship between the quartilos and
the actual number of moves is proved by the coefficient of contingency
which is .931 (corrected)?9

These data signify that the Migration

Groups constitute a valid and reliable index of migration*

19
Thomas Carson McCormick, filamentary Social Statistics. How Yorks
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1941, pp. 205-208.
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Table S3* Distribution of Heads of Families Classified
Into Migration Groups, By Number of Moves

Number of moves

All
heads I

Number of family heads
Total
Noma
One
—
*TWO
Three
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
Nine
Tea
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen
Fourteen
Fifteen
Sixteen
Seventeen
Eighteen
Nineteen
Twenty
Twenty-one
Twenty—two
Twenty—three
Twenty—four
Twenty—f ive
Twenty-six

Migration Group
IX
III

1038 258
loo *0
3*8
11*6
12 *4
13*7
18*5
10*6
8*1
6.5
4*9
3.0
3*2
1*9
1*0
2.0
•7
.8
•3
•7
.3
*4
*1
.1
•2
.4
.2
*1
.1
4.0

Median

838
838
Percentage distribution
100*0
100*0
100,0
1S.1
.0
,0
3B.0
8*9
•0
34,5
7.4
7.8
S*9
37,3
5*8
3*5
30*2
11*2
**
27*8
3,3
**
15.5
5*0
2,7
11*6
mm
**
7,8
mm
4.3
7.8
—
.0
#4
mm
*1
mm
■mm
* mm
mm
m
m
P*
mm
mm
*T
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
—
*8

2.9

4.9

Tv""
258
100.0
.0
,0
.0
8*7
4,3
5.8
11,6
10.8
12,0
7.8
4*6
7*6
7.0
8.1
8,7
3*1
1.2
3.1
1,8
1.5
•4
,4
,8
1.5
.8
*4
•4
9.3

As additional proof of the reliability of the index, the heads of
families are distributed in the Miration Groups by farm tenure status
In Table 24*

The less migratory farm owners are concentrated heavily

in Migration Groups I and II, while the non-owners are concentrated
heavily in Groups III and XV*

In the percentage distributions, th©

regularity of decreases among owners and of decreases among non-owner©
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In proceeding from the least migratory to the most migratory quartiles
furnishes evidence of the functional relationship between migration
and tenure status.
Table £4.

Distribution of Heads of Families Into Migration Groups,
By Farm Tenure 3tatus in 1937

Migration
group
Number of heads
Total
Group
Group
Group
Group

I
IX
IH
17

All
tenures

Full
owners

1038

Part
owners

Tenants

Cropper*
laborers Others

244
140
506
Percentage distribution

100.0

100.0

100.0

20.0

42.6
28.7
1B.0
10.7

41.4
30.0
19.3
9.3

85.0
25*0
25.0

100.0

16.0
84.7/'
28.5
30.8

69
100.0
10.1

18.9
28.X/*
44.9

73
100.0
11.0

u.o
34.2
43.8

/■ Differences are not signifleant•
It is believed that the data contained in Tables

22 ,

£3, and £4,

provide ample justification for the use of the Migration Groups as a
standardized index of moving#

The major objection to this index is

that it applies to groups rather than to individual heads of families.
It la possible to convert the index to an individual basis, but again
this would involve the problem of adjusting for age differences*
8.

Hadius of Migration*
The migration habits of a sedentary population accustomed to a

mode of permanent settlement are conditioned principally by geographi—
cal and biosocial factors.

A region possessing adequate resources and

an economy which permits a fairly wide distribution of wealth and
income is not ordinarily one of heavy out-migration#

For several

decades the rural youth of th© nation, upon reaching adulthood have
found it advantageous to seek the free lands of the frontier or
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accessible employment opportunities in urban centers.

The cause for

this migration of youth was not so much economic pressure on the
resources of the native community as it was the comparative advantage
preferred by opportunities elsewhere*®**

With the passing of the fron

tier and the increasing competition for the available employment , the
intensity of short-distanee migration vrithin a given area may become
relatively more important In the redistribution of population than
long—distance movements from the area.

That is, the problems of

population adjustment in a nation approaching a stage of saturation
in internal development must finally be focused upon the local come*
munity*

Therefore, it is of value to know the characteristics of

radial distance spanned in migration.

jOi©

relationships of age,

tenure, wealth, and the amount of migration of heads of families to
the radius of migration are analyzed briefly at this point*
Table 2.5. Radius of Migration of Mai© Heads of Families
During Earning life, By Farm Tenure Status in 1937
Radius of total
migration* miles
Number of male heads
Total
No move
•1 - 2.4
8.5 - 9.9
10 - 24*9
25 - 99*9
100 - 299
300 - 2499
£500 end over

All
tenures
1000
100.0
4.1
10.7
15.8
9.9
13.1
22. 8
22.8
.8

Full
owners

Part
owners

Tenants

Cropper—
laborers Others

133
69
492
233
Percentage distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0 100.0
B.BT*
5.2/
8.81
6.4/*
7.8
9.ST 14.0
u.or
19.3/13.1/
17.8/*
9.9
8.9/
7.2/
10.0/9.9f
10.8
8.9
13.8^
i b .V'
23.2/
S8.77* 17.8
83.8r
25.9
18.9f
33.3
88.3
1.7f
.0
1 .0/
•4r

73
100.0
1.4
9.9j
11.3
15.5
21.1
25.3
15.5
*0

■/Differences are' not significant •

2oFor an excellent discussion on this point, see Rudolf Heberle,
"The Causes of R u m 1—Urban Migrations A Survey of German Theories,’*
American Journal of Sociology. Vol. XL III, May, 1938, pp. 932-950.
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Nearly one—third (30*0 per cent) of the male heads of families
had lived within a territory of less than ten miles radius since the
beginning of earning life (Table 25)*

Four per cent reported no

changes in domicile, having resided continuously on th© home farm*
At th© other extreme, nearly one-fourth (23,6 per cent) of th© family
heads traversed distances of 300 miles and over*

Similar proportions*

83*0 per cent and 22.8 per cent, migrated distances ranging from 10 to
99 miles and from lOQ to 899 miles, respectively*

Undoubtedly much of

the restlessness that marks the population can be associated with long
distance movements*

Differences in the topography, climate, and other

physical conditions, as well as those arising from new sociocultural
contacts, predispose migrants to heightened social and mental mobility*
By farm tenure status, cropper-laborers covered the widest
territory, followed by those heads classed as "others"•

The radial

movements of tenants were restricted to smaller areas than that of
full owners*

Presumably the first generation stock moved farther

than the younger native-born population*

As maturation of the State

continues, it seems probable that increasing proportions of th© popu
lation will be found in their native communitios,
The age factor seeos to be mors directly associated with distance
spanned in moving than farm tenure*

As age increases, larger propor—

v

tions of the sampled heads migrated 25 miles and over*

Among those

55 years old and older, two-thirds traveled during their earning life
distances of 100 milo3 or more, in comparison with only one-fourth •
of th© heads under 35 years of age*

Almost two—thirds (60*4 per cent)

of these younger persona lived within a 25 mile radius of their
starting point*

It should be noted, however, that most of the long—
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Table £6, Had1us of Migration of Male Heads of Families
Burin® Seming life. By Age Groups in 1937
Radius of
migration* miles

All
ages

Number of male heads
Total
No move
•X - 2*4
8*5 - 9,9
X0 - 24,9
85 - 99*9
100 - 899
300- 8499
8500 and over

978
100,0
3,9
11,1
16,0
10*1
15,8
83,2
19,2
,7

Age group of heads. years
35-54
Under 35
55 and over
889

443
Percentage d istribut ion
*
100,0
100,0
6 ,1/
5.1/
80.4
9.0/
26 ,0
15,85*
S.Tf
14,9
12,5
16.0/
13.8
81,8/
20,8/
9.3
*0
1.1/

£46
100,0
•S
4.1
4*5
5*3
19*1
36*9
28,5
.8/

'f' Differences are not significant,

distance migration had occurred in the early years of earning life.
In a supplementary tabulation of individual moves, it is found
that 54*5 per cent of 5,186 changes involved distances of less than
10 miles*

Two-thirds (66*4 per cent) of all moves covered distances

Of less than 25 miles*
25 miles and over*

The remaining one-third were for distances of

These data confirm the principle, first stated by

£* G* Ravenstein, that migrants generally proceed only short distances*
Other data at hand show that shifts to and between non-farming
occupations required longer migrations than changes within agriculture*
In the sample population, the principal non-farm employment was in
011 fields, railway and highway construction, lumbering, and mining,
these industries being widely dispersed over the State*

®^Pitirim Sorokin and Carle 0. Zimmerman, Principles of RuralUrban Sociology* New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1029, p* 584*

21
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Some noteworthy differences appear in the distance spanned in
moves by various tenure groups classified as of time of migration*
among cropper—laborers, 55.6 per cent of moves were for distances
of 10 miles and over, for farm ov/ners the corresponding percentage
is 51*0* and for tenants

it is 56,6.

Distance appears to be no barrier to migrants when opportunity
beckons.

The lure of free land on the frontier has induced many

family heads to migrate long distances in search of a homestead.

ISost

of these persons probably could be classed as marginal in the states
from which they cams.

At least they are not tied to the native com

munity by a wealth of tangible possessions#
Well-established farm owners moved less frequently and generally
for shorter distances than landless family heads.

To dispose of land

and to transfer accumulations of bulky property are tasks that make
farm owners reluctant movers, especially for long distances.
Migration among tenants may be the result of free choice or of
involuntary action.

Xn either case, property must bo transferred;

farms have to be rented; and the tenant is less free to travel over
wide areas in search of a new landlord.

Therefore, he is likely to

confine his migration to short-distance mover, involving changes in
neighborhood, school, and church, but not necessarily of his trade
center.
The function of the farm laborer and cropper is to supply hio
labor v;hen and where it is needed.

A fluid labor supply is advan

tageous to the employer of casual or crop labor.

The engagements

are of relatively short duration, ranging from two or throe days to
a month or two.

At the termination of employment the employer has
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no further obligation to the worker, and the latter Is free to migrate
In search of work*

To be in a position to travel over wide areas

frequently, laborers do not burden themselves with property*

The

possession of a house, oows, and chickens, tends to restrict the
radius of migration even among agricultural laborers*
If some families are more migratory than others, perhaps the
characteristic is a manifestation of disadvantageous social back
ground rather than of any innate wandering instinct*

Migratory

behavior varies from one sociocultural group to another, and to
explain the variations one has to have some knowledge of the geo—
9O
graphical and biosooial conditions underlying it**"
Table 27* Radius of Migration of Male Heads of Families
During Earning Life By Migration Groups in 1937
Radius of migration,
miles

All
groups

Number of male heads

1000

Total
No move
*1 - 2*4
2*5 - 9*9
10 - 24*9
25 - 99*9
100 - 299
300 - 2499
2500 a:4 over

100.0
4*1
10*7
15*8
9.9
13*1
22*8
22*8
*8

I

Migration Group
II
.......
” m

247
248
Percent age di strfbut ion
100*0
100.0
100*0
•0
•o
16*4
4*0
9.3f
26 *4
16*6/
21. Sf
14*8/
12.9/
6*4
10.1/
is,ef
12*9/
9*2
26*2/
BB.Tf
11*6
26*2/
21.a/’
14.4
1.2/
•8/
*pfvX
T
250

IV
235
100*0
.0
3.1
10*6
10.2/
16*5/
30*6
26*6
*4

/ Differences are not significant*
The highly migratory heads of families tended to circulate over
the largest areas, as can be seen from the data in Table 27*

®®3ee Regnar Hume 1 in, The Wandering Spirit Migration, London, Macmillan and Company, 1937*

Migration

Study of Human

10?
Group X contains many second-gen© rat ion farmers, who, with the assist
ance of* parents, settled near home.

Also in this group are many ©arly

settlers who migrated to Oklahoma, acquiring land by homestead or at
lew prioes and establishing a permanent residence.

The distinction

between first- and second-generation heads is less apparent in Migra
tion Groups II, III, and IV, and the amount of migration seams to have
been a Ttaajor factor in determining the radius covered*

In the most

migratory group, six of ©very ten heads spanned an area of 100 miles
and over, as compared with one in four heads in the lowest migration
group*

Nearly one of every two heads in Migration Group I was located

within 10 miles of the home from which he departed to earn his own
living*

Slightly more than one in ten heai s in Group XV resided within

10 miles of his parental home since the beginning of earning life*
Additional data disclose that th© heeds of families least able
to beer the costs of migration moved the most.

In 62*0 per cent of all

moves studied, the migrants possessed less than ®500 in gross wealth*
This striking fact offers further evidence of the dominance of economic
motives in migration*

Ho reliable differences obtained between the

gross wealth of long— and short—distance migrants.
To suuBTsarize, these genoralizntions are indicated clearly from
the data presented! first, th© majority of moves are for short distances
of less than 10 miles; second, as age Increases the tendency to move
long distances decreases; third, the older heads in migrating to th©
frontier have travelod over a greater radius before tho age of 55 years
than have the younger heads; fourth, distance is no barrier to migrants
if economic opportunities exist; fifth, an inverse x^elationahip holds
between tenure status and distance migrated, with oropper-farm laborers
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migrating over the greatest territory, followed in order by tenants,
and by second—generation owners; sixth, th© most migratory heads of
families circulate over

the widest areas; seventh, in most moves

made, family heads have less than $500 in gross wealth; and eighth,
no reliable differences are apparent between the gross wealth of
long- and short-distance migrants.

CHAPTER T
FACTORS ASSOCIATED W ITH MIGRATION AND FARM TENlTiiE STATUS
One cannot isolate any particular seginent of social behavior and
study it independently of other phenomena that precede, coincide* and
follow it in tlias and space sequences*

Social behavior occurs not in

a vacuum but in a highly complex milieu conditioned by innumerable
dynamic phenomena*

It is by the analysis of small areas of social

relationships that sociologists, seek to increase understanding of the
whole of social behavior*

In this research certain factors have been

chosen for special study, because they appear to be associated with
migration end farm tenure status*

Movements in geographic space and

in social space not only are related to one another but to other
variables as well*

The purpose of this chapter is to focus attention

upon these conditioning factors that affect relationships between
migration and tenure status.^*
1.

State of Birth*
Th© state of birth is an important reflector of the type of

farming, system of land tenure, and other preconditioning factors
that influence th© behavior of population in a new environment*

In

other words, migrants carry with them their habitual behavior patterns,
and in any research into migration and social mobility, it is essential
to know something of the cultural and geographical origins of th©

^According to Karl Poarson, "No phenomena are causal} all phe
nomena are contingent, and th© problem before us Is to measure th©
degree of contingency, which. **li@s between the zero of independence
and the unity of causation.* The Grammar of Science. (Third, edition),
Londons Adam and Charles Black, 1911, p* IS*
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1X0
population*

o

Among 1024 heads of families studied, 36*8 per cent were born In
Oklahoma (Table 28)*

In about equal proportions another 43*5 per cent

migrated from the adjoining states of Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and
Texas*

The remainder cams from other southern states(8.7 per cent)*

Other northern states (9,2 per cent), and foreign countries (1*8 per
cent)*

Outside of Oklahoma, southern states furnished about one-half

of the heads of families in the sample*

Only four heads were b b m in

states west of Oklahoma, which is evidence to confirm the heavy west**
ward movement of population,
Table 28* Distribution of Owners and Non-Owners,
By State or Region of Birth * and the Incidence of
Farm Ownership Among th© Fathers of Heads of Families

Oklahoma
Arkansas
Texas
Missouri
Kansas
Other southern states
Other northern states
Foreign countries

377
136
107
104
98
88
94
19

§

1023

•
o

All states

Percentage of
heads
NonAll heads
Num Per
Own Own
ber
cent Total ers ers
H

State or region
of birth

36.8
13 .3
10*4
10*2
9.6
8.7
9*2
1.8

Percentage of heads
whose fathers were
owners
NonTotal Owners owners

100.0 37.1

62.9 60*0

76.1

50.2

100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

71.9
82 .4
74.8
96.7
32.7
50.0
35.5
21.1

75.9
40.4
57.0
30.7
80.6
58.7
64.9
68,4

80.2
58.3
63.0
80*0
78.8
45*9
81.7
79.0

54.6
36.6
55*0
42.4
90.9
62,7
35.3
25.0

28.1
17.6
28.2
43.3/*
67.3
42.Q/
64.9
78.9

"f Differences are not significant*

^See 0* S. Lively, "Note on Relation of Place-of-Birth to PlaceWheve-Reared." Rural Sociology, Vol. IX, March, 1937, pp* 332-333* For
studies of cultural differentials, see Howard Vi. Odum, Southern Regions
in the United States, Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1936, and A. R, Mangna, Rural Regions Of the United States. Vashing/tons
Works Progress Administration, Government Printing Office, 1940.
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Wide variations obtained In the proportions or owners and nonowners according to the state of birth*

Reliably larger percentages

of th© natives from th© northern states than from the southern states
owned land*

Of the family heads b o m in Kansas, 67*3 per cent were

farm owners in 1957, while among natives of Arkansas the corresponding
percentage was only 17,5.

The youthfulnes3 of the heads of families

born In Oklahoma accounts in part for the low incidence of ownership
among them*

Foreign-born heads had the highest proportion of farm

owners of the several groups studied*
One explanation of the tenure selection by state of birth center©
in th® tenure of fathers of family heads.

It may be noted that 76*1

per cent of the farm owners and 50*2 percent of th© non-owners had
fathers who were landowners (Table 28)*

In general, the states or

groups of states with the highest proportions of farm ownership among
their native heads also had the highest proportions of farm ovmership
among the fathers of heads.

The migrants to Oklahoma from other

southern states were predominantly descendants of the landless classes,
whereas those originating in the northern states were drawn dispro
portionately from the landowning classes*
In the South where landlessness is widespread, th© son© of
farmers generally do not expect to become farm owners.
ern states, farm ownership ia traditional.

In th© north

The sons of farmers, in

order to match the tenure status of their fathers, strive to attain
farm ownership.

The value of indoctrinating attitudes and habits of

behavior to assist their sons in becoming owners of land has not
been neglected by farm owners.

US
It is noteworthy that higher proportions of* fathers of non-owners
than of owners from Kansas and oertain southern states ivere themselves
owners of farms (Table 88)•

There is no obvious explanation for this

fact except that soma family heads may have migrated into counties in
which landlessness was considerably more prevalent than in those
counties from which they came.

The birthplace is but on© indicator

of background and n.any other environmental factors evidently operated
to determine the socioeconomic status of heads of families.

The

influence of tenure status of th© father upon that of the son will be
discussed in greater detail in the next section*
Table 89* Distribution of Heads of Families
Into Migration Groups, By State of Birth

State of birth

Humber
of heads

A H states
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Texas
Missouri
Kansas
Other southern states
Other northern states
Foreign countries

Percentage of heads in migration groups
Total
I and XX
XXI and 17

1083

100*0

49.9

00.1

377
136
107
104
98
88
94
19

100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0

53.7/*
87.7
36.1
50*0/*
64*3
46.3/*
65.9
78.9

46.3/*
7E.3
63.9
50.Q/
35.7
53.7f
34.1
81.1

/* Differences are not sign if leant •
The relationship of migration to the state of birth of heads of
families can be traced back to certain ecological and sociological
factors operating in all distributions of population*

Firstly, in th®

process of migration, new settlers locate as nearly as possible on
land similar to that from which they leave.

Secondly, social selection
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functIona to distribute the population on the lend in such a way as
to bring about a fair correlation between the qualities of human and
land resources,

Thirdly, migrants generally locate at the point of

economic opportunity nearest their point of departure,
From the data in Table 89, it appears that the natives of Arkansas
and Texas in the sample studied were highly migratory*

Other southern-

born family heads, excepting those from Oklahoma, also tend to be
concentrated in Migration Groups XIX and XV*

In contrast, the migrants

originating in the northern states are largely in Migration Groups X
and XX,
The poorer lands of the State are to be found in eastern Oklahoma
whore large pro port ions of southerners have settled.

Then too, land

lessness has been aggravated by small farms and a type of agriculture
•
g
centered in the raising of cotton.
These factors aceount for much of
the instability attributed to southern—born heads of families.

Large

proportions of natives of states outside the South resided in the
Western half of Oklahoma and along the northern border counties.

These

areas generally have better soils, larger farms, and less specialized
types of farming and more farm ownership, which account in part for
the greater stability of the population.
The land ownership pattern Is responsible for some of the dif
ference in the migration of southerners and northerners living in
Oklahoma.

Until 1907, the land In Indian Territory, covering approxi

mately the eastern half of the State, was inaccessible to white

^Rupert B. Vance, "Cotton Culture and Social Life and Insti
tutions of the South," Publications of the American joeiological
Socjtet^r, Vol. XXIII, 1986, p. 58.

1X4
settlers except through leasing or inter-marriage with Indian land-*
holders*

In the western half of the State, large areas were opened
v

for homestead as early as 1809 and 1893, which gave many of the older
heads of families an opportunity to become farm ownors at an early
age*

The homesteaders sampled migrated to Oklahoma principally from

northern states*
Within the limits of th© universe studied, assuming unbiased
sampling, three conclusions can be drawn from analysing heads accord-*
ing to their state of birth.

In general, migration was relatively

greater among southern-born heads than those originating outside th©
South.

Also the family heads from th© southern states fell short of

matching the natives of other states in the attainment of farm
ownership*

Lastly, the migrants from southern states were drawn

disproportionately from landless families, while thoo© from th©
northern states descended from farm-owning classes*
2.

Occupation of Father*
The occupation of th© father is one of th© most fundamental

factors in determining th© socioeconomic status and In molding the
behavior of the children.

It has been found that sons of farmers

enter agriculture in larger proportions than the sons of persons
engaged in other occupations*

Also, there are accumulating evi

dences of regressive tendencies in occupational status from the
preceding to present generations*

I)o these characteristics hold

^tf* A. Anderson, "Th© Transmission of Farming As An Occupation,”
Rural Sociology. Vol* IV, December, 1959, p« 434, and Pitlrim
Sorokin, Social Mobility,* p. 418*

XX5
true for th© sample under observation, and if so, what is th© extexit
of these relationships?

Are sons of the landless families rnor© or

less migratory than those of the farm owning families?

Answers to

these questions are sought in this analysis#
Over nine of every ten (95,0 par cent) heads of families studied
were sons of farmers, hut their status within the agricultural hiorarohy was definitely lower than that of their fathers (Table SO),
Table 30, Occupational Distribution
of Male Heads of Families and Their Fathers

Occupation

All
male
heads

Number of heads

1009

Total
Owner
Tenant
Cropper-laborer
Other*

100,0
37,2
49,1
6,7
7,0

Male heads
45 years of
age and over
375
Percentage distribution
100,0
55,2
39,8
z.sf
s.sf

Fathers "
of male
heads
916
100.0
60,9
31,1
,6
7.41

^ This laay refer also to nonagriculturul occupations*
T Differences are not significant*
lb© father1s occupation waa recorded as of the year of the son* 3
marriage, and the occupation of the propositi was that reported for
1937,

Family heads had worked for themselves for about 23 years on

the average, which should not differ greatly from the age of the father
at the time of the son*s marriage*

Among the fathers of male headst

60,9 per cent vjere farm owners; for th© propositi the corresponding

®The occupation of other alblln a is not known, but on the basis
of other studies, it is probable that the proportion of all sons
engaged in agricultural occupations is smaller than th© on© shown in
this sample.
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percentage was only 37,£,

This sharp decrease in farm tenure status

in two generations attests to th© rapid loss of property rights in
th© land by tillers of th© soil*
Table 51 •

6

Farm Tenure Status of Male Heads of Families,
By the Occupation of Father
Percentage of heads in farm tenure status
specified
Total Owner Tenant Cropper-laborer Other

Occupation
of
father

Number
of male
heads

All tenures

916

100.0

36.9

50.3

Farm owner
Farm tenant
Cropper-laborer
Other

558
285
5
68

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

45.9/
17.5

48.4/*
61.4
*
41.2/

48.7f

6,1

6.7

3 ,&f
xo.e?
*
7.3?

4.1?
10.3?
*
8.8/

m
. . .
/■ Differences are not significant#

When the 916 male heads of families are distributed into tenure
groups by the occupations of their fathers, as is done in Table 51t
40*9 per cent held a lower occupational status than their fathers,
43.0 per cent possess a similar status, and 11.1 per cent reached a
higher status.

The heaviest losses in status v/ere experienced by

BOns of farm owners, over one—half of whom were landless in 1937*
The sons of tenants appear to have considerable disadvantage as
compared with sons of farm owners in becoming owners of land them
selves.

Only 17.5 per cent of the tenants* sons were owners as

against 45.9 per cent of owners* sons.

A majority of sons of tenants -

62.5 per cent — had not risen above a landless statue, and from data

$Cf• Roy H i n m a n Holmes, Rural 3ociology. Mew York! McOraw—Mill
Book Company, 1932, pp. 73-75.
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in Table 52, it can be seen that they were much more likely to fall
Into the cropper-laborer and "other" groups than were the sons of
farm owners or nonagriculturiets.

Generally, the sons of nonagrl—

eulturists advanced occupationally to a higher level than the sons
of tenants but not up to th© level of farm owners* sons.

In this

group of sons, 42.? per cent were farm owners*
Table 32. The Expected and Observed Tenure Distributions
of Male Heads of Families By the Occupation of Father

Others
Cropper—laborers
Tenants
Owners
Total

Occupation of male heads
Tenants Cropper-laborors Others

(85)*
89 (+)
(18)
0 (-)
(105)
50 (-)
(806)
859 (♦ )
336

(34)
88 (-)
(85)
3 (-)
(144)
175 ( 0
(281)
856 (-)
468

(4)
5 (+)
(.3)
0 (-)
(17)
30 (+ )
(34)
80 (-)
55

Total

(5)
6 (+ )
88
(.3)
5
8 (+)
(19)
30 (+) 285
(37)
83 (-)
C8
W

Owners

CD

Occupation
of father

61

916

m s r __ ________
Plus and minus signs indicate th© direction of difference of the
observed from the expected numbers*
By computing the expected occupational distribution of male heads
of families based upon the occupation of their fathers and comparing
this with the observed or actual distribution, several facts become
apparent.

The sons of farm owners and the sons of tonents tended to

occupy the same tenure status an their fathers*

The sons of nonagri

culturist s were over-represented In the owner and in th© cropperlaborer and "other" groups, from which It ma; be Inferred that In
some cases

heads of families had preferred agricultural over non-

agricultural occupations,and in others, marginal heads of families
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had just gravitated into the residual laborer classes of agriculture.
The degree of similarity between the tenure status of fathors and
sons was somewhat lower than might be expected because of the re
gressive tendencies of owners* and tenants* sons.

The corrected

eoefficient of contingency is .358*
Table 35. Occupational Status of Fathers,
By Farm Tenure Status of Mai© Hoads of Families
Farm tenure
status of
male heed

Number
of
fathers

Percentage of fathers in occupations specified
Cropper- NonTotal Owner Tenant laborer
af>rioulture

All tenures

916

100*0

60.9

31.1

•6

Owner •
Tenant
0 ropper-laborer
Other

338
462
55
61

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

76*6
55.9
36*4
37.7

14*8
37.9
54*5
49 *2

.0
.0
.0
3.3

7.4
8.6/*
6 .27*
9.1
9.8

/ Differences are not significant.
By reversing the approach, the occupat ion of th© father can be
compared with th© occupational level of the son*

The data in Table 33

show that farm owners were twice as likely to be sons of ovmers as
were cropper—laborers and "others”*
were sons of farm owners*

Tenants, more often than not,

It was much easier for a son of a farm

owner to fall into a lower tenure class t’an for a son of a landless
father to climb into the farm owner class*

This latter fact explains

the low degree of contingency in landownership and landlessness be
tween the two generations as measured in a dichotomous classification,

?The formula and correction factor used in calculating the coef
ficient of contingency are discussed in Thomas Oarson McCormick,
Elementary Social Statistics, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1941,
pp* 206—207•
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Which Is only .339.
To this evidence of occupational succession may he added the
findings of a supplemental tabulation in which the following pro
portions of families in 1937 reported either the male head, the
female head, or both as coming from homes of farm ownerss cropper**
laborers and "others”, 40.1

per cents tenants. 70*6 par cent; and

farm owners, 91.2 per cent.
The amount of migration among male heads of families was defi
nitely associated with the occupation of fathers.

Th© sons of farm-

own ing families tended to be concentrated in th© low migration groups
and those of landless families in th© high migration group® (Table 34).
Ihere is no reliable evidence to support th© possibility of excessive
migratoriness among landless sons of farm owners who might be striving
hard to achieve a farm ownership status*
Table 54. Distribution of Male Beads of Families
Into Migration Groups, By Occupation of Fathers
Oecupation
of father

Number
of heads

Percentage of heads in migration groups
Total
III and 17
I and IX

All tenures

916

100.0

49.8

50.2

Owner
Tenant
Cropper-laborer
Other*

558
285
5
65

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

88.4
35.8
**
44.1/

41,6
64.2
**
55.9/

4i
** Inadequate.sample.
7** Differences are not significant.

To summarize, landlessness is passed from one generation to
another to a greater extent than is farm ownership.

While ther© is

a fairly high degree of occupational transmission from on© generation
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to the next, the similarity of tenure status between the fathers and
the propositi has been reduced by the shift downward from land pro
prietorship to tenancy*

It is not unlikely that anion?* the sons of

family heads under study the center of pressure may be at the lower
margin of the tenancy level*

That Is, increased proportions of

tenants* sons will find opportunities in agriculture at th© wag©
earning levels*
3*

Formal Education.
In appraising the Influence of formal education upon socio

economic status and migratory behavior, one must point out that it
cannot be isolated easily from numerous other complicating factors*
Persons with Inferior schooling usually are handicapped by inade
quacies in home and religious training, extra-hoine environment, and
the financial support at the beginning of earning life*

The socio

economic status of th© parental family also is of major importance
in determining not only the education of the children but their
ultimate success or failure.

Differences in age, personal traits,

location, period in history, and a host of other factors likewise
tend to obscure the relationships between education and other
variables, but the emphasis upon education in our society requires
an appraisal of Its significance*
First of all, It may be stated that approximately three-fifths
(37*1 per cent) of the male heads of families whose fathers were
landless received lass than eight grades of schooling as against
two-fifths (40*0 per cent) of those heads coming from homes of farm
o
owners and nonagriculturists.

QData are taken from supplementary tabulation*
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Table 55.

Amount of Formal Education of Male Heads of Families,
By Farm Tenure Status in 1937

Highest grade com All
pleted in school
tenures

Full
owners

Humber of male heads 988
Total
0
1—4
5-7
e
9-11
IS
13 and over
Mean grade
Standard error

Part
owners

Tenants

Oropperlaborers

Other.

881

134
69
496
Percentage distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
3.7/
8.1/
2.9/
*•1/
ss.e/
8.8
29.0
17. 9/
20.8/
33.6
84.6/
24.6/
33.9/
34.4/
32.3/
24.6/
9.8/
12 .7/
10.9/
11.6/
5.9/
2 .8
6.2/
5.8/
3 .2/
5.8/
3.Q/
1.8/

100*0
4.6
18.5
£5.6
38.1
10.7
5.4
3.1
6.8
£.85

6.9
+.21

7.4

7.0
1*14

73
100.0
6.9/
19.4/
34.7/
89.2/
4.8
4.8/
1.4/

6.4
4.37

6.3
+.35

Differences are not significant.
In Table 35, the male family heads are distributed according to
the highest grade completed in school by farm tenure status.

Four-

fifths (80.8 per cent) of the heads reported completion of eight
grades or less of schooling.

Nearly one-fourth (83.1 per cent) had

not gone to school beyond the fourth grade.

The mean grade completed

for all heads was 6.8 % .85.
Contrary to what might be expected , th© amount of schooling of
farm owners was slightly but unreliably lower than that of tenants,
but It was reliably higher for farmers than for non-farmers.

Phen

these data are standardized for age, as Is done in Table 36, sharp
differences can b© noted.

As the ages of heads of families decreased,

the amount of schooling increased significantly.

This holds true

for every tenure group, except among those hoods classed aa '’others"
for which this trend is not clea rout *

Larger proportions of family

heads 35 to 54 years of ape completed the eighth grade than was th©
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case among heads 55 years old and older.

It is among the youngest

family heads ~ those under 55 years old - that the opportunities for
high school training were exploited most.
The gains in education had been extended to all tenure classes,
but when allowances are made for age, farm owners had more formal
schooling then tenants, and tenants more than the oropper-laborers
and "others".

This fact confirms the findings of Duncan and Sanders

in their study of Oklahoma cotton farmers in which 77.4 per cent of
the full owners and 85.7 per cent of th© tenants had an eighth grade
schooling or less.

This study was made in 1986*

9

In a later study

based upon Oklahoma wheat farmers interviewed in 1953, Duncan found
the educational vantage to be with tenants, the proportions of those
completing eight grades or less of schooling being for all farm
owners, 86*0 per cent and for tenants, 72*8 per cent* lO

For the

sample under observation, 81*4 per cent of the full owners and 79*9
per cent of the tenants had an eighth grade schooling or less*
m

Although sufficient time had not elapsed between the taking of the
three samples to reveal a uniform increase in education, there were
evidences in each sample of a generally improved educational status
among the younger heads of families as compared with the older heads*
Th© failure of large proportions of family heads in th© younger
ages to go beyond the eighth grade suggests that school problems are

^0. D* Duncan and J . T. Sanders, A Study of Certain Economic
Factors in Relation to Social life of Oklahoma Gotton Farmers, Still
water: Oklahoma Agri* Ex per. 3ta. Bull. No. 211, April, 1933, p. 25*
^ O t i s Durant Duncan, An Analysis of Farm Family Organization in
Qlclfihnrm. Unpublished Ih.D. Thesis, p. 197*
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Table 36* Formal Education of Mai© Family Heads,
By Farm Tenure Status and Age Group
Farm, tenure status
and age group,
years

Number
of male
heads

Fercentag© distribution according to
highest grade completed in school
8
Total
0-7
9 and over

All tenures
Under 35
35-54
55 and over

922
303
448
241

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

48.7
32.0
51.4
65.1

32.1
37*6
34.5
21.2

19.2
30 ,4
14.1
13.7

Full owners
Under 55
35-54
55 and over

221
20
106
95

100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0

47.9/*
10.0
45.3/
57 *9/’

33.9/
45.0
39.6/
25.3/

18.6/
43.0
15.1/
16.8/

Bart owners
Under 35
35-54
55 and over

134
18
78
38

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

45.5/
16.7
44.9/*
60*9/

34.3/
50.0
34.6/
26.3/

20.2/
33.3/
80*9/
13.2/

Tenants
Under 35
35-54
55 and over

496
194
213
89

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

47.6/*
30.4/
58.6/
73.0/

38.5/
36.6/
34.7/
16.9/

20.1/
33.0/
12.7/
10.1/

Cropper-laborers
Under 55
35-54
55 and over

69
32
29
8

100.0
100.0
100.0
*

55.9/
31.8/
82.1
*

25.0/
40.6/
10.7
*«

19,3/
28.2/
7.2/
#

Others
Under 35
35—54
55 and over

72
39
22
11

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

61.1
58.9
54.5/
81.8

29.2/
30.8/
36.4/
9.1

9.7
10.3
19.2/
9.1/

_
if Inadequate
*
sample•
/ Differences are not significant*
far from solution*

The lack of adequate educational facilitiesf the

economic burden of education at the High school level, and the tra
ditional disinclination to take advantage of v/ider educational oppor
tunities offer formidable resistance to advances in the educational
attainments of the open country population.
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In the past the handicap of inferior education has been counter
acted by the availability of free or low-priced land® and employment
opportunities in nonagricultural occupations*

It is conjectural whether

the gains in education achieved thus far have been sufficient either in
quantity or quality to assist the population la making th® necessary
adjustments to the changing economy*

Also, too little is known con-

earning the more fundamental aspects of informal education acquired in
the home.

Unless strong habits and attitudes are maintained along with

the improvements in education, the latter will avail littl® in assist*
xng the agricultural population to meet the vicissitudes of life*
Table 57*

11

Formal Education of Male Heads of Families,
By Migration Groups

Highest grade com Humber
of heads
pleted in school

Percentages of heads in migration groups
Total
I and it"'
III and 17

All grades

992

100*0

49*1

50*9

0-7
8
9 and over

485
319
188

100*0
100.0
100.0

41*7
56.7
55.9

58*3
43*3
44.1

^'Hugh Hartshome and Mark A, May, "Testing the Knowledge of Right
and Virong," Religious Education. Vol. XXX, October, 1926, pp* 559-554*
Otis Durant Duncan has observed too that "•*.farming Is an occupation
that is learned by apprenticeship, and other theori©^ to the contrary
notwithstanding, it is still difficult to prove that academic education
is directly correlated with superiority as a fanner, at least beyond
the high school level." From a paper road at the Rura3. Life Section
of the First Annual Oklahoma Conference on Social Welfare, Oklahoma
City, October 19-21, 1959, on "The Significance of the Migration® of
Oklahoma Farm Population," (Mim©ogra phed)*
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la Table 3?, It may be seen that the male family heads with less
than an eighth grade schooling are concentrated in Migration Groups
III and IV,

Those heads possessing high school training did not mi

grate less frequently than those with an eighth grad© education*
Therefore, it can be generalized that the heads of families with
less than an elementary schooling were hindered socially and eco
nomically not only by limited educational opportunities but also by
other environmental factors,
4*

Age at leaving Home and At Marriage,
The age at which children depart from their parental home to

assume responsibility for self-support varies among different tenure
and migration groups*

Basically, the family’s socioeconomic status

and the opportunities for employment off the home farm determine the
age at departure*

If the parental farm is of sufficient size to

absorb the family labor, children te- d to remain longer at home*

If

the farm cannot support the family unit at an acceptable level of
living, such conditions as overcrowded homes; disagreement among
family members; shortage of funds for the purchase of clothing and
amusement; a dreary hone life; urges to marry, 3©ek'adventure, and
procure further education; and, sundry psychosocial factors furnish
adequate incentives for leaving home*
or Jobs stimulates migration from home*

Also, the availability of farms
In many instances both push

and pull factors operate simultaneously to bring about the separation
of children from their parents*

Regardless of the reason assigned

for departure from home, the event itself is of considerable social
12
Significance.*

ICO. Horace Hamilton, "The Annual Rate of Departure of Rural Youths
From Their Parental Home,” Rural Sociology. Vol*I, Juno, 19£S, pp.164-179.
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With reference to the sampled head 3 , there was a direct relation—
ship between the age at leaving: home and farm tenure status.

The

average age at departure decreased by tenure in th© following; order*
farm, owners, tenants, "others”, and oropper-laborers {Table 38)*
Nearly one-third (32.4 per cent) of the heads of families in th©
latter group left home by the age of 18 years, inclusive; among part
owners, the corresponding percent©;'© was only 14.8.

Th© relatively

favorable conditions in th© parental hom© delayed the departure of
£6*4 per cent of the full owners until they were 25 years old and
over, but only 11*7 per cent of the cropper—laborers remained at
home until that age.

Most of the family heads in each tenure

started working for themselves at the legal ag© of 21 years*
Table 38* Age at Leaving Horn©
By Farm Tenure Status of Male Heads of Families in 1957
Age group,
years
Number of male heads
Total
Under 15
15—16
17-18
19-20
21-22
25-24
25—26
27-28
29-50
50 and over
Mean age
Standard error

All
tenures
1008
100*0
2.0
4.5

13.0
17*5
50.9
12.3
9.1

4.9
2.4
3*4

21*4
+.14

Full
owners

Part
owners

CropperTenants laboiers Others

134
78
235
499
68
Percentage d istribut ion
100.0
100.0
100.0 100*0
100*0
4.2/
.0
2.1/
2.21
•rt
11*8/
2.9f
5.6/
5.6/
3.2*
11.2/12.4/
20.6/ 13*9/
12.7/
20,8/
17.7/ 19.4/
1S.0 f
11.5
51.0/
22.0/ 30*9/
38.9f
29.4/
8.3/
12.3/
IZ.Tf
12.2/
16.2/
4.4/
X 4 .2 f
8.6/
4.2
10.2/
2.3/8.3/
4,4/
*0
6.8/
4.8/
1.8/
2*9/
4.7/
• If
4.4/
1.4/
2.6/
4s*4l/k
4.7/

22*3
+ .30

/ Differences are not signifleant *

22.1f
+.37

21.9/
*.18

20*7/
+ #45

81*0/
+#46
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The main inferences of these data are that economic motives
dominate in precipitating separation from the parental home and that
the push factors exert relatively greater influence than the pull
factors in the initial migration.

As migration is largely a function

of tenure status, it follows that early departure from the parental
home tends to be associated with frequent migration.

In a supple

mentary tabulation, 62.0 per cent of the male family heads who left
home before the age of 21 years wore in Migration Groups III and XV,
whereas a similar proportion in Migration Groups I and II started
working for themselves at th© age of £5 and over*

Th© mean age at

leaving home for each Migration Group wast Group I, 24.0 .±.31 years;
Group II, 22*5 ♦ *31 years; Group III, 22.0 + .E5' years; and, Group
I?, £1*3 ± *24 years*
Unless the data are misinterpreted, increasing economic pressures
were principally responsible for the decreasing age at departure from,
tbs parental home among the younger male heads of families.

Th©

average age at leaving horns for heads under 35 years of age was
£0*7 £ .18 years as compared with 22*8 dt *$6 years for heads 55 years
of age and over.

*.:hat the ultimate effect of this trend will be in

terms of sooioeconoidLc status and migratory behavior cannot be pre-*
dieted, but certainly the youthful migrants, handicapped b>/ imma~
turity, mediocre schooling, and inadequate financial resources
aggravate unemployment and underemployment by their early entrance
i«
into a fiercely competitive economy.
Without assistance in the

*^Low educational status was not traceable to early ago at de
parture from th© parental home. Usually the family heads remained
with their parents long enough to take advantage of elementary and
high school training*
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purchase or land, livestock, and machinery and without access to
regular employment except on public works, young adults living in
the open country can hardly expect to earn more than baroly enough
m

to supply their minimum needs*
Table 39*

Age at marriage,
years
Number of male heads
Total
15-16
17-18
19—20
81-22
23-24
85-26
27—28
29-30
Over 30
Mean age
Standard error

Ag© at Marriage of Kale Heads of Families,
By Age Groups in 1937

.

All
ages

Age of heads in 1957
35-54
56 and over

15-34

969

292

100.0
*5
5*3
14.8
£8.2
17.0
15.8
8.0
4.6
7.8

100.0
1.4
9.9
24.3
33.6
13.0
12*0
4*1
1.4
*3

23.7
*.14

21.6
i.17

457
240
Percentage distributibn
100.0
100.0
.0
*4
3.9
2.1
5.4
13.5
89.1
20.0
16*9
22.1
14 *4
15,0
8*5
11.7
8*7
4.6
9.1
14*6
24.0
*.21

'

25.7
jt.34

Another distressing tendency closely related to early departure
from home is the decreasing age at marriage*

Tho mean age at marriage

for male heads was £5*7 years, but those heads under 3b years of age
were 4*1 years younger on the average at the time of marriage than
those 55 years old and over (Table 39),

More marriages were taking

place between the ages of 15 and 22 years, and fewer were occurring
after the age of 22 years among the population studied*
In his study of Oklahoma farmers, Duncan found that the ere at
marriage had been decreasing for thirty years.

14

Me arrived at this

14Otis Durant Duncan, An Analysis of Farm Family Organization
in Oklahoma, unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, pp. 309-310.
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conclusion by comparing the ages at marriage of family heads and of
their children, as well as by the method used above.
Table 40. Percentage of Family Heads Reporting Marriage
Less Than One Year and One Year and Over
After Leaving Home in Specified Periods,
By Farm Tenure Status in 1937
Number of years* difference All
Ten-year period
between age at leaving home peri- 1678- 1888- 1898- 1908- 1918and age at marriage________ ods
1887
1897 19Q7 1917 1927
Percentage distribution
All heads
Less than one year
63.0 86.7 48.1 47.7
61.1 67.7
One year and over
37.0 73.3 61*9 68.3
38.9 38.3
Mean difference, years
2.1 7.9
3.3
2.9
2.3 1.5
Standard error
£.13 £1.21
+.44 +.57 +.88 +.18

19281957
83.8
16.8
.5
+.10

Lees than one year
One year and over
Mean difference, years

53.9 88.6
46.1 71.4
2.8 8.2

46.0
54.0
3.2

Owners
41.8
55*7 67.1
58.2 44.3 32.9
3,0
2.8 1.4

86.4
13.6
.4

less than one year
One year and over
Msan difference, years

68.5
31.5
1*7

50.0
50.0
3.4

Tenants
53.5
71*7 68.9
46.5
28,3 31.1
2.9
1,5 1.6

81.5
18.5
.6

Less than one year
One year and over
Mean difference, years

66.7
33.3
1.8

Cropper-laborers and others
*
*
46.7
38.1 63.6
*
*
53.3
61.9 36.4
*
*
2*6
3.8 1.7

88.5
11,5
.4

*
*
*

* Inadequate sample.
If the interval elapsing between the age at leaving home and th©
age at marriage are compared, as in Table 40, it becomes evidont that
the latter has contracted more rapidly than the former.

In th© ten

years prior to the survey, over four of every five heads married
during the same year of migration from the parental home.

In the

earliest period in which data are available, 1878-1887, nearly threefourths of the male heads delayed marriage one year and over after
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leaving home.

By tenure* a longer time intervened between the ©vents

of departure from home and marriage among landowning than landless
family heads* though in reoent years the differences were negligible.
There are several reasons for th© foregoing trends*

During the

pre-statehood or frontier period, men greatly outnumbered women,
thereby causing a lag in the marriage of malas*^

As the disparity

between sexes decreased, th© involuntary postponement of marriage
among males was relatively less necessary.

Also, the older settler®

in Oklahoma were long-distance migrants, who characteristically were
single.

The men marrying in recent years grew up in the communities

in which they were living* thus facilitating earlier marital unions*
Agriculture is essentially a family economy* and the diminution of
employment in other nonfarm and urban industry forced young men to
accept one of two alternativess continued residence on th© home farm,
or marriage and th© establishment of a new family*

Under the New

Deal, marriage has become* for practical purposes, a requirement for
eligibility on public works in open-country communities.

16

Therefor©*

it is not surprising to learn that many youth leaving home at an
early age enter immediately into an expedient, if not exactly eco
nomically desirable, marriage*

Actually, early marriage among th©

underprivileged classes affords compensation for thwartod psychosocial

^Otis Durant Duncan* Population Trends in Oklahoma* Stillwater}
Oklahoma Agri. Ex per. Sta. Bull. No. 224, March, 1955, pp. 17, 19El*
16cf# James H. Bossard, "Depression and Pre-Depression Marriage
Hates! A Philadelphia Study," American Sociological Review, Vol* XI*
October, 1937* p. 694.
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needs."*"7
Because the fertility of women is higher in the late teens and
early twenties, and early marriages have their highest incidence in
the non-landowning classes, it seems highly probable that the pro
pertyless class will continue to expand in numbers even without
recruits drawn from displacements in the landowning class
5*

Beginning Occupation*
Because of the limited number of tenure classes in agriculture*

the op^ortunities for mobility are fewer than in aggregates character
ized by diversity of occupations.

For this reason considerable impor

tance attaches to the first occupational or tenure status.

An Indi

vidual^ initial occupation is less subject to free choice than is
sometimes believed.

Such variables as occupation of father, wealth,

residence, education, age, personality traits, and period of departure
from th© parental home more or less predetermine the accessible alter
natives.

As competition for existing opportunities becomes more

intensive, the factors entering into occupational selection probably
will operate even more discrijfiinately than during the period when free
land and rapid economic expansion characterized the national economy*
However, the immediate problem is to determine the extent to which

1?C. Horace Hamilton has shown, however, that the incidence of
marria/re had been lower for the relief than the non-relief population
of a North Carolina sample in the years 193£ to 1954, inclusive. "Th©
Trend of the l^arriage Rat© in Rural North Carolina," Rural Sociology.
Vol. I, December, 1936, p. 455. Also sec Robert T. McMillan, A Social
and Economic Study of Relief families in Ottawa County, Oklahoma. 1954.
Stillwater; Oklahoma Agri. Exper. 3ta. Tech. Bull. No. E, July, 1938,p.39.
l®Gf• Bernard K. Karpinoa and Clyde V. Kiser, "The Differential
Fertility and Potential Rates of Growth of Various Income and Education
Glasses of Urban Population in the United States." Milbank Remorial
Fund quarterly. Vol* XVII, October, 1939, pp. 36$—oyl, nncj 0. E. B&ker,
Significance of Population Trends to American Agriculture," Milbank
Memorial Fund quarterly. Vol. XV, April, 1937, pp. 129 et passim.
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migration and tenure status are related to the beginning occupation#
A comparison of the farm tenure status of th© sampled heads in
1937 with th© beginning status reveals the relatively stable character
of the occupational hierarchy.

Although an average of 83*0 +*45 years

had elapsed between the first employment and that held in 1957, th©
heads reporting farm ownership had increased only from 18*0 to 37*8
per cent (Table 41)*

Th© amount of tenancy had remained practically

unchanged , but there had been a decrease during th© interim among
oropper—faim laborers and those engaged in nonagrieultural pursuits*
Table 41* Comparison of the Occupational Status
of Heads of Families At th© Beginning of Earning Life and in 1957
Beginning
occupation

Occupational status

Occupation
in 1937

1032
1029
Percentage distribution
100.0
100.0
12.0
37.8
49 *0
40.5
6.7
23*6
7.1
15.9

Number of heads
Total
Owner
Tenant
Cropper-1aborer
Other

Direction
of change

_
—

A more detailed comparison between th© initial occupation and th©
one held in 1937 is presented in Table 42*

Three—fourths of th© 124

heads in the sample beginning as farm owners still retained this status
at the time of survey.

Most of the remainder had become tenants.

This

group of heads had boon working 27 years on the average.
By far th© largest number of heads# 499 of 1029, began as tenants
upon leaving home.

Nearly three-fifths of them occupied a similar

status at the time of interview.

About three and one-half times as

many of the remaining tenants climbed to farm ownership as dropped
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into the wage-gaming and dependent classes during the earning life
which averaged 21 years.

But it is of singular importance that only

one in three heads starting as tenants moved up the agricultural
ladder*
The wage earners apparently have even fewer possibilities of
attaining farm ownership than do tenants.

Scarcity of land and

deficiencies in capital, knowledge of agriculture, and aggressiveness
force many farm youth to start earning life as a cropper or farm
laborer*

Among 242 heads launching their careers at this level, only

one—fourth became farm owners by 1937*
heads advanced to the tenant stage*

Nearly one—half of these

Larger proportions had fallen

Into the dependent olass than was the case among the heads commencing
as farm owners and tenants (Table 42)*

This group averaged 24 years

of employment*
Table 42* Farm Tenure Status of Heads of Families in 1957,
Classified by Beginning Occupational Status
All
tenures

Owner

Humber of heads

1029

124

Total
Full owner
Part owner
Tenant
Cropper-la borer
Other

100.0
25.4
13.6
49*2
6.7
7*1

100.0
52*4
25*7
21*8
.8
1*6

Farm tenure status
in 1937

Beginning occupational status
Tenant Cropper-laborer Other
242
499
Percentage distribution
100.0
100*0
17.5
17.8
6.2
14.6
48.8
58.5
4.2
17.3
5.2
9.9

164
100.0
28*1
14.0
42.1
3.0
12.8

Among the 164 sampled heads whose initial employment was in nonagricultural occupations, over four-fifths were distributed equally
between farm owner and tenant classes.

The group as a whole, with an
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average earning life of 23 years, ranked above starting tenants but
below beginning farm owners in the position achieved in the agricul
tural hierarchy by 1937*
By reversing the approach to these data, the beginning occupation

can be compared with that held in 1957 to ascertain what progress, if
any, had occurred.

This has been don© in Table 43*

Table 43* Proportions of Hoads of Families Reporting a Higher,
A Lower, or th© Sam© Oooupational Status in 1937
In Comparison v ith the Beginning Status
Tenure status
in 1937 compared All
with first status tenures Owners
Number of heads

1029

381

Non-owners in 1957
Total
Croppernon—owners Tenants laborers Others
648

506

73

69

Percentage distribution
Total
Higher status
Same status
Lower status

100.0
44*2
44*1
11.7

100*0
71*9
26.5
1.6

100.0
27,9
54.3
17.6

ioo.o
35.8
58.3
5.9

100.0
*0
60.9
39.1

100,0
.0
21.9
78.1*

*Heads receiving over 50 P©r cent of their cash income from relief
were classed as having a lower status*
Contrary to a widely accepted opinion, a majority (72*1 per cent)
of the land less heads of families had reported their tenure status in
1937 either on the sane or lower level than their beginning employment,
Host of the farm owners (71*9 per cent) v/ore in a higher status in
1937 than at the beginning of their gainful employment, but with each
downward step in tenure, increasing proportions of heads occupied a
lower status than the first one reported*

It should be pointed out

that farm owners worked longer than other to mire groups*

19

^ T h e mean number of years of gainful employment for each tenure
group was* farm owners, 29; tenants, 20; cropper-farm laborers, 17;
and "others” , 19*
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There are at least two concrete reasons why a large proportion
of these heads of families had not advanced occupationally in agri
culture*

Firstly, the factors of selection which enter into the

determination of the beginning status also operated to keep indi
viduals in the same status*

Secondly, strange though it may seem,

the system of land tenure never was intended to permit the propertyless classes to attain land ownership*

It is true that the tradi

tional agricultural ladder has performed its function fairly well in
some sections of this country, but no careful analysis has ever been
undertaken to ascertain the extent to which free or low—priced land,
property inheritance, and occupational inheritance actually have
contributed to advances on the agricultural ladder*
One of the hypotheses of this study is that farm tenure status
acts as an important determinant of migration*

If the beginning

tenure and wealth statuses afford an acceptable adjustment to indi
viduals, migration will be lessened substantially*

An acceptable

adjustment would be one in which the tenure and v/ealth statuses
generally are approved by the socioeconomic group in which the indi
vidual originated.

If it was customary for the son of a farm owner

to begin as a tenant with &500 capital, and the son, because of
economic depression, and scarcity of land, was forced to begin as
a farm laborer with no capital, the adjustment would not be acceptable*
Hence, the individual would resort to migration In search of more
desirable economic opportunities*

The behavior of the family heads

studied generally confirms this hypothesis*
In Table 44, eight of every ten family heads commencing earning
life as farm owners were classed in Migration Groups I and II, while
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Table 44* Beginning Occupational Status
of Heads of Families, By Migration Groups
Beginning ocoupa- Number Peraentag© of heads in each migration group
tional status
of heads Total
ixi.
XX
IV
I
All tenures
Owner
Tenant
Cropper-laborer
Other

1029

100.0

24*7

25.1

25*1

25*1

124
499
242
164

100*0
100*0
100*0
100*0

60,5
25 .Of
10.8
17.7

21 .7/
26.8/
21*9
28.1/

8*9
26.8/
28*9
27*4/

8,9
22*0
38*4
26.8/

/ Differences are not significant »
nearly seven of every ten heads beginning as cropper-fam laborer were
classed in the two highest migration groups*

Beginning tenants were

distributed about evenly among th© four migration groups.

Similarly*

the family heads starting their careers in nonagricultural occupa-*
tlons were reliably more migratory than the remaining heads*
It is desirable to know if th© occupational status of the father
hag any bearing on the choice of the son’s beginning occupation*

Pre**

viously the fact was established that the son of a farm owner was more
likely to become a farm owner than the son of a landless father*

At

the beginning of earning life the sons of tenants launched their
careers from a lower level than son3 of farm owners, but in both
groups the majority began as tenants (Table 45).

Xn lator life,

property inheritances tended to enlarge th© discrepancies in tenure
status between owners’ and tenants* sons*

Most of the sons of non

agriculturists reported their first employment in the wage earning
classes*

The data show further that 93.0 por cent of the heads

studied reported their fathers in agricultural occupations at the
time the heads themselves married*
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Table 45. Beginning Occupational Status of Mai© Heads of Families,
According to the Occupational Status of Their Fathers
Beginning occu
pation of head

All
tenures

Number of heads

910

Total
Owner
Tenant
C ropper—laborer
Other

100.0

11.4
51.2
22.4
14.9

Occupational status of fathers
Owner Tenant Cropper-laborer Other
353

286
5
Percentage distribution
100.0
100.0
*
16.0
3.1
*
53.8?*
*
55.07*
16.5
31.8
*
11.37*
*
14.97*

66
100*0
9 .I7*

28.8
27.5
34,8

* Inadequate sample•
Differences are not significant*
Th© passing of the free land era has forced increasing proportions
of newcomers to begin farming as tenants and croppor-farm laborers
rather than as farm owners.

The bulk of the downward shift has been

absorbed at the tenant level, but as land becomes scarcer due to changes
in population and in the number of farm units, more of the sons of
heads probably will start their earning life in the wage earning
classes. 20
Table 46.

Beginning Occupational Status of Male Heads of Families,
By Farm Tenure Statue in 1937

Beginning occu—
pationaj status

All
ages

Number of male heads 1008

15—54

Age group in 1937, years
55-*54
55 and over

308

450

£50

Percentage distribution

Total
Owner
Tenant
Cropper—laborer
other
7*

100.0
11.7
48.4
23.6
16.3

100.0
4.2
50.67*
27. 37*
17.9/-

lSb.O
10.7/52.2£
21.87*
15.3t*

100,0
22.B
38.8
22 .br
16.01

Differences are not significant.

SOGf. John D, Black and ft. H. Allen, "The Growth of Farm Tenancy
in th© United States.- Quarterly Journal of I'conoiaios. Vol. LI, May,
1937, p. 420.
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Nearly one In four of the heads 55 years old and older in 1937
had owned their farms at the beginning of earning life as against on©
in twenty-five heads under 3b years of age (Table 46)*

The principal

reason for the decrease' in the percentage of farm owners at the be
ginning of earning life can b© traced to the cessation of homesteading
and of land grants to persons in the State having Indian blood*

Fifty

of the sixty-one heads having an Indian allotment or homestead on
which to begin farming received them prior to 19£Q#

Inheritances had

increased in number since 1919 but not sufficiently to offset the
reductions in homesteads and allotiments*

A permanent reduction in

status as compared with earlier generations and increased migration
can be expected to result from this situation#

Too little attention has been given in sociological research to
the processes of occupational metabolism#

In Oklahoma, numerous

factors have impeded the recruitment of agricultural workers* namely:
the closing of the frontier; increased farm meehanization; th© de
cline in the demand for agricultural products; retardation of tenure
repalcements as a result of the advancing age, i«e** deaths and
retirements are fewer than the number of prospective new workers;
the reduction In the number of farms; and, the general inability of
farm families and the government to assist youth with direct capital
advances in the form of land, livestock, machinery, or oash*

An

attempt is nsade in Table 47 to show the effects of these factors upon
the recruitment of the family heads in the sample#
Column 1 of Table 47 contains the average number of beads of
families at the beginning of each period, exclusive of those entering
the sample during the period#

Columns 2 , 3, and 4 include a
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Table 4*7*

The Rat6 of Accessions or New Heads of Families
To the Sample in Specified Bsriods

Number of recruits per
Number of heads beginnings100 heads in sample
in nonNon—
Agricul-agriculin agri
agricul
earn cultural
All
tural
tural
tural
ing
In
occupa occupa► oocupa- occupa
occupa
sample *life tions
tions
tions
tions
tions
(6)
(7)
(8)
(41. _
w
/

Period

All periods

loss

1032

865

167

4.4

Before
1099 1908 1905 1908 1911 1914 1917 1980 1923 1926 1929 1938 1935 -

4*
177
827
282
336
393
464
550
636
708
763
866
946
1006

161
52
51
54
52
62
79
100
79
75
79
85
64
39

129
42
41
53
43
55
68
71
67
61
66
74
56
34

32
10
10
1
4
7
11
29
12
14
13
11
8
5

810
837
867
893
923
947
967
988
1007
1024

27
30
23
27
23
22
19
13
18
8

19
27
24
23
21
17
18
10
17
7

8
3
4
4
£
5
1
3
1
1

1899
1901
1904
1907
1910
1913
1916
1919
1982
1925
1988
1951
1934
1937

1926
1929
1930
1931
1932
1953
1934
193©
1936
1937

3.7

.7

**
9,8
7*8
6*4
5,2
5.3
5,7
6*1
4.1
3,6
3.3
3.2
2.3
1*3

7.9
6,0
6.3
4.8
4.7
4.9
4.3
3.5
2.9
2.8
2.8
2*0
1.1

**
1.9
1.5
.1
.4
.6
.8
1.8
*6
.7
.5
.4
.3
.2

3.3
3.7
3.3
3.0
2.5
2.3
2.0
1.3
1.8
.8

2.3
3.2
2.8
2.6
2.3
1.8
1.9
1.0
1.7
.7

1.0
.4
.5
.4
.2
.5
.1
.3
.1
.1

* The figures iiTthis column are the mean numbers of heads of families
in the sample in each period*
** Inadequate sample*
heads
distribution of tho familyz/betv^een agricultural and nonagricultural
occupations at the beginning of earning life by periods*

Columns 5#

6, and 7 contain the annual rates of accessions to the sample in each
period.

These rates have been obtained by dividing into the number
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Of recruits for a period the total number of heads already in th©
sample for a three-year period, for a one-yenr period, or for all
periods, which ever is wanted*
measure should be noted.

Certain limitations of this crude

Firstly, it is based upon surviving family

heads living in the survey areas, excluding out-migranta and de
ceased persons*

Secondly, by including in the base figure only the

heads of families rather than the total number of persons in families
of a specified age (possibly 18 years old and over), th© ratos in
recent years do not adequately refloot the impounding of potential
heads of families in the open country.

Thirdly, a minor discrepancy

is introduced into the rate by omitting from calculation unemployed
workers and heads of other families (sons and sons-in-law) returning
to the parental home during the depression years.

Despite these

limitations-the accession rates afford a useful measure for indir
eating the diminution in employment opportunities available to youth
interested in starting to work for themselves*
The average annual rate of accessions to the sample was 4*4
recruits per 100 heads of families*

Because of the nature of the

sample, the base consistently increased in size while the number of
heads entering th© sample fluctuated widely from 100 during th© war
period 1917-1919 to 39 in the period 1935-1937.

The rates decreased

irregularly throughout the whole period covered, but the downward
trend was especially consistent since th© V/‘oriel har«

Accessions to

the sample decreased from 6.1 recruits per 100 heads in the sample
at the beginning of the peak period, 1917-1919, to 1.3 during the
last period, 1935—1937*
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It is noteworthy that 83•8 per cent of the family heads reported
their first employment in agricultural occupations*

However, before

the advent of statehood in 1907 when railroads, highways, end other
construction projects were under way, many of the family heads now in
agriculture took advantage of these employment opportunities*

During

the period from 1914 to 1931, substantial numbers of family heads
studied began their careers in nonagrioultural occupations*
All of the data presented in this section emphasize th© importance
of 'time, plac.e, and socioeconomic conditions in determining; th© choice
of beginning occupation*

The combination of circumstantial factors

that favors the youth of one generation may be lacking in another*
Migration and social mobility patterns change in response to the
modification of all factors impinging upon a given socioeconomic
situation*
4*

Beginning Vealth.
During the last two decades the tendency toward greater mechani

zation of farms has increased the capital requirements in agriculture*
At the sane time, the problems of acquiring capital have become more
numerous*. Most of the free land has been occupied, and with the
increase in population end internal development of the State, land
values have risen*

The decrease in the effective demand for inany

agricultural products and accompanying low prices have reduced th©
profitableness of farming.

To offset losses during periods of drouth

and low prices, and to acquire new machinery, farmers havo burdened
themselves with debt.
service costs.

In doing this they hav© increased their debt

Savings have been reduced as a result.

All these

factors have impinged most heavily upon youths seeking a foothold in
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agriculture» Th© relative scarcity or employment in oit lea ha©
aggravated their plight#

The inability of moat farmers to assist

their sons and daughters financially at th© beginning of earning
life has become increasingly difficult#
The problem here is to study th© wealth of family heads at the
beginning of earning life and to establish its relationship, if any,
to subsequent migration and socioeconomic status.
The sharp reduction in the proportion of heads starting their
careers as farm owners in recent years has been noted previously*

A similar reduction probably has occurred in the amount of initial
wealth.

Data from a supplemental tabulation show that about four-

fifths of the family heads began their careers with less than $500
gross wealth*

No reliable differences were noted from one period to

another, but the difficulty of procuring estimated values of home
steads and Indian allotments has resulted in an under-valuation of
the wealth of older heads*

Furthermore, the purchasing power of the

dollar for all Oklahoma farm commodities was higher during the prewar than in the post-war depression#

21

If these facts are granted,

the conclusion seems warranted that sine© th© first World War the
new heads of families began their careers with less capital than
those commencing prior to that time*
The possession of a low gross wealth at the beginning of earning
life of family heads resulted in a reliably higher frequency of
migration, according to th© data in Table 48.

As th© estimated gross

21*primble Hedges and K. D. Blood, Oklahoma Farm Price Statistics.
1910—1958. Stillwaters Oklahoma Agri* Expor. 3ta# Bull. No* 258,
December, 1959, p* 114#
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Table 48.

Distribution of Heads of Families Into Migration Groups,
By the Estimated Amount of Gross Wealth
at th© Beginning of Earning life

Estimated amount
of grOss wealth

Number
of heads

Percentage of heads in migration groups
Total
X and XX
XXX and IV

All groups

961

100*0

48.7

81.3

Under #500
$500 - $999
$1000—$8499
$8500 and over

793
81
56
31

100.0
100.0
100*0
100.0

45.5
51*9/*
38.1
86*3

54.5
48.1/
67.9
13.7

Differences are not significant*
wealth increased, Increasing proportions Of heads tend to be conoentrated in the least migratory groups.

If th© estimated value of home-

steads and Inheritances had been recorded in all oases, the differences
probably would have been 3till larger.

Practically all of the varia

tions occurred between Migration Groups I and IV, the differences
between the intermediate quartilea bring negligible.
One should not under-estimate the value of government or family
financial assistance to persona beginning earning life.

The practice

of establishing dowries, long considered essential to th© foundation
and perpetuation of family life in Europe,

gg

has not been used to any

notable extent in the United States because of accessibility to free
lands and ready employment in expanding industries,

bith th© closing

of the frontier and the slowing down of economic developments, other
direct means of establishing families upon a self-sustaining basis may
become necessary.

®®Carle C. Zimmerman and Merle E. Frampton, Family and Society.
New Yorks Van Nostrand Company, 1935, pp. 531 and 564.
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Table 49* Inc ideno© of Government and Family
Financial Assistance at the Beginning of Karning l^ife,
By Farm Tenure Status of Heads in 1937
Part
All
Full
Croppertenures owners owners Tenants laboxera Others

Classification

1032

Number of heads

100*0
Total
Heads receiving homestead,
allotment, or inheri
tance
12 *0
2*6
Homestead
Allotment
3*1
6*3
Inheritance or gift
Heads related to landlord 17*4
1
Heads reporting no govern
ment or family assistance 70*6

244
140
506
69
Percentage distribution
100*0 100.0 100.0
100*0

73
100.0

27*5
7*0
6*6
13.9

9.3
3.6
5.7
.0

8.1
1.0
1,6
5.5

4.3
.0
.0
4.3

2.7
.0
2.7
.0

12.7

12.9

21.3

30.5

13.7

59.8

77.8

70.6

65.2

83.6

Of the 1032 heads studied, 12*0 per cent had received a homestead,
Indian allotment, or gifts and Inheritance at the beginning of earning
life (Table 49).

Over one-fourth of th© full owners had been recipients

Of capital assistance*

tflth each descent in tenure status, the pro

portions of heads starting their careers with some form of direct
subsidy had decreased*

The incidence of gifts and inheritances was

twice as great as that of homesteads and allotments combined*
If an Individual is related to the landlord, the fact usually
signifies a supervisory or pecuniary form of assistance*

A cursory

examination of th© heads reporting relationship to th© landlord in
the first employment fell into two distinct groups; firstly, sons of
well-to-do landlords who expected to inherit the home farm at retire
ment or death of th© latter, and, secondly, sons who, by reason of
lack of initiative or lack of capital, exhibited more than average
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dependency upon relatives*

At the beginning of earning life, about

one-sixth of the total heads had been related to the landlord, and
the proportions increased with each descent in tenure status, exclu
sive of "other" heads*
The inevitable conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing data
is that the present socioeconomic trends are forcing youth to estab
lish their family economy oh precarious foundations.

The ratio of

indebtedness to assets at the beginning of earning life probably
increased during the past two decades.

In the long run, this tend

ency may reduce th© well-being of th© population.

The degradation

in farm tenure status and the increase in migration among the
youthful heads of families portend losses in the general welfare of
the open—country population.
7*

of Family and Size of Households.
What types of families migrate?

less migratory than small households?
family type and size to tenure status?

Are largo households more or
What are tho relationships of
Other studios reveal the

association between the type of families and their activities.

23

Also, some of the studies seem to indicate that migrant households
generally are smaller than non-migrant units.

24

It is the purpose

of this section to answer the foregoing questions for the families
23Charles P m Loomis, The Growth of the Farm Famiiv in Relation to
Its Activities. Raleigh: iforth (foroTina Agri. ExperT"''$1"a* Bull. No.
298, *iune, 19345 H. L. Kirkpatrick, Rosalind Tough, and Nay L. Cowles,
The Life Cycle of the Farm Family. IVSb clIsons 1scoriain Agri. Exper. Sta.
Res. Bull. No. 121, September, 1934s and, Otis Durant Duncan, An
Analysis of Farm Family Organization In Oklahoma. Unpublished Ph.D.
W S i i e V "1941.

34Qf. C. S. Lively and Conrad Taeubar, op. clt.. and John N.
Webb and Malcolm Brown, Hjgrant Families. V;ashington: Hox*ks Progress
Administration Research Monograph xVIXI', Government Printing Office,
1938.
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of the heads surveyed*
The most common type of family represented in this study consisted
of husband, wife* and children, 83*2 per cent of the units falling in
this category (Table 50)*
cent of the sample*

Childless couples constituted only 6.3 per

Families in which either the husband or wife was

Table 50. Distribution of Families Into Types,
By Farm Tenure Status and Migration Croups

Farm tenure
status and
migration
groups

Num
Percentage
ber
ahildof
less
fam
fam
ilies Total ilies

All heads

1032 100.0

6.3

distribution of families lrv type
Un~
Families with children
0-14
15-35 35 years
clasyears years of age
siof age of age and over Broken fied
36.3

36.8

10.2

5.0

5.4

Farm tenure status
Full owner
244
Part owner
140
Tenant
506
Cropper-laborer 69
Other
73

100.0 2.9
100.0 4.3/
100.0 7.9/
100.0 ix.ef
100.0 8.2/

17.6
20.0
46 *2
42.0/
56.2

41.4/
50.0
34.1/
29.0/
21.9

18,6
10.7/
6.8
5.8/
8 .2/

8 .2/ 11.1
7.1/ 7*9/
3.2/ 2.2
5.8/ 5.8/
1.4
4.1/

Migration group
I
II
III
IF

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

6.2/
8.9/
7.4f
Z.7

34.3/
32*2/
37.6/
41.0/

38.0/
35.2/
33.7/
40.3/

9.2/
10.1/
10.0/
10.9/

6.2/ 5.8/
6 .6/ 7.0/
3.1/ 7.7/
3.9/ 1.2

258
258
258
258

/ Differences are not significant*
dead or not living at home accounted for another 5.0 per cent of th©
families*

N6n-fanily groups, consisting of single persons, siblings*

or other combinations mad© up the remaining 5*4 per cent.

These

figures indicate a greater incidence of normal families and fewer
childless and broken homes among th© sample population than is charaoter1stic of other open-country areas. 25

Th© homogeneity of population

^^Thomas C . McCormick, Comparative Study of Rural Relief and NonRelief Households. Washington* Works Progress Administration Research
Monograph IX, Government Printing Qffloe, 1955, p. 86*

14?
with reference to nativity, occupational background, and religious
and educational indoctrination partially explains this persistence of
faiailism*

Furthermore, the high degree of rurality of the counties

surveyed tends to accentuate the characteristics noted*
The types of families are differentiated more clearly by farm
tenure status than by migration groups, principally because the latter
have been adjusted for age.

More of the landowning families were

completed, broken, or unclassified as compared with the younger land
less families, many of whom had no children, or no children under 15
years of age.

Though no reliable differences in types of families

between migration groups are noted, slightly more of the migratory
families had children under 15 years of age*

Here the producer—

consumer ratio was low, and the economic organization of the family
tended to lack the stability of the mar© mature family unit*
In adjusting to changes in the size of family, one of several
alternatives can be followed*

To meet the needs of Increasing numbers,

the family may seek a larger farm or more remunerative employment*
Additional consumption requirements may be supplied by increasing the
income from the farm or employment already held*

Better management

of existing income offers another alternative), but ixi this case the
lack of knowledge stands aa a formidable limitation*

Too frequently

perhaps the last course is pursued either voluntarily or involun— ,
tarilys th t of allowing the burden of increasing numbers to lower
the per capita consumption*

The choice of alternatives is limited

by the number of accessible opportunities end the initiative of the
family involved.
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Til© families surveyed, including the parents and its members,
kinsfolk, and others living in the home contained an average of
4.4 -fe *07 parsons (Table 51).

Variations in the size of family by

farm tenure status reflect differences in th© duration of the marriages,
Usually th© landowning families were more nearly completed than those
Of non—owners.

From other data, it is learned that in landowning and

landless families, the average number of surviving children was 3.3,
but the mean number living at home in 1937 was 1.8 and 2.5 persons,
respectively.

Stated in another way, less than one-half (46 per cent)

of the children of farm owners* families were living at home as com
pared with three-fourth of the children of landless families.

Con

sidering the duration of the marital union, th© landless families
tended to have more children than the families of landowners*
Table 51. Mean Number of Persons in Sampled Families,
By Farm Tenure Status and Migration Groups
Farm tenure status
and migration group

Number of persons
per family

Standard
error

Standard
deviation

All families

4*4

.07

2.17

Farm tenure status
Full owner
Part owner
Tenant
Cropper-laborer
Other

3.8
4.2
4.7
4.6
4.5

14
.17
.10
.27

.

24

2.16
2.04
2.14
2.33
2.03

4.2
4.2
4.3
4.6

.14
.13
.13
.13

2.25
2*17
2.07
2.14

Migration group

XX
III

IV
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'Hie large size of* families in Migration Group XV demonstrates
the difficulty of adjusting resources to needs*

Elsevjher© it is

shown that the acreage of ferns tended to increase with th© age of the
operator, hut that the farms of family heads in the highest migration
group generally were smaller than for the more stable families (see

Table 61),

The problem is further intensified by the fact that the

highly migratory households had more children at horn© than the less
migratory units, although in each Migration Group approximately onethird of the children had left home*
The age composition of large families actually may weaken the

economic stability more than the excess.of numbers.

The size of

migrant families for the year 1937 was not reliably larger or smaller

than the non—migrant households, but there were mors children under
15 years of age among the households changing domiciles*

Large fami

lies, with their low producer-consumer ratio and smaller farm units,
apparently act as depressing factors in facilitating stable adjust
ments of resources to needs.
In the age and sex composition of th© children in th© families
surveyed, one can see the relative extent to which offspring turn
out to b© assets or liabilities in th© economic sense.

Approximately

three-fourths of the children in the non-owner families were under
15 years old as against about three-fifths for the landowning families.
This burden upon the landless families of children in the dependent
ages arises from the shorter duration of these units and a high
fertility rate*

Also, it does not seem plausible that the presence

of larger proportions of children 15 years old and ovnr in landless
families than in landowning families, as revealed in a supplementary
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tabulation, proves advantageous economically if the farm. unit cannot
absorb additional workers and if employment is scare© in the home
community*

Landowning families seemed to b© in much better position

to profit from their adult children’s assistance upon the farm because
the farm unit was larger on the average, and production surpluses were
not consumed in feeding children in the dependent ages*
Table 52* Sex and Age Distributions of Children Living
in Families of Owners and Non-Owners of Farms

Age group.
years
Children
Number
Per cent

All families
Owners
Sex
’ Sex
Male Female ratio Male Female ratio
1224
100*0

20*3
0-4
5 -14
46.2/
28*9
15-24
25 and over 4*6

1058
100.0
26*4
49*2/'
21.6
2*8

Non-ownera
Sex
Biale Female ratio

116
-

330
100*0

297
128
100.0 -

844
100.0

89
109
155
200

13*4
40*5
38.7
7.4

14.1 128
50.8/103
31*6 186
3.8 215

83.3
48.8
24.6
3*3

761
100.0
31. 4
48.8/
17.8
2*0

**

82
111
153
187

T Differences not significant between: males and between females in
farm owner and non—owner groups*

The main feature of the sex composition of th© families studied
was the increasing masculinity with advances in age*

Agriculture is

primarily a man’s occupation, and as unmarried females grow older,
they find the environment increasingly inhospitable*

Marriage or

employment in villages and urban centers are the two alternatives
accessible to females 15 years old and
advantage of the latter choice*

o w t

, and large numbers talcs

Youthful males also are absorbed

more readily in agricultural occupations*

In this sample, the dif

ference between the sex ratios of children by tenure status was not
26
reliable *

^^Forty-three per cent of all males and 42 per cent of all females
15 years old and over wore In owners’ families*
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In summarizing this section, these important facts are noted:
the migratory households contained an excess of children under 15
years of age; the children in landowning households were older on
the average than those in landless households; and the excess of male
children over female children increased with advances in ago.

No

definite finding was established on the relative size of migrant
households*

The most migratory group of households averaged more

persons per unit, but another tabulation discloses that no reliable
differences in size obtained between migrant and non-migrant families
for the year 1957.

Before any conclusion can be reached upon the

relationship between size of family and migration, an analysis of
the fertility ratios will be made.

Large households with children

primarilyin the dopenlent ages tended to have ©
consumer ratio, and if

low producer-

located upon small acreages, instability of

the unit resulted.
8.

Fertility*
The general relationship of higher fertility in the lower socio

economic classes and lower fertility in the upper classes is reflected
in the migration of the families studied in several ways, and it is
th© purpose of this section to indicate some of these possibilities*
One of the best methods for measuring the reproduction of popu
lation is the fertility ratio, which is calculated by the following
formulas
Fertility
ratio

^

Number of children under 5 years of age x 1000^
Number of women 15 to 44 years of age

The fertility ratio is especially adaptable to samples too small for
the calculation of a reliable annual birth rate.

It is based upon
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the number or surviving children at a given time rather than tho number
of births.

The denominator in the formula is limited to females of

childbearing age rather than for all women or th© total population#
In Table 55# the fertility ratios are presented for the sampled
families classified by tenure# net wealth, migration groups# quality
of land occupied# and county of survey*

Generally, the number of

children under 5 for each 100 women 15 to 44 years of age# inclusive,
varied inversely with farm tenure and wealth status and directly with
the amount of migration and regression in land quality as judged by
the survey enumerators#

37

The two sample counties in ©astern Oklahoma

had higher fertility ratios than the two in western Oklahoma*
Several reasons can be offered for the differences in fertility
ratios between families in ©astern and western Oklahoma*

The resist

ance or the lack of exposure of the open-country population to urban
izing influences in th© eastern half of the State h&3 helped to main
tain high rates of fertility among the population*

The social effects

of the automobile* tractor, radio# household conveniences# and birth
control# to mention but a few creations of the urban culture# have
not penetrated extensively into the rural areas of eastern Oklahoma*
The poorer people seem to have clung tenaciously to early religious
beliefs concerning large families*

Generally, too# high rates of

reproduction obtain among poverty-stricken families, of which there is
a disproportionately large number in the ©astern counties*
In western Oklahoma the emphasis upon improved material standards
of living* greater mechanization and commercialization of agriculture,

^ T h e number of children for each 100 women is used in computation
Instead of the children per 1000 women because of the smell-size sample*
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and the probable tendency toward secularization of religious beliefs
may have been the chief* reasons for the lower fertility ratios as
compared with the eastern portion of the State*
The fertility ratio of the landless families v/as nearly tv/ice as
high as that of th© landowning families, the figures being; 69*36 and
37.£7, respectively*

A part of this difference is traceable to the

age composition of the women In the owner and non-owner samples*

Hie

continuation of this differential over a period of a generation would
enlarge greatly the numbers in the landless classes even without the
additions accruing from the net exchange in the social mobility of
persons between landowning and landless classes.

It can be observed

also that as the grades of land decreased, fertility increased, which
means that in the future, as G. T£* Baker repeatedly has emphasized,
the population of this State and Nation will be drawn disproportion**
ately from the poor land areas.
Although the families having under |500 net wealth in 1937
account for only 25*2 per cent of all families, this group contained
52.4 per cent of all children under 5 years of age.

The high fertility

of this group was offset by the failure of families in the net wealth
group of $5,000 and over to reproduce their numbers.

28

Migration proves to bo of loss significance in differentiating
th© fertility of families than the factors of location, stilus, and

®®Aeoording to 0, 3£* Baker, about 370 children per 1000 women
were necessary to maintain the population stationary in 1930* "The
Effect of Recent Public Policies on the Future Population Prospect,”
Rural Sociology. Vol* II, June, 1937, p. 129*
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land quality, according to th© data In Table 53*
Table 53* Number of Children Under 5 #
For Fsch 100 Women 15 to 44 Years of Age, Inclusive,
By County, Farm Tenure Status, Net Wealth Glass,
Migration Group, and Quality of Land

Classification

Number of
children under
5 years
______C D

Number of
women 15 to
44 years
__ 12)

Fertility
rat io
(1) ♦ (2)

Total

550

922

59*65

County
Major
Cotton
Craig
Haskell

112
124
139
175

213
232
233
244

52,58
53,45
59*66
71,72

Farm tenure status
Full owner
Fart owner
Tenant
C roppe r-iaborer
Other

56
46
324
52
70

153
126
505
62
76

36,60
38,10
64,16
83,87
92.11

Net wealth class
Under %5QG
#500 - #999
$1000-#2499
#2500—$4999
$5000 and over

233
89
94
46
38

378
146
156
114
128

74.87
60.96
60*26
,40 *33
29.69

Migration group
t
11
in
17

125
114
142
169

£27
812
229
254

55*07
53.77
63*01
66.54

Quality of land
Good
Fair
Boor

99
233
197

224
400
259

44*20
58*25
76.06

Where low-income families ere concentrated on small and tenanted
farms of poor quality, th© problem of migration is ever aggravated by
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high fertility* rates.

J59

Th© pressure of the highly reproductive popu

lation on the land resources is readily apparent* and farm—to—farm
migration* as well as movements from these farms during periods of
prosperity* affords on© means by which this segment of the population
can assert its limited freedom if not improve its well-being*
It may be true that high rates of human reproduction intensify
and perpetuate poverty*

Certainly, the landless classes are increasing*

High fertility seems to b© the biological, and ultimately the social*
means of survival for the disadvantaged classes*
Another point deserving consideration relates to the frequency of
childbirth in the early years of marriage end its effects upon migra
tion and social status*

Tabulated data not presented here revealed

no reliable differences between tenure groups in the ratios of chil
dren born to women during the first five years following marriage*
No reliable differences were observed in the ratios between Migration
Groups I, II, and III, but in Group IV* the number of births during
the first five years of marriage exceeded by 12*1 par cent the average
of the first three Groups.

It would seem that factors other than the

burden of children in the enrly years of marriage operate to retard
ascent in social status and to stimulate migration*
Fertility during the first five years after the formation of
families depended to some extent upon the an-© of women at marriage*
According to a supplementary tabulation, women marrying between the
ages of 15 and 20 years gave birth to more childroxi than those entering

29I£omer L. Hitt and Heed II. Bradford, in a study of Louisiana
population, found a strongly positive association between residential
instability and fertility* "The Relation of Residential Instability
to Fertility,** Rural Sociology. Vol. V, March, 1940, pp* 88-92.
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marital unions at younger or older ages,

30

Early marriage, while a

boon to fertility* probably tends to penalize the newly-formed
family economically, unless offset by some form of parental or govern
ment subsidy*
9*

Belief,
Widespread human need in recent years has given rise to numerous

forms of public assistance.

Probably no other characteristic of

American families has afforded a more objective basis for class dis
tinction than the acceptance of relief.

To receive public assistance

is to be accorded a definite socioeconomic status.

This status

usually denotes economic and social dependency on the part of the
individual or family* and the continuous application of strict rules
of eligibility have gone far toward eliminating those not actually
in need.

In any event wreliefn and "non-relief" statuses are commonly

recognized in ©very community. Because the dichotomous classification
cuts across occupational groupings, it is an especially useful measure
for verifying their accuracy.
The state of Oklahoma has had a heavy relief burden since the
Inauguration of the various federal assistance programs.

31

The same

general factors that have been associated with landlessness and m i g m —
tlon also have been responsible for hiv
fdi relief rates*

SB

Therefore,

it would be expected that these three variables are closely inter
related.

300f. Warren -i. Thompson, Population Problems. (Second edition).
New Yorks itfoGraw-Hlll Book Company, 19. D, p. 130.
^Francis T). Cronin and Howard ft# Beers, Areas of Intense Drought
Distress 1930—1956. Washingtons Works Progress ASTmTnistration Research.
Bulletin Series V , No. 1, January, 1937, p. 27.
^Nearly all studies of relief families are in agreement on this
point.
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The heavy Incidence of relief among families whose heads form the
basic of this study strongly indicates the prevalence of poverty in
the opon-country areas of Oklahoma.

Nearly forty-five per cent of th©

sampled families received income from W.P.A., 0.0.0., N.Y.A., F.S.A.,
subsistence payments, state and county relief work, old-age assistance,
aid to the blind, aid to dependent children, or some form of general
relief, including F.3.R.C* commodities in 1957 (Table 54)*

The pro

portions receiving assistance varied inversely with tenure status,
with three—fourths of wotherw families reporting relief as against
one—fifth of the families classed as part-owners*
Table 54* Number and Per Cent of Heads of Families
Receiving Relief In 1937, By Farm Tenure Status
and Migration Groups
F&rm tenure status
in 1937 and
migration group
All heads

Number
of
heads

Number
receiving
relief

Per cent
receiving
relief

1026

458

44*6

Farm tenure status
Full owner
Part owner
Tenant
Cropper-laborer
Other

243
140
503
68
72

58
26
273
45
54

25*8
18.6
54*3
'66*2
75.1

MJ^ratlon ifj^up
I
II
III
17

258
256
256
256

62
102
127
167

24.0
39*8
49*6
65.2

The Intensity of relief was related directly with rolntiv© fro
quency of migration.

Instability and relief appear to be normal for

those sampled families occupying low socioeconomic status.

However,
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there is reason to believe that if relief were reduced sharply or
suddenly out off entirely, increased migration would follow*

Even

the presence of a substantial number of farm owners upon publicassistance rolls presumes need of protection for those families who
might lose their homes without such aid*

The assistance programs

have cushioned the effects and possibly have prevented some compulsive
migration, but with the possible exception of the F.S.A* program,
they have effected hardly any reduction in the amount of moving
among relief beneficiaries*
Other tabulated data show that the average relief family re
ceived about one-fourth of its cash income from assistance programs«
The median income from public sources amounted to ^115*

Although

the typical relief head was 40 years old, or four years younger than
the median non-relief head, his family was slightly larger*
Hie period in which heads of families began earning life seems
to have been a selective factor in the incidence of public assistance
and the low net wealth status in 1957*

It is apparent from the wide

fluctuations in percentages shown in Table 55 that the special con
ditions encountered at the inception of a career rnay affect the eco
nomic situation of the family many years later.
The low relief burden In 1937 for heads of families who started
on their own in the period before 1901 was traced to the preponderance
o f northern—b o rn persons in that particular group*

In contrast, a

majority of the heads who began their careers between 1902—1907
reported their birthplace In southern states, which proved to be a
selective factor in the Intensity of public assistance in 19^7*
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The spawning of new oareers during th© first World War doubtless
drew many marginal persona who suffered losses in the long depression
that followed*

From 1986 to 1954# high proportions of starting heads

of families9 because of their relatively short careers and limited
economic opportunities, had been unable to secure a sufficiently strong
economic foothold to avert the need of public assistance in 195?.
Table 55.

Incidence of Relief and of Low Net health
Among Heads of Families in 195? §
By Period of Beginning of Earning Life

Period of
beginning of
earning life
All periods
Before
1899 1902 1905 1908 1911 1914 1917 1980 1923 1986 1929 1932 1935 -

1399
1901
1904
1907
1910
1913
1916
1919
1928
1925
1928
1931
1934
1937

' Number
of
heads

Percentage receiving
assistance in
1957

1029
158
52
51
54
52
62
79
100
79
75
79
85
64
39

Percent are with
net wealth under
$500 in 1937

44*9

35.1

41*3/
26*9
53.3
50*0/
28.3
41.9/
37*9
47.0/
48.1/
38*7
63.5
50.6
54*7
41*0/

26,2
87,3
37.3/
33.3/
17.0
32.3/
20.6
28.0
57,2/
36.0/
49.3
57.8
54.7
61.6

/ Differences are not significant*
The period from 1908 to 1910 following the organization of the
State was favorable to heads leaving horns for the first time, as was
the rising war boom from 1914 to 1916 and the post-war recovery period
from 1923 through 1925.

Fewer heads of families starting for them-

selves in the period 1935-1937 had received assistance than in the
immediately preceding periods, principally because of the small number
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of persons per family and recent improvements in economic conditions*
10*

Community Participation*
The family is an integral part of the neighborhood and community

in which it resides.

The role of the family In these locality groups

can be measured by the amount of participation in organized activities.
Ordinarily* community participation is a correlative of th© family*s
occupational* economic* and sociopolitical status, if not a contrlbuting factor*
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Table 56.

Extent of Participation in Community Organizations*
By Farm Tenure Statu® and Migration Groups

Farm tenure status Number Per cent reporting Mean number of member—
and migration
of fam membership in
ships in organizations
ilies
group
organizations
of those reporting*
All families

1026

49^9

2.4

Farm tenure status
Full owner
Bart owner
Tenant
Cro pper—laborer
Other

245
140
504
69
72

58.4
62. 9
45. 8/
30*4
40.3^

2*4
2.8
8.5
2.1
1*9

Migration group
I
II
III
17

258
257
257
256

58.2
52.1/
48.2/
40.2

2.4
2.4
2.4
2.5

heads of familiesj r;hen only on© reported* the number of memberships
were doubled. Church memberships are omitted*
/ Differences are not significant*

William Ii* Sewell*s Socio-econoinic Status Soul© for Oklahoma
Farm Families* participation in organized groups is one of the four
elements used in constructing th© scale. The Construction and Stand
ardization of ja Scale for the Measurement of th© Goclo—Economic Status
Of Oklahoma ysrm Families. Stillwater* Oklahoma Agri. iilxper. dt a ,
Tech. Bull. No. 9, April, 1940, p. SO*
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Frequent migration tends to weaken th© community ties of the
family*

Mutual losses are experienced by local schools, churches,

government, trad©, and service institutions on the one hand, and th©
population on th© other, through the disruption of social relation**
ships occasioned by moving.

It is desirable to know to what degree

community participation is dependent upon th© migration and farm
tenure status of the families studied.
One—half of the families In the sample were represented in
community organizations by either on© or both of the male and female
heads*

Church membership was omitted from the tabulation, being the

subject of separate analysis.

Among th© tenure groupings, part

owners belonged to organizations in twice the proportion of cropperlaborers (Table 56).

In general, the farm owners exceeded tenants

and the latter surpassed th© two lowest tenure classes in th© pro«

portions reporting membership.

Similar differences held with respect

to the mean number of memberships in organizations although the dif
ferences were negligible.

The average number of organizations, aside

from th© church, with which th© :nal© and female heads reported affilia
tion was 2.4.
There is an Inverse relationship between migration and organized
community participation, the proportions of male and. female heads
reporting memberships decreasing regularly from Migration Groups I
to 17.

However, the differences in th© mean number of memberships

of those reporting did not vary significantly.
These findings confirm the atatom©at of A. A. Anderson that
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organizational membership is an acceptable indicator of stability*

34

Permanency of residence anchors the family in th© community as can no
other form of social behavior*

It nourishes the primary—group rela

tionships which are vital to the well-being of the population#

Parti

cipation in group life la an overt expression of the reciprocal
relationships between the family and the community.

From the data

in Table 56 it may be concluded that, among the population studied,
the extent of participation in organized activities in th© community

wee nob high*
Religion has a peculiarly strong hold on rural families*

Ohurch

attendance may b© alack because of th© absence of churches or their
unappealing programs# strongly competing attractions, inadequate
transportation facilities, social barriers, or other reasons, but,
nevertheless, religious beliefs and attitudes continue to plan an
important role in rural social behavior.

Attitudes toward honesty,

fair dealing, property ovnorship, labor, and sundry folkways and
mores, are molded by religious training acquired in th© ham© and church*
Therefore, affiliation

ith the church in rural communities at least

would seem to be an essential means of acquiring status in the rural
community*
With reference to th© families studied, th© proportions reporting
church membership tended to rise with each elevation in farm tenure
status (Table 57)*

The disparities were not great, however, for 55*9

per cent of the families of cropper-laborers had either one or both
of the heads in churches as compared with 73.5 por cent of th© families

A. Anderson, "Interfarm Mobility In New York /tate,” Hural
Sociology. Vol# II, December, 1937, p. 401*
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Table 5?*

Church Membership of Male and Fenale Heads of Families,
By Farm Tenure Status and Migration Croups

Farm tenuye
status and
migration
group

T Number
^Percentage reportin'^' member ship
of
Male and Male
Female
female
head
head
families
only
reporting Total heads
only

All heads

Pe roenta&e
reporting
no church
membership

66*1

46*4

3*4

16*3

33.9

Farm tenure status
Full owner
238
Part owner
136
Tenant
501
Cropper-laborer
68
71
Other

75.5
71.3/
63. 8/
55.97*
59.2/

53*3
57*4
43.17*
41.27*
31.0

2 .17*

.7
4.07*
1.87*
9.9/

18.1/
13*2/
16.4/
13.2/
18*2/

26*5
28.7/
36.5/
44.3/
40.8/

Migration group
I
II
in
IT

71.4/
69.97*
64.77*
57.5

53.0/
48.7/
43.47*
40.07*

1.5/
3.1/
3.0/
5.7/

16.9/
18*1/
18.0/
11.8/

28.6/
30.1/
35.2/
42.5

1014

253
252
255
254

/ Differences are not significant*
of full owners*

Nearly two-thirds (66.1 per cent) of the families

reported church memberships.
In another study of Oklahoma farmers, Duncan obtained similar
direct relationships in comparing tenure and economic status to churoh
membership.

35

As migration increased, membership in churches consistently de
creased.

This fact furnishes additional evidence of relationship

between the low socioeconomic status of families and excessive migra
tion*
Another observation to be made from the data in Table 57 involves

®^Otis Durant Duncan, "Relation of Tenure and Economic 3tatus of
Farmers to Church Membership," Social Forces. Vol. XI, Ilay, 1933,
p. 542.
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the sex differences in church membership*
men were affiliated with churches*

36

Relatively more women than

In 46*4 per cent of the families,

both the male and female heads belonged to the church, but in families
represented by only one member, the female heads accounted for 16*3
per cent of the 'total and male heads 3*4 per cent.

Variations by sex

among the tenure and Migration Groups show no unique patterns*
Differences in socioeconomic status are reflootod in the amount
of participation in the formal activities of the community*

Similarly.,

frequent movers are selective of families with few community ties*
For the families studied, it appears that the families were not highly
integrated into the organized social life of the community#

Th© chief

reason for this situation lies in the instability of the population
f
with reference to their means of livelihood*
11*

Type of Farming.
Men modify their environment, but perhaps not nearly as much as

they are molded by it.

The cotton farmer of the -South, th© grain

farmer of the Middlewest, and th© rancher of the Mountain states are
37
products of their respective geographical and cultural milieus*
Obviously, the hazards of farming in the eemi—arid Great Plains re
quire an adaptable type of farmer whose technical and managerial
knowledge of agriculture, amount of capital, and acreage in farm
unit generally exceed those of the typical cotton farmer*

Agricul

turists usually acquire training end experience in th© type of

^ S e e Olaf Larson, "Rural Community Patterns of Social Partici
pation," Social Forces. Vol. XVI, March, 1938, p. 308, and Otis Durant
Duncan, "Relation of Tenure and Economic Status of Farmers to Church
Membership," Social Forces# Vol* XI, May, 1933.
^Rupert B. Vance, Human Factors In Cotton Culture* Chapel Hills
University of North Carolina £ress, 19^9, p. 3^* ""Siso "see Sorokin,
Social Mobility, pp. 818-333.
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fa r m in g common t o t h e i r s t a t e o r r e g i o n , and p r o b a b ly r e l a t i v e l y fe w
o f them e v e r a t t e m p t t o

s h i f t fro m one ty p e o f fa r m in g t o

a n o th e r *

T h e i r b e h a v io r c o n s t a n t ly r e f l e c t s accom m odations i n te rm s o f geo
g r a p h ic and c u l t u r a l b a c k g ro u n d s *

T h e re fo re ,

it

is d e s ir a b le

t o know

t o w h at e x t e n t m ig r a t io n and t e n u r e s t a t u s a re a s s o c ia t e d w it h ty p e s
o f f a im in g *
B ecause o f th e l i m i t a t i o n s

in

scope o f t h e s u r v e y , l i t t l e

t i o n was o b ta in e d upon fa rm o r g a n i z a t i o n *

in fo r m a 

F o r t h e p u rp o s es o f t h i s

a n a ly s is * t h e p r i n c i p a l s o u rc e o f f a r m incom e in 193? w i l l be used a s
an in d e x o f t y p e - o f - f a r m i n g .

A d m it t e d ly ,

it

fa ils

to d if f e r e n t ia t e

s u f f i c i e n t l y b e tw e e n fa r m e r s who s h i f t fro m w h e a t t o c o t t o n fro m y e a r
t o y e a r , o r who p l a n t an e q u a l a c re a g e o f b o th c ops i n th e e x p e c ta 
t i o n t h a t a t l e a ^ t one o r t h e o t h e r w i l l p ro d u c e an in co m e, b u t t h i s
p r a c t ic e i s

uncommon i n t h e S t a t e e x c e p t i n th© s o u th w e s te rn c o u n t ie s ,

r e p r e s e n te d I n

th is

T a b le 5 8 .

s tu d y b y C o tto n c o u n ty *

D is tr ib u tio n

o f Heads o f Farm F a m ilie s

Into M ig r a t io n G ro u p s , By P r i n c i p a l S o u rce o f Farm Income
Number o f

Principal source
heads of
of farm income___________ farm families

P e rc e n ta g e o f heads in

migration group
Total l and II

III and XV

All sources

892

100*0

53*2

46*6

Wheat, oats, or c o m
Cotton
Livestock
Dairy
Poultry
Miscellaneous

362
180
163
115
43
11

100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

66*2
34.4
52.1/
47.0
44 .2
*

33.8
03.6
47.9f
53.0
55.8
*

^Inadequate sample*
/

D iffe r e n c e s a r e n o t s ig n if ic a n t *
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Accepting the principal source or farm Income as a fairly suitable
index of type—of—farming, it was found that th© heads receiving th©
largest proportion of the farm*s cash income from grain were reliably
more stable than the heads depending upon cotton, poultry, or dairying
fsr th© principal source of income*

Approximately two-thirds of th©

grain farmers fell in Migration Groups I and II, and a similar propor
tion of the remaining farmers was classed in Migration Groups IXI and
IT (Table 58)*

The lack of greater stability among livestock pro

ducers cun be traced to th© presence in that group of many small
self-sufficing farmers receiving a large portion of their cash income
from the sale of a few surplus pork and beef animals*

Nearly two-

thirds of the sampled farmers depended upon crops as a main source
of cash income from the farm (Table 59)*

By tenure status, cash—

grain farming predominated among farm owners and tenants, but
especially the former*

Cotton farming prevailed among tenants and

croppers to a greater degree than among farm owner©*

A substantially

large proportion of part owners were engaged in livestock production.
.From a supplementary tabulation it was learned that farm owners had
drawn their cash farm Income from diversified enterprises to a greater
extent than landless farmers*
Ifcese data clearly indicate that cotton farmers v/ore the least
stable and grain farmers were the most stable of all those studied*
Even though wheat, oats, ox* corn furnished th© principal source of
farm inoor?i@ to ovmero, this group of farmers practioed more diversi
fication of crops than landless farmers.

Obviously, tho stability

of the farmer hinges largely upon th© spreading of risks.

Tho land

less farmer encounters the resistance of the landlord when he attempts

16?

to engage In numerous sideline farming enterprises from which the
landlord receives little or no income*
fable 59. Distribution of Heads of Farm Families
According to the Principal Source of Farm, Income,
By Farm Tenure Status in 1957
trine ipal source
of farm income

'

"

T

All
Full " Part
^
" r
"' "m *
tenures owners owners Tenants Croppers

Number of heads of farm families 898
Total
Wheat* oats* or corn
Cotton
Other crops*
Livestock
Dairy
Poultry

100*0
48*8
80*0
1*8
18* 3
18*9
4*8

839
139
498
88
Percentage distribut ion
100,0 100*0
100*0
100*0
58.3
51*8
31*8
36.8
10*9
5.8
59*0
86.6
*8
1*4
•0
1*4
18.4j^* 84*5
.0
17.3^
11*3/- 11.5/
14.4/
4*6
6.2/
5.C/
4.3/
4.6/

* Includes hay,, fruits, and vegetables,
/ Differences are not significant*

IS*

Acreage in Farm*
Despite the institutionalized character of land division and occu

pancy, farms tended to vary in size according to th© size and organ!—
zatlon of the family*

As a major contributor to th© economic support

of the family* the farm ideally should be of sufficient size to provide
the family with a prudent plane of living* defray the necessary costs
of farm operation* and leave a surplus for the liquidation of capital
debt or for savings.

Recent increases in the number of small farms

^Charles P. Loomis, "Th© S tu d y of t h e Life C y c le of Families,*
Rural Sociology. Vol. I, June, 1 9 3 6 , pp. 180-1 8 9 * E. L. Kirkpatrick*
The Farmer1s Standard of Living. uashingtoni U*
Department of Agrl—
culture Bull* Ho. 1 4 6 6 * N ovem b er, 1 9 8 6 , p* 5 3 , and O t is Durant D uncan,
An Analysis of Farm Family Organisation in Oklahoma« pp. 139-1 4 1 ,
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throughout the State and Nation suggest possible correlations between
the acreage in th© faro and two other variable a, migration and farm
tenure statue.
Table 60* Number and Per Cent of Family Heads
living in 1957, By Acres in Farm During Previous Year
Acreage in farm
during 1956

Number of
families

All acreages
No acreage
Under 20 acres
20 - 49
50-99
100-174
175 acres and over

dumber
moving

1017

153

110
15
87
197
442
166

50
4
17
29
39
14

Per cent
moving
15*0
45. 3^
26.7
19.5
14.7
0.8
8.4

7^ Differences between 45.5 and 19•5, ’14.7, 8«8#" and" 8*4 are signifi
cant-! all other differences are not significant.
According to the data in Table 60, open-country families without

an acreage in 1956 moved during the following year over four times as
frequently as families with an acreage.

Access to land would seem to

be an essential requisite to increased stability of the families re—
porting no acreage operated.

Further examination of the data reveals

that the size of farm was related inversely with the amount of migra
tion of farm families.

Among families living on farms having less

than 20 acres in 1956, the proportion migrating the following year
was approximately three times as great as that of families occupying
acreages of 100 acres and over.

39

Migration between small farms

®®The median acres in farms surveyed as of 1937 were as follows:
full owners, 156; part owners, 302; tenants, 151; croppers, 110; and
all farms, 157•
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represent® a futile search for opportun.itlee to supplement meager
Incomes*
To support this thesis, the migration histories reveal that over
one—half (51*6 per cent) of all fam-to-farm moves during the earning
life of the family heads had been on tracts of less than 100 acres
in th© most migratory group of families, 63.4 per cent of the moves
had occurred on small farms.

Among the least migratory families, 25*7

per cent of the shifts were made on units of less than 100 acres*

The

proportions of moves on small farms increased consistently from Migra
tion Groups X to 17.

The opposite held, true on farms of 100 acres and

over (Table 61)*
Table 61. Distribution of All Farm iloves* During Earning Life,
According to Acreage in Farms, By Migration Groups
a h

Acres in farm
Number of moves*
Total
Under 100 acres
100 - 174
175 acres and over

groups
4005
100.0
51.6
J9«0
12.1

t

Migration groups
lit
fi

1083
718
Percentage distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
38.9
49. Of
85.7
43.5
53.2
56.
17.6
13.7
21.1
391

-

■

1813
100.0
63.4
29*6
7,0

•jr-wrvj"
j
Differences are not significant*
The high frequency of migration on small acreagos need not b©
accepted as proof of inadequacy of the small farm to provide a living
for the family, but it does carry the implication.that, generally,

^According to the Farm Census of 1935, 35.6 per cent of all farms
in the four survey counties contained, less than 100 acre®. Barlior
censuses show that the proportion of small farms never exceeded this
figure.
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tracts or loss than 100 acres cannot produce incomes sufficient to
satisfy the landlord and to maintain livestock and machinery considered
necessary for cash-crop farming* in addition to furnishing the operator’s
family a minimum living*

Commercialized agriculture, operating under

conditions of tenancy* encourages economic insecurity and, consequently*
migration*

In further support of these statements, th© relationship

between acreage in farms and tenure status should b© indicated*
fable 62* Distribution of All Farm Moves During Earning Life,
According to Acreage in Farms By Farm Tenure Status of Beads in 1937

Acreage in farms
Number of moves

All
tenurea
4005

100.0
Total
Less than 100 acres 51.7
36.3
100 - 174 acres
175 acres and over
12*0

Full
owners

Farm tenure status in 1937
r' bropperPari;..... '
owners Tenants laborers Others

801
2307
434
Percentage distribution
100 *0
100*0
100.0
37.3
35.4
54.7
59,7/“
35.4
47.2
15.5
9.9
24.9

831

852
100.0
72.5
81.9
5.6

1 0*0
81.4
15,6
3,0

f" Differences are not significant*

In analyzing all farm-to—farm moves by farm tenure status of the
family heads in 1937, it can be seen that with each descent in tenure,
the proportions of moves to small farms increased sharply*

For example,

during their earning life, oropper-laborers and "others" had at some
time occupied farms containing loss than 100 acres in about twice the
proportion of farm owners (Table 62}*

In 54*7 per cent of all farm

moves of tenants, the size of farm was reported as lass than 100 acres#
Owners displayed a strong tendency towards residence on farms of 100
acres and over-

This analysis shows definitely that small farms under

the prevailing system of agriculture contribute to low tonur

status
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and migration.
Additional information obtained in this survey indicates that
small farms tended to be concentrated on poor soils, which ©e©m to
accentuate migration and to reduce greatly the possibilities of
rising above the tenant status.
To ascertain whether farmers altered the size of farm operated
at various periods of earning life, the mean number of acres in farms
of owners and non—owners was determined at ten-year intervals since
tho beginning of earning life, by age groups and Migration Groups*
The farJLly tenure status refers to that reported at the specified
interval and not as of 1337*

These data are shown in Tables 63 and

64.
Table 63, Th© Mean Acres in Owner-Operated Farms
At Specified Intervals Sine© the Beginning of Earning Life*
In Migration Groups, By Number of Years Employed
Number of years
employed and
Migration Group

Mean number of acres in farms at the year specified*
0

Total
X and II
159
III and 17
163
Tinder 10 years
I and XI
185
***
III and 17
10 - 19 years
I and II
154
III and 17
124**
8 0 — 29 years
I and II
167
231**
III and 17
3 0 - 3 9 years
I and II
139
118**
III and 17
40 years and over
157
X and 11
***
III and 17
Z Scads of families not in
*** Leas than five oases.

10

20

30

40

160
134

134
144

199
158

188
153

171
139
159
138

188
156

155
137

193
137

220
169

182
176
171
160
133
137
152
121
agriculture at any specified year are exalt
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Table 64. Mean Acres In Non~Oivner-Ope rated Farms
At Specified Intervals Sine© the Beginning of Earning Life*
In Migration Groups, By Number of Years Employed
Number of years
employed and
Migration Group

Mean number of acres In farms at 'the year specified*

I and II
i n and IV
Under 10 years
I and II
H I and IV
10 - 19 years
I and II
III and IV
20 — 29 years
I and II
III and IV
5 0 - 3 9 years
I and XI
H I and IV
40 years and over
X and H
H I and IV

0

10

SO

3Q

116
57

175
97

208
115

138
184

40
138
189

98
65
145
60

185
94

121
58

167
113

235
116

109
59

146
107

184
110

148
126

82
41

189
62

137
113

121
119

138
129

*Seads of families not in agriculture at any spec if led year’are' excluded.
Throughout their earning life, both owned and non-owned farms of
family heads in Migration Groups III and IV tended to be smaller* gen-*
©rally* than those of family heads in Migration Groups I and II*

The

mean acres in farms tended to increase with age of operator up to
about the thirtieth year of earning life*

Thereafter, the farmer pre

sumably decreased the size of his form because of the contraction in
the size of his family.

His children having left home by this time*

the farmer did not need such a large acreage to maintain th© remaining
members.
The variability in the size of farms by farm tenure status at
each period of measurement discloses certain well-dafined trends now
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under way in agriculture*

It should be mentioned that while migration

groups hare been held constant, a non-owner at one period .-nay b© an
owner at the next period, or vice versa•

A relatively small group of*

non-owners in Migration Groups I and II were operating larger farms
on the average than th© owners, especially in th© earlier years of
earning life.

It is from this group that a major portion of the

future farm owners will be drawn.

And, it may be added that failure

to attain farm ownership may explain the contraction in the size of
farm units among the stable non-owners late in earning life.

This

thesis is supported by the decreases in size of farm among non-owners
In Migration Groups X

and II who farmed 50 years and over.

The non-owners of every age group in Migration Groups III and 17
showed a strong tendency toward an increase In the size of unit*

This

may be explained by the fact that their farms were too small to accom
modate their families at an acceptable level of living, and conse
quently, the size of unit was not decreased toward th© end of earning
life*
As In the case of non—owners, throughout earning life the owners
in Migration Groups I and II had larger farms on the average than
those in Migration Groups III and IV.

Their progress in increasing

their acreages was slower and less erratic than was the case among
non-owners.

They started farming with larger units than did non-

owners, and there was less incentive to Increase the amount of acreage.
Actually, th© small unstable farm owner with perhaps only a limited
equity in his land may be at considerable disadvantage economically
with the more stable tenants who have all their Investment in working
capital.
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There was no uniform tendency toward an increase or decrease in
the average acres per farm among* farmers, classified by age,

The

farmers who worked less than 30 years may have had larper average
acreages than the older heads operated at similar periods in earning
life (Tables 63 and 64) •

As between owners and non-own©ro, the dif

ference in size was neither expanding nor contracting.

The same holds

true for migration groups,
13,

Quality of Land,
Assuming that the grades of people and the grades of land are

roughly correlated,

41

it follows that land quality probably has some

bearing upon the migratory behavior and socioeconomic status.

The

per—aore value of land measures the intensity of land us© to a greater
extent than its intrinsic qualitie s but this adds to the utility of
this index in ecological analyses,

Lacking data on the value of land

operated at different domiciles, it was thought that th© 1935 Census
value per acre of land and buildings in th© county in which moves
between agricultural occupations occurred would indicate crudely the
effect of grades of land upon migration and tenure status.

Accordingly

a tabulation was made, th© results of which appear in the accompanying
table »
The proportion of moves in counties with land and building values
of less than $15 per acre in 1935 increased v/ith each descent in
tenure status, except for cropper-laborers, whos© employers usually

^This theory has been advanced by Henry 0, Taylor, Agricultural
Economics. New forks The Macmillan Company, 19S3G, Chapter XII,
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reside on the better lands of a region*

Non-awnar heads of families

reported about twice as many of their changes in domicile in counties
with the lower land value per acre than did the family heads owning
their farms in 1957*
Table 65* Incidence of Moves
Between Agricultural Occupations On lands of Different Value,*
By Farm Tenure Status of Heads in 1957 and By Migration Groups
Tenure status
in 1937 and migratipngroup

Humber
of moves

Farcentage distribut ion of moves on
land valued at 3
Leas then $15
$15 end over

All moves

4102

31*0

69.0

Farm tenure status
Full owner
Fart owner
Tenant
Cropper—laborer
Other

794
437
8402
243
226

19*2
15.1
37*5
26*3
42*9

81.8
@4*9
62*5
73*7
57.1

Migration group
X
IX
III
IV

392
735
1078
1897

8.9
23*3
30.1/
39.5

76.7
69*9 f
59*5

91.1

ldjtK
ks' rv..Trt OAtMA.
which moves were reported during the earning life of family heads*
The mean value for the otate is '$22 and for each of the counties as
follows3 Haskell, $12; Craig, $17; Major, $80; and, Qotton, $24*
^Differences ere not significant*
Migration appeared to be more closely associated with land values
than did farm tenure status, but the latter referred to farm tenure
status in 1937 rather than at th© time of move.

Over four times as

many moves of heads in Group XV as in Group I occurred in counties
with the low land and building value por acre, as compared with the
srsaller rang© of proportions between th© highest and lowest tenure
status*
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Those data suggest that strong interrelationships exist among
poor land, excessive migrancy, and landlessness with reference to th©
sample studied.

4g

Boor land draws marginal people who either seek

to improve their status by frequent migration, or who are forced to
move because of the low return accruing to the dissatisfied landlord.
Another tabulation of data not presented here disclose® reliable
differences between the proportions of heads in Migration Groups I
and 17 reporting their birth in counties having a low value of land
and buildings per acre in 1935.

Likewise, the percentages of heads

bora in poor-land counties increased as tenure status decreased, with
the exception of eropper-laborers.

These facts further confirm the

three-way relationship between poor land, high rates of migration,
and landlessness.

They also lend support to the thesis that th©

social milieu into which one is bora conditions subsequent'behavior.

4&Cf» Report of the President’s Committee, Farm Tenancy, Wash
ington: National Resources C mmittee, Government Printing Office,
February, 1937, p. 52*

OHAPTER VI
OCCUPATIONAL MOBILITY
Th© purpose of this chapter is to how how eertain patterns of
occupational mobility are related to tenure status and migration.
Because the data with which to construct a social mobility index
are lacking, no measuring instrument comparable to the migration
Index can be developed in this study*

Th© variability in the qual

itative aspects of changes in tenure practically eliminates their
usefulness for purposes of a mobility index*

However, the occupa

tional channels or patterns by which family heads reach a higher
or lower status offer an acceptable device for partially analyzing
social mobility*
1.

Occupational Mobility Patterns.
The occupational histories of the sampled family heads reveal

over 100 different patterns or combinations of mobility*

These have

been condensed into 14 combinations for purposes of analysis*
©ire© main routes of occupational mobility are observed for
farm owners.

One-fifth (20*6 per cent) had been owners since th©

beginning of earning life; over one-fourth (27*6 per cent) had
advanced from tenancy to ownership; and, a substanttally large pro
portion, 28*4 per cent, had advanced to farm ownership by a wide
variety of tenure changes (Table 66).

Relatively few farm owners

(9.3 per cent) had begun their earning life as farm laborers, but
nearly one-third (32.0 per cent) had reported experience in non-farming
177
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Table 66*

Occupational ?*5obllity of Heads of Families,
By Farm Tenure Statue in 193?

Occupational mobility pattern
Number of heads
Total
Owner only
Tenant to owner
Laborer to tenant to owner*
Laborer to owner
Non-farm to owner
Non-farm to tenant to owner
Tenant only
Laborer to tenant
Non-farm to tenant
Cropper or laborer only
Former owner
Former tenant
Former cropper or laborer
Other combination

Farm t enure status in’1937>
Cropper**
Owners Tenants laborers Others
506
73
69
Percentage? distribution
100*0
I X)*0
100.0
100*0
80*6
87 .6
5*7
8.6
6*6
7*6
37.4
10*5
7.9
37*7
22*5
5*8
6*9
49.5
57.5
19*2
21.9
16.4
7.2
28*4
384

m Farm laborer in this and subsequent tabulations means hired farm

occupations before becoming farm owners#

I
1

laborer as distinguished from unpaid laborer on th©

i

Farm owners had shown strong

tendencies toward advancement on the agricultural ladder#
Among tenants, 37*4 per cent always occupied that status*

Nearly

one-fourth (22*3 par cent) of th© heads in this group previously owned
farms#

While th© proportion of tenants beginning as farm laborers

was about the same as that of owners, larger percentages of all tenants
were employed previously as farm laborers*

Approximately th© same pro**

portions of owners and tenants reported nonagricultural employment *

*T. J# v,oofter, Jr-, Landlord and Tenant on the Cotton Plantation*

p. ISO*
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The two lowest tenure classes in the open country were filled
largely by those who slipped down th© agricultural ladder or were
displaced from better-paying positions in nonagricultural occupa
tions.

Over one-half (50*1 per cent) of the oroppor-laborare and

four-fifths (85.6 per cent) of the "others* descended from higher
levels in the occupational hierarchy*
To summarize , 300 family heads of 1038 studied occupied th© same
tenure status throughout earning life; 198 climbed directly from a
lower to a higher tenure status without nonagricultural experience ;
71 agriculturists throughout earning life advanced in tenure but not
without setbacks; 181 heads formerly were owners; 76 dropped from a
tenant status to lower levels; 14 heads classed as "others'* suffered
a lees of their oropper-laborer status; and, 835 heads reached the
statue held in 1937 by numerous combinations of farming and nonfarming employments* 8
The variations in the patterns of occupational mobility tended
to be assoolated with th© migratory behavior of th© family heads*

At

one extreme, 97*5 per cent of the farm owners who had always occupied
that status were in Migration Groups I and II; at the other extreme,
99*8 per cent of "other" heads of families who never had hold a higher
status than that of cropper or laborer were concent rated in Migration
Groups III and IV (Table 675*

In general, those heads of families

with the least occup tional mobility predominated in Migration Groups X

2In all, 369, or 35*7 per cent of the 1032 family heads had
reported nonagricultural employment at soma time during earning life*
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and IX.

Employment in nonagricultural occupations at some tim© during

earning life tended to result in greater occupational mobility and
migratorisess.

There are two exceptions to this observation* however*

Family heads moving directly from nonfarm occupations to their own
farms* and those who live in the country but who have more or less
Table 67* Distribution of Heads of Families
Into Migration Groups* By Occupational Mobility Patterns

Tenure status in 1937 and
occupational mobility pattern
All heads

Number
of
heads
1029

Percentage of heads
in migration group
X and II
III and IF
50*0

50.0

Farm owner
Owner only
Farm laborer to owner
Tenant to owner
laborer to tenant to owner
Non—farm to owner
Non—farm to tenant to owner
Other combination

381
79
14
106
22
25
29
106

71.4
97.3
85,7
86.8
68.2
88.0
58. &f
34.9

28.6
2.5
14. 3
13.2
31.8
12.0
41. 47*
65.1

Tenant
Tenant only
Farm laborer to tenant
Non-farm to tenant
Former owner
Othf-r combination

506
189
53
40
113
111

40.8
64,0
45.3/*
30.0
25.7
17,9

59.4
36.0
54.77*“
70*0
74.3
82.1

Cropper-farm laborer
Cropper—laborer only
Non-farm to croppor-laboror
Former owner
Former tenant
Other combination

69
26
2
4
34
3

29,0
46.17*“
*
*
17.6
*

71.0
53.9f
Hi
*
82.4
*

Other
Non—farm only
Former owner
Former tenant
Former cropper—laborer

73
13
5
42
14

22.0
75.0
*
14.3
.7

78.0
25.0
♦
85.7
99.3

* Inadequate sample•
7^ Differences are not significant*
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regular work in nonfarm occupations were represented heavily in
Migration Groups I and IX*

Perhaps the most striking fact reflected

by the data in Table 6? is the excessive presence in Migration Groups
■%

X U and XV of heads who had lost the highest occupation held*

A later

analysis will reveal that loss of status tends to increase migration

sfcarply.
Occupational mobility and migration obviously are complementary
social processes*

The data in Table 67 leave little doubt but that

social mobility bears a closer relationship to status than does mlgration*

An individual acquires status in his primary groups, and by his

own behavior*

That is, status is partly ascribed end partly achieved*

His early background plays a dominant role in molding habits, aspire**
tions, ideals, and mores*

Following departure from the parental horn®,

social mobility and migration are th© processes employed by the indi
vidual to place him in a status that harmonizes with his past experi
ence, training, and attitudes.

If th© channels of vertical social mobility prevent increasing
numbers of individuals from advancing on the tenure ladder, there are
at least four factors operating that can lead to increased migration*
Firstly, the differential birth rat® can result in an increase in the
size of the landless and highly migratory classes*

Secondly, th© lack

of accommodation to a lend less status on the part of ownera1 children
who cannot rise as high as their fathers may be compensated by frequent
changes in domicile.

Thirdly, th© loss of status may stimulate migra

tion as a means of retracting losses*

Fourt ly, such forces as further

commercialization, farm mechanization, government agricultural programs,
and others, can retard upward occupational mobility and Increase migration*
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Oocupational Mobility and Migration.
To illustrate the influence of occupational status upon migra

tion, the percentages of farm owners among all heads of families at
successive five-year Intervals since th© beginning of earning life,
by number of years* employment and Migration Groups are presented in
Tables 68 and 68—A.
At th® beginning of earning life 30 per cent of all heado in
Migration Group I were farm owners*
cent had become owners of farms.

By the twentieth year, 84 per

In contrast, 5 per cent of the heads

in Migration Group XV had started working for themselves as farm
owners, and by tha twentieth year only 18 per cent had attained farm
ownership*

For all family heads regardless of age, the percentage of

farm owners varied inversely with the relative amount of migration.
Another striking feature of the data in Table 63 and 6Q-A is the
variation in the amount of time required to consummate advances in
farm tenure status.

At the end of 15 years of earning life, for

example, in Migration Group X the percentage of form owners had more
than doubled} in Group XX th© percentage of farm owners had increased
nearly five times; in Group III the percentage of owners had increased
over six times\ and in Group IV th© percentage of owners had more than
doubled.

Therefor©, relative to the tenure status In which heads In

Groups XI and XXX began their employment histories, they had mad© more
rapid progress toward ownership than Group X*

Also, the family heads

in Groups XXI and IV have made relatively more progress toward farm
ownership after the fifteenth year of earning life than before It.
Rapid upward occupational mobility tends to check the amount of migra
tion*

On the other hand, failure to move upward on the agricultural
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Table 68* Percentages of Farm Owners Among All Family Heads
At Successive Five-Year Intervals Since the Beginning
of Earning Life* By Number of Years Employed and Migration Groups
Migration Group X

Number Number Percentage of farm owners at five •-year interval
specified**
of years of
0
5
employed beads
10
15
30
25
30
40
35

45

All years 258*

30

48

60

76

84

92

93

95

95

95

Under 5
8
10
15
20
25
SO
55
40
45

15
26
15
21
33
50
24
53
6?
25

34
15
27
58
77
48
75
73
75

18
45
61
86
68
85
87
75

52
67
91
84
90
93
75

64
96
88
@5
93
83

96
88
90
93
93

@8
95
93
92

95
93
92

93
92

92

SO
35
33
33
33
22
23
19
15
12

Migration Group II

All years 258*
Under 5
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45

23
31
30
38
34
24
23
18
18
10

10

19

33

48

54

62

63

69

68

68

4
3
3
8
15
8
26
6
17
10

6
7
21
9
21
30
35
44
10

17
26
24
33
44
33
67
40

45
41
46
44
50
67
40

53
46
35
61
67
70

67
39
56
72
70

48
67
61
70

72
61
70

67
70

70

* Eleven heads in Group I and nine in G r o u ^ l ^ w r e in older employmeat classes t ’an are shown in table#
** Percentages are rounded to the nearest whole digit#
(Table continued on next page)

Table 68-A, Percentages of Farm Owuers Among All Family
Heads at Successive Five-Year Intervals 3inc© the
Beginning of learning Life, By Number of Years
Employed and Migration Groups (continued)

Humber
of years
employed

dumber
of
heads

All years

858*

Under 5
5
10
18
SO
25
80
38
40
48

SO
35
35
53
31
21
84
SO
15
15

Migration Group I^X
Percentage of farm owners at five-year
interval specified**
15
£0
23
8
10
30
55
0
40

45

4

9

18

85

38

38

41

48

56

62

0
0
0
4
6
14
12
5
0
0

0
0
9
3
89
15
10
7
87

14
9
15
39
19
30
13
13

18
13
43
31
30
20
87

29
38
38
40
40
©8

38
31
35
40
60

27
85
53
73

83
47
67

53
53

53

Migration Group IV
All years
Under 5
5
10
15
SO
25
30
35
40
45

258*
16
36
31
34
38
27
20
20
16
13

8

5

10

11

18

18

14

18

22

38

0
0
6
3
10
0
10
10
0
8

0
6
0
10
4
10
10
0
0

10
3
5
4
10
15
31
23

9
10
4
5
15
19
23

21
11
10
20
19
23

18
10
25
19
15

15
10
25
8

15
12
15

19
15

31

* tolne beads in Group III and seven in Group IV were in older employ*
ment classes than are shown in table*
** Percentages are rounded to the nearest vrhole digit*
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ladder tends to encourage frequent migration*
There are valid factual data to support th© hypothesis that

vertical occupational mobility of family heads is decreasing and
consequently that the Increases in migration shown in earlier anal

yses of this study are not without foundation*

In Table 69* the data

show a very definitely decreasing trend in farm ownership sine© 1915*

3

The average age of family heads in th© sample increased during th©
period, yet farm ownership, supposedly a function of advancing age,
decreased*
Thble 69*

Percentage of Faria Owners At Specified Ages
Among All Heads of Families Engaged
in Agriculture, 1890-1935*

Period

All
ages

Under
25

8534

1890
1895
1900
1905
1910
1915
1980
1985
1950
1955

27*5
35*6
37*6
42*7
43*8
46*6
43.7
41*2
36.9
37*2

11.5
20*0
16*7
15.2
11*9
15.1
15*0
7*8
2*1
1*4

53.8
47.7
36.1
43*7
39.6
36*8
bo. 6
25.5
24*7
14.8

Age group in years
43—
355554
44
64

.81*0
64.5
57.S
58.8
54*4
46.8
35.5
35.9

85.7
80.0
77.0
62.8
56.8
49*4
50.5

100.0
88.5
77.8
61.9
55.3

65 and
over

100*0
82*8
76.4

y v : ■ __ ■

®3Sven as early as 1910 V». J. Spillman wrote that th.re was a
noticeable increase in tenancy among men under 85 years old. V * J,
Spillman and E* A. Goldenweisey, "Farm Tenantry in the United States,"
Waahingtont U. S. Department of Agriculture Yearbook. Government
Printing Office, 1916, pp. 386, So© also Howard A, Turner, A Graphic
Summary of Farm Tenure. Washington! U. 3. Department of Agriculture
Misc. Pub* Ho* 861, Government Printing Office, December, 1936, p. 44*

Xn 19X5, 77.0 per cent of the heads who were then between the
ages of 45 and 54 years old osrned far is.

In 19£5, 50.5 per oent of

the heads In the corresponding age group were owners.

Here was a

decrease of one-third in the extent of farm ownership among a group
Of heads constituting 17.9 per oent of the total sample in 1957*

By*

comparison, the heads under 25 years of age, accounting for 5.5 per
oent of the total sample in 1937, suffered greater relative losses
in the decrease of farm ownership from 15.1 to 1*4 per cent between

1915 and 1955*

The steepest increases in landlessness, as measured

by actual instead of relative changes, took place among family heads

45 years old and over during the period since about th© beginning of
the first World War.

There seems to have b^en some tendency toward

checking the decrease in farm ownership in the middle age groups (35—

54 years of age) from 1950 to 1935, but in the opinion of the writer
this does not represent a very trustworthy indication of the reversal
in the general trend of increasing landlessnoss.

Duncan holds a brighter point of view with reference to th© possi
bilities of becoming a farm owner.

On the basis of his analyses of

Oklahoma owner and tenant wheat farmers, he claims that four out of
five farm operators attain farm ownership by the age of 50 years*

4

He makes the point th^t by this age many tenants have withdrawn from
agriculture because they prefer other lines of work or lack the
ability to become owners.

This selective process does operate, of

^Otls Durant Duncan, An Analysis of Farm Family Organization in

Oklahoma. Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Louisiana State University
Library, 1941, p. 161*

r
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ecura©, but the data in th© present study d e m o n s tra te t h a t th e down
ward trend in farm ownership actually affected th e old as w e l l as th©
young heads of families.
Besides an Increase in landlessness among th e heads o f f a m i l i e s
in the sample, mere time is being s p e n t i n th© t e n a n t , c r o p p e r , and
farm laborer statuses.

An e x a m in a tio n o f

th© d a t a

in T a b le 7 0 shows

that landless family heads occupied t h a t s t a t u s b o th a b s o lu t e l y and
relatively for a longer period than farm owners held th© landless
status.

For example, th© group of fa rm ow ners who advanced d i r e c t l y

from the tenant class was in the l a t t e r s t a t u s on an a v e ra g e of
8*6 years during the t o t a l e a r n in g l i f e

o f 8 6 .8 y e a r s ,

Th® t e n a n t s

in 1937 without other types o f o c c u p a t io n a l e x p e rie n c e w e re 3 5 .0
years old on t h e a v e ra g e and had s p e n t a l l o f t h e i r e a r n in g l i f e ,
averaging 18,4 years, in t h a t s t a t u s .

In g e n e r a l, s i m i l a r com parison©

can be made for groups following different m o b i l i t y p a t t e r n s .

5

Longer

occupancy in the landless elease© not o n ly p ro v o k e d in c re a s e d m ig ra 
tion, but also it reduced the chances o f acco u trin g a f a r m .

Supple

mentary data at hand i n d i c a t e t h a t 6 0 .0 p e r c e n t o f th e fa r m ow ners
gained their equities b y th e ag© o f 35 y e a r s and 8 4 , 1 p e r o e n t by th©
age of 45 years,
3,

Nonagricultural Occupations,
Hitherto in this study no a n a ly s is has been mad® o f s h i f t s be

tween agricultural and n o n a g r i c u l t u r a l o c c u p a tio n s .

V e ry l i t t l e

is

^Thes© f i n d i n g s do n o t s u p p o rt th e s ta te m e n t o f John B . B la c k

and H . H , Allen that
there has been no g e n e r a l * r e t a r d a t i o n 1 o f
the rate of c lim b in g the la d d e r once t h e young man becomes a t e n a n t * ”
"She Growth o f Farm Tenancy I n th e U n it e d S t a t e s , ” Q u a r t e r ly J o u r n a l
of Economics, Vol. LI, May, 1 9 3 7 , p . 4 0 9 * See J * 0 . R a n k in , Steps,
to Farm Ownership* Lincoln: N e b ra s k a Agri, E x p e r . S t a . B u l l . N o. 2 1 0 ,
February, 1926, p. 17,

W
't
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Table 70* Th© Mean Humber or Years 3p©nt in Each
Occupational Status, By Occupational Mobility Patterns

Tenure status in 1937
and occupational
mobility pattern

Humber Number off years in each tenure at atus
of
Cropper**
heads
Total Owner Tenant laborer Other
381
79
106

28* 6*
25*4
26*8

18.8*
23.4
18*2

53*4
89*4
30*0
10*6

18*8
81.9
15.1
9.3

7*4

106

31*4*

15*0*

10,8*

8.4*

7.7*

506
189
65
40
113
111

19.3*
1S.4
18.2
16.7
31*3
20.5*

10.3*

4.6*

6.8*
»

10.3*
-

13,8*
18.4
14.4
8.8
IS .8*
18.4*

Cropne r-labo rer
Cropper-laborer only
Honfarm to cropper—
laborer
Former owner
Former tenant
Other combination

69
£6

16.9*
10*2

14.8*

11.4*

£
4
34
3

mm
* *

20.3
**

Other
Other only
Former owner
Former tenant
Former oropper-laborer

73
12
5
42
14

17*1
12*1
**
18.7
7.7

Farm Owner
Owner only
Tenant to owner
laborer to tenant to
owner
laborer to owner
Nonfarm to owner
Nonfarjn to tenant
to owner
Other combination
Farm tenant
Tenant only
Laborer to tenant
Nonfarm to tenant
Former owner
Other combination

as
14
S3
29

* Means based upon number reporting*
** Inadequate sample.

L

«w»

9.8*
m

—

8*6

9,5*
mm
*►

-

7.1
7.5

•

<ee

mm

m

«•

_

6.8*

mm

3«@
S.l*
4.8*

we
*6»

14.9
9.0

—

7.9
6.6*
8.7*

8.0*
10.8

6.6*

«**
* *

**

n.i*
**

6.9*
—

5,4*
Ms*

7.4*

11.3*

6.0*

9.B*

mm
6.7*
3.9

8.8*
18.1
**
4.8*
3.8

tm

mm
**

AM
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known about Individuals and families who leave agriculture and later
return to it.

From what tenure classes are these migrants recruited?

Do those who leave agriculture return to it in a higher or lower
tenure and wealth status?

What are the evidences of age selection?

These questions assume relevance to this research when it is recalled
that 35.7 per cent of th© family heads in th© sample reported employ
ment experience outside agriculture and 18.1 per cent of all moves
studied were between farming and nonfarming employments*
With reference to tenure selection, the heads of families leaving
and returning to agriculture were drawn proportionally from agriculture
in the following orders eropper-laborers, tenants, and owners*
Both "push” and "pull” factors affect those individuals and fami
lies most whose stakes in the place occupied amount to the least
financially.

During hard times, for example, many farm laborers in

this State, being unable to find employment in agriculture, turn to
road work, timber-cutting, and other low-wage occupations for a living.
In periods of prosperity the marginal population In agriculture,
attracted by higher wages, fairly steady work, and a chance to escape
the monotony of a dull life in the country, quickly seiz© the OiJpor7
tunities offered In nonfarm employment•
Assuming that the group of family beads under observation are
fairly representative of marginal migrants shifting between faming

®Th© order of Importance remains the same whether the tenure dis
tribution for 1937 or an average for all years is used as a basis for
ealculat lone •
73ee E* C. Young, "The Movement of Farm Population! Its Economic
Causes and Consequences,” In Wilson Coe, Editor, The Country X-ife of.
the Nation, Chapel Hills University of North Carolina Press, 1930,
P. 67.
t
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and nonf arming occupations, i t

is im p o r ta n t t o know i f th e s e v e n tu r e s

outside agriculture a r e p r o f i t a b l e .

I n T a b le 7 1 * th © f i r s t fa rm

tenure status o f f a m i l y h e ad s f o l l o w i n g t h e i r r e t u r n t o a g r i c u l t u r e
is compared w i t h th© l a s t tenure s t a t u s h e ld b e fo r e le a v in g i t .
Table 71* T e n u re S t a t u s o f Heads o f F a m ilie s
Leaving an d Returning to Agriculture

Tenure status before
leaving agriculture

Total
heads

Percentage in each tenure status upon
return to agriculture
Total Owner
Croppor-laboror
Tenant

All tenures

299

100.0

19.1

55.5

25, 4

Owner
Tenant
Cropper-laborer

57
156
86

100.0
100.0
100,0

50.9
14,1/
7.0

38.6
67,3
45.37**

10.5
18.6/
47.7

7^ Differences are n o t s i g n i f l e a n t .
Sractly th e same p e rc e n ta g e o f f a m i l y h e a d s , 8 0 , 9 , r e tu r n e d t o
a g r ic u ltu r e

la n d le s s as l e f t

it

la n d l e s s .

G a in s i n

te n u r e s t a t u s w e re

reported by 19.1 p e r c e n t and lo s s e s b y @ 2.4 p e r c e n t o f t h e h e a d s , b u t
these d i f f e r e n c e s l a c k s t a t i s t i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e .

O v e r o n e - h a l f th®

cropper-laborers r e t u r n e d t o a g r i c u l t u r e a f t e r t h e i r s o jo u r n i n n o n a g r i—
c u l t u r a l occupations as t e n a n t s and o w n e rs .

T e n a n ts a s a r u l e d id n o t

benefit bg t h e i r exodus fro m a g r i c u l t u r e , and on©—h a jjf t h e ow ners had
to a c c e p t a lo w e r tenure s t a t u s u?oa t h e i r r e t u r n t o t h e la n d *
A similar s i t u a t i o n o b ta in e d w i t h r e f e r e n c e t o changes in n e t
wealth*

The m ig r a n ts le a v in g a g r i c u l t u r e g e n e r a lly wero p o o r e r th a n

those not migrating, and their econom ic s t a t u s a p p a r e n t ly had im proved
little during th© time sp o n t i n n o n a g r l c u l t u r a l em ploym ent.

T w o -th ird ©

(66.5 per oent) of th® f a m i ly heads w o re in th e same n o t w e a lth c la s s ;
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©ae-fourth (24*0 P®r cent) gained3 and. one-tenth (9.5 per oent)
suffered losses la the circular movement from faming to nonfarming
occupations end back*

As was true with reference to tenure status,

those in the lowest net wealth classes gained most from the. occupa
tional exchange (Table 72)*
Table 72* Net health Status of Heads of Families
Leaving and Heturning to Agriculture
Sfet wealth
status before
leaving agri
culture

Total
heads
report
ing.

Bercentage in each net via 1th statue upon
return to agriculture
Under #850- #600- #1000§8500
Total $250
499
999
and over
8499

262

100.0

58*0

15.4

10.3

11*8

6*5

182
Under $250
$250-499
29
25
1500-999
18
$1000-2499
$2500 and over
8

100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100*0

78*0
20*7
8.0
11*1

8.2
41*4
20.0
16*7
**

4.4
20*7
40*0
16.7
—

7.1
10.4
20.0
33.3
50.0

2.2
6.9
12*0
22*8
50.0

All groups

«*-

These data hold considerable social significance*

All who partici

pate In rural—urban migrations cannot expect to make satisfactory’ adjust
ments in nonfarming occupations, but if those returning to agriculture
generally were no worse off occupationally and economically than when
they left it* the attempts to improve socioeconomic status did not
represent a total loss*

Variety in residence, occupation, and plane

of living afford some compensations*

Furthermore, many of those

migrating to nonngrlcultural occupations remained in the latter, thereby
relieving agriculture of some of its surplus p°Pula,fcion*
The average net wealth in 1937 of the heads of families shifting
between agricultural and nonagricultural occupations was slightly but
not reliably lower than the wealth of those continuously engaged in
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agriculture, according to date from a supplementary tabulation*8
Throughout the migration history of ©11 sampled heads the move
ment between farming and nonfarming occupations varied from 12*4 to
£1*6 per cent of the total, but the balance was in th® direction of
agriculture except in th© war period 1914 to 1922*

From 1925 to 1957,

extensive shifts from nonfarming to farming occupations occurred (Table
7 3 ) Widespread unemployment in industry usually forces large numbers
of population to seek refuge in agriculture*
Table 75. Moves Between Agricultural and Honagrieultural
Occupations, By Heads of Families in Specified Periods

Period

AH
moves

All periods
Before
1899 1902 1905 1908 1911 1914 1917 1980 1923 1986 1929 1952 1955 -

1899
1901
1904
1907
1910
1913
1916
1919
1928
1925
1928
1931
1954
1957

Chang©
Farming to nonfarming occupations
dumber
Per cent

4564

359

7.9

191
189
173
211
193
239
277
348
581
389
AAA
516
505
563

14
8
16
18
13
16
28
30
42
40
40
28
34
32

7.3
6.2
9*2
8.5
6.7
6*7
10.1
8.6
11*0
10.3
9.0
5.4
6.7
5.6

from
Noaf arming to
farming occupations
Mumber
Per cent
455
19
8
17
19
16
20
24
25
41
42
A•af
A
fTB
79
57
44.

Net
movement
to agri
culture

10.0

—2*1

9.9
6*2
9*8
9.0
8.3
8,4
8.7
7*2
10.8
10,8
9.9
15.3
11.3
7.7

-2.6
.0
— .6
- .5
-1.6
-1.7
+1.4
+1,4
+ .2
— .5
- .9
-9*9
-4.6
-8.1

®The median number of years spent in nonfarming employment was
three for each tenure group* There were no differences in ages between
th© heads engaged continuously and Intermittently in agriculture*
*0£. T. Lynn Smith, Sociology of Rural Life, pp* 169 and 185.
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While engaged la nonfarming employment the 393 heeds of families
were distributed occupationally as followsj unskilled* 50*S per cent;
semi-skilled and skilled* S5.Q per cent; salesmen* clerks* and pro
prietors* 82*0 per cent; and* professionals, 4*0 per cent**0

This

heavy concentration in th© lower levels of the hierarchy partially
explains w h y some migrants voluntarily or involuntarily leave nonagricultural occupations*

Since new recruits for unskilled labor are

constantly being added to th© reserves, those least capable of re
maining ne a r industry until employment is available return to the
open country*
It has been shown previously that th© heads of families engaged
in agriculture as owners, tenants, and cropper-farm laborers in 1937

generally did not experience losses in tenure status and wealth as a
result of accepting nonfarming employment*

However,

if all the

sampled heads are sorted on th© basis of co'itinuoua and noneontinuous
employment in agriculture and then distributed according to their
tenure status in 1937, as is shown in Table 7 4 * the results conclu
sively indicate th© inferior position of the heads shifting in and
out of agriculture*

Th© "other" heads in the sample ar© largely

responsible for th© differences,

4,

Occupational Displacement,
The vertical social mobility of individuals and families varies

from one period to another and among different socioeconomic groupings*

^ T h e s a percentages represent the average for all years in the
migration histories,

* (Table 74, p. 193-A).
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Table 74.
Comparison o f the Tenure Status of Heads of Families
With Gont inuous and Nonoont inuous Employment in Agriculture

Tenure status in 1937
Humber of heeds
Total
Owner
Tenant
Cropper-farm laborer
Other
Bifforenoes are not significant .

Employment in agriculture
Continuous Hone ont Inuous
609
363
Percentage distribution

100*0
40.0
53*0
?.Q^
#0

ioo.o
31.9

42.2
5.8/*
20.1
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An examination of Table 75 shows that during: the last &©oa&© a down-*
ward j®5vement in tenure status was associated with the depression*
Who was displaced and what was th© ©ffoot of displacement upon migra
tion?

Table 75* Comparison of Tenure Statu®
of Displaced and Hondisplaoed Heads of Families

Farm tenure status

Farm tenure stat us In 1937
NondisHeads displaced
placed
Before 19S8^and
head®
1988
after

Number of heads

840

Total
Owner
Tenant
Croppsr-laborer
Other

100.0
48 *1
58*1
4*4
1.4

Longest tenure status
of heads displaced
Before
1988 and
1988
after

52
160
32
Percentage distribution
100.0
100.0
100.0
13.8
85*0
43.05*
6*2
30.6
68.6/*
18.8
.0
6 .27*
36*8
50.0
6.2f

160
100.0
16.2
26.9
16.3
40.6

/ Differences are not significant •
For purposes of this analysis a displaced heed of a family is
defined as one reporting a lower tenure or occupational status in 1937
than the longest one held during earning life*

There were 198 head®,

or 18*6 per cent, in the sample eligible for study tuader this definition*

^ A s a basis for comparison, Gordon «v. Blackwell has stated that
in certain North Carolina counties having a tenancy rate above 60 per
cent, 10 per cent of the tenant farmei's had been displaced from 1930
to 1934, inclusive*
"The Displaced Tenant Farm Family in North Caroline." Social Forces. Vol. XIII, October, 1334, p. 66* 33* A* Schuler
shows upon th© basis of a small sample that equal proportions of heads,
11*6 per cent, had ascended and descended th© agricultural ladder in
Beckham County from 1932 through 1936* Social Status and Farm Tenure
Attitudes and Social Conditions of Corn Belt and Cotton Belt Farmers *
p* 180* In their study of urban workers, Davidson and Anderson found
that 13 per cent of the subjects interviewed had, boon displaced some
time during their careers. Qccupat Iona I Mobility in an American C^iSr
sanity. p. 140.

11
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The

displaced family heads not only were heavily over~represeated

1n the lower positions of th© hierarchy in 193?, but al3o they failed
by

a wide margin to achieve in their longest occupation a status as

high as the nondlsplaced family heads (Table 75)*

Th© losers of

status prior to 1988 were farm owners and nonagriculturists, but th®
recently displaced heads chiefly were th© landless and those engaged
outside agriculture*

Though generalisations based upon small'samples

are of questionable validity, it does seem plausible that landless
agriculturists experienced greater difficulty in retaining their status

since 1928 than farm owners*

^any of them were not in a position

financially to withstand the depression, farm mechanization, forced
crop reduction, and competition for land from other farmers and non
farmers,

It is conjectural w h e t h e r the recent losers in status will

be able to make as satisfactory adjustments occupationally as did the
heads displaced prior to 1988,

Poverty and advanced age form two

serious handicaps*
The median net wealth in

1937 of th© displaced family heads was

#800 in contrast to #900 for all heads, according to data at hand*
Though the raedi&n age of this group corresponded to that of th© sample,
over one—half of the heads below th© status of farm owners were 45
years old and over*

Thus, recent occupational displacement was more

selective of older men than that occurring prior to 1988*
That the displaced heads never gained as high occupational and

wealth statuses as did the heads of the total sample may help to
account for the

excessive migration characterizing, their behavior*

With over two**bhirds (69*8 per oent) of those displaced being
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concentrated in Migration Groups III and IV, it is possible that .much
of th© moving proved to be fruitless efforts to advance in status or
to avert further losses*
6*

Loss of Status and Migration*
What effect does the loss of status have upon migration?

Boas

the failure to hold a status once aohieved leave an individual or
family quiescent and docile, or are efforts expended to recapture lost
position, to avoid further setbacks, or to gain substitute satis
factions?

The deprivation of comforts and privileges enjoyed in the

higher status is a blow to the ego as wall as to the material walfar©
of the individual or family*

This disturbing stimulus may evoke

numerous forras of response, one of which can bo migration*
can serve as a
lower status*

Moving;

efense mechanism against the humiliating effects o£
It can become an expression of the human organism*®

need for independence and self-respect*^*2

As Nylander has observed,

"After a man has attained a certain place in society, no
matter how humble this place may be, he is reluctant to step
down into a lower social or economic plane* This is primarily
due to fear of what the neighbor© will think and to that vague
motivating emotion called pride*
hile the strong often fail,
most failures are among those who are weak* Rather than set
about restoring their old status, they decide to strike out for
new fields and begin again. Economic failure, the Ions of a
job through depression of industry, inability ->£ the worker,
or the betrayal of a trust, is more common than usual among
the unskilled workers of the Nation*

12For a discussion of the concepts of frustration and defense,
see Gardner Murphy, Lois Barclay Murphy, and Theodore M . Newcomb,
Experimental Social Psychology. Now York: Harper and Brothers, 1937,
PP* 213-214*
^^Town© Nylander, "The Migratory opulntiori of the United
States," American Journal of Sociology. Vol. VCOC, September, 1934,
P* 137*

test the hypothesis that increased migration is associated
with a loss of status * rates for heads following; th© loss of their
occupational status are compared with the rates of all heads at
different ages with tenure held constant*

This technique possesses

no defects* and th© results are considered valid*
Table 76* Comparison of Migration of Heads
Reporting Loss of Occupational Status and
of All Heads, By Farm Tenure Status in 1957

Age of head at " Tenant
time of move
til*
(8)**
13-19
20-84
25-29
30—34
33-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 and over

49*7
46.6
32*4
25*3
£1.0
19*3
18.5
20.1
14.9
12.0
13.4

***
42.9
46.3
32.4
29.8
23.9
29.7
24*6
16.7
18.5
22.2

Cropper^Farcr^iSiorer
{lV
59.7
59.9
37.3
32.2
89.7
24*3
86.4
20.3
15.6
14.3
***

***
78.9
48*3
33.3
*M»*
jfrafc*
(
**Me

Other

(1)

tfel

57.7
40.6
38.9
35*1
28.0
86*1
33.7
21.5
19*6
19.6
37.5

***
65.5
43.5
38.0
45.2
29.6
afe**

w
Number of moves per year for ©ach 100 heads*
**<a) Number of moves per year for each 100 heads, by tenure status in
1937* following th© loss of a higher tenure status.
*** Inadequate sample*
Th© moves per year for each 100 heads of families who were in a

lower tenure status in 1957 than th© highest on© hold almost without
exception exceeded th© corresponding rates for all heads in similar
tenure and age groups (Table 76)*

Further testing will be n©G©ssary

to verify this finding, but the logic underlying it seems irrefutable.

If migration, is a substitute for upward social mobility among the
landless classes, th© displaced groups probably would resort to an
even greater amount of moving in attempting to regain lost prestige*
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Th© landward migration of heads of families displaced from non**
agricultural occupations may be largely involuntary*

Therefore, the

subsequent migratory behavior may have baen motivated by an intense
desire to retrieve some of the physical comforts and psychosocial
satisfactions experienced outside the open country*

The sample data

substantiate this thesis, for the rates of migration per year for
each 100 heads of families engaged in agriculture but reporting pre
vious experience in nonagricultural occupations exceed those for all
heads in every age group with tenure held constant (Table 77)*
Table 77. Comparison of Migration of Hoads
Reporting Employment in Honagricultural Occupations
and of All Heads, By Farm Tenure Status in 1937
Age group at
time of move

Total
C8)w
W *

Owner
C.2J
w

Tenant
J M
w,

17*0

88*3

30.4

37.1

***

54.3
40*2
29.3
18.6
15.5
12*1
11.2
5.8
5.1

49*7
46*6
32*4
25.3
21.0
19*8
18*9
80*1
14.9
12.0
13*4

99.7
59*9
37.3
38*2
29.7
24. 3
26.4
20*3
15*6
14. 3

All age groups 28*6

'£4*9

14*0

13-19
20—24

***

41*3
35.3
83.8
16.1
12,0
7*3
8.2

23-29
30-34

35-39
40-44
43-49
30-54
55—59
60—34
65 and over

48.0
44*1
29*3
21*8
16*9
14.3
13*1
11.7
7.9
6.5
7.4

63*4
46*1
33.4
24.8
20*1
16.8
16.5
11.5
8.3
10*7

fi.l
3*0
8.7
1*1

***

Croppar-farm laborer
IB)
..U 1 ..

64*6
47.7
35.0
27.3
25*0
80*4
23.6
18*7
14*0
17.6

40.9
71.4
62*9
46*2
43.1
30.8
Ijssfti*

*fl) Number of moves per year for each 100 heqds in th© sample,, ex—
elusive of "other" heads*
**U) Number of moves per year for each 100 heads after wo rising in
nonagrlcultural ooc up?tions *
*** Inadequate sample*

The establishment of these facts furnishes additional proof that
changes in domicile in the open country are the consequence of experi
enced or anticipated changes in socioeconomic status*

h.
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Occupational mobility is a moans of accommodation in social
space just as migration servos as a means of adjustment in geographic
space*

In western culture, and probably in moot cultures, the factors

that impinge upon vertical mobility are more numerous than those
operating to deter migration*

The ownership of unlimited amounts of

property, th© system of tenure, and the methods of transmitting prop
erty, occupation, and other social values are all highly Institution
alized*

The customs and laws which facilitate occupational mobility

in a period when land is relatively plant Iftil, prices ©re favorable to
farmers, and a system, of family farming predominates, may be Illadapted to a situation characterized by strong tendencies toward large
holdings and highly commercialized agriculture*

14

laadlessness is Increasing generally because the classes of popu
lation in this category have not the resources with which to buy highpriced land and purchase costly farm machinery, and at the sane time
enjoy an approved level of living.

In many instances where farms are

email, soils are poor, and rentals are excessive, tenants do not have
any of these reflectors of high socioeconomic status,

Again the

factors underlying this situation are largely beyond th© control of
th© individual or family*
Instead of emphasizing the rigidity of institutionalized patterns
in agriculture,

property rights, acres in farm, tenure system,

^ I t is the thesis of Troy J. Cauley that agriculture is a means
of making a living and not for pecuniary gain, whenever agriculture
becomes highly commercialized, it is moving toward bankruptcy# He
maintains that marginal fanners are not weeded out of the population,
but only out of the business of farming. Agrarian ism* Chapel Hills
University of North Carolina Press, 1935*

BOO
rental agreements, oaoh-orop farming, and others, and attempting to
alter them in order to facilitate vertical mobility, most authorities

stress th© importance of migration as a method of adjusting man-land
problems.

For example, Goodrich recogniaiod the dilemma, but he seeks

to improve th© socioeconomic status of th© population primarily by
migration,
"Our final emphasis, therefore, must fall on th© importance of
mobility* Without great migratory movements v/e cannot possibly
redress our sectional Inequalities or use our human and material
resources to the bast advantage. In a world of changing oppor
tunities , moreover, there must always be many for whom th©
ability to move offers greater security than even the most
favored location. It should therefor© be 9 cardinal point of
social policy to encourage mobility and to give it surer purpose
and direction* But no possible placement of people could make
them safe in an insecure economy, and no migration policy can
itself guarantee the indispensable increases In economic oppor
tunity,*®
Moving from place to place in search of economic opportunity
©©©ms to be much easier and more expedient for th© individual or
family to effect a temporarily acceptable adjustment than to climb
the agricultural ladder.

16

Migration thus becomes a substitute for

vertical mobility.17

^Carter Goodrich, et al* op. cit.. p. 672*
L. Lively and Oonrad laouber, Rural Migration in the Uaiteffi
States, WashingtonJ world Progress Administration, Rea©arch Monograph
XtX, Government Printing Office, 1939, p. 124,
^Following is a pertinent quotation from an early study of th©
land problem!
**A people are what their land system makes them.5 th© soil that
they till la stronger than they; and the essence of their history
records the changes in the ownership of their land* Frugal and
industrious, or unfixed and unstable in their ways, they are
according to th© nature of their tenure in land} and, saving th©
birth of a new religion, or the Influx of a new race, or th©
laps© of time Itself, there Is, perhaps, no force more oubtilely
potent over a nation than the character of Its land laws.
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Diaappointingly feeble as Is most political machinery to alter
men for better or worse* and as apt as is most legislation not
in accordance with the current of society, to glance off the
cuirass of ancient prejudices and adverse habits, a statesman
has one instrument which pierces through all obstacles and uses
man as day* That instrument is legislation affecting land*
A Stein or Hardenberg, who knows how to use it, may shape the
morals and destiny of a people. On the one hand, he may create
a land system which will raise assassination into the likeness
of virtue, and make patriotism a byword, and frugality scarcely
prudent \ or he may scatter th® seeds of hope among people that
tolled and tilled with no thoughts beyond the horizon of todayj
he may inspire the humblest cotter with an affection towards his
one fi< Id— -somewhat sordid perhaps, but deep as that which any
member of an ancient family feels for his broad ancestral acres;
and at the touch of wise land laws, even an Ireland may grow
into a happy country, the home of a contented people* V/ho has
not marked the strangely swift decadence of an evicted family
of old local standing, from industrious, frugal ways Into shift
lessness, and in the end, vice, and sometimes tbe osoonsion of
an idler or vagabond to an outwardly well-ordered life, all by
reason of his being put into some farm or little plot where h©
may labour with certainty of gain? and observing such moral
transformations, who could not but feel how potent for good or
for evil were the statesmen or legislatures that could determine
which of those two highroads to vice and virtue a large part of
any nation should pursue?” John MaoDonnell, The land Question
With Particular Reference to England and Scotland* London i
Macmillan and Company, 1873, pp* 5-6*

CHAPTER VII
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MIGRATION AND SOCIAL MOBILITY
Up to this point the objectives of the study have been to show
that certain factors in th© life pattern of family heads are related
to migration and to tenure status.

More cleareut relationships have

been found to exist between tenure status and th© several factors
than between migration and the same factors-

One of the principal

reasons for this is that age differences have been completely stand
ardized in th© migration index but only partially with reference to
tenure status.

Both variables under study ar© sensitive to t h e age

factor, but the question is, how closely are they related to on©
another?
A major hypothesis in this study is that social mobility corre
lates with migration,

Y-iith several of th© relevant factors already

considered, the main emphasis in this section will be to determine
th© response of one variable to change in the other#
The tentative position taken at th© outset of this analysis is
that th© two variables ar© complementary#

If an acceptable status Is

achieved early in life, migration will cease provided this position is
not jeopardized by factors beyond th© individual’s or family’s control.

On the other hand, if a migrant falls to gain the status he expects,
©r to hold the status he has attained already, further migration
ensues.

It Is held that shifts In geographical space occur with

greater frequency than changes In social space, and the inability to
enquire a satisfactory socioeconomic status tends to accelerate
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%oz
migration*

But frequent changes in location prove costly, and the

net effect is to weaken the individual’s or family’s position in the
institutional framework*
1*

Correlation of Migration and Occupational Mobility*
The first test of the hyi^othesls is to correlate th© number of

changes In occupational status with th© number of shifts in domicile*^

A change in occupational status includes any alteration of tenure in
agriculture, any shift from agricultural to no nag r ioultu ra 1 pursuits

and vice versa* and any movement upward or downward, in occupations
outside of agriculture*

Briefly* it embraces any movement Involving

ascent or descent in the occupational hierarchy*
Using the Pearson product-moment formula* coefficients of corre
lation between the number of moves arid th© number of changes in occu
pational status have been calculated for each tenure group as of
1957 (Table 78)*

For all groups th© resulting coefficient is *78 £ *01*

The coefficients decrease in size with each descent in farm tenure
status* except for the "others” group*

All of the coefficients

indicate a highly positive degree of correlation between the two
variables* but they do not warrant th© generalization that for ©very
move a change in occupation is highly probable*

As will be shown

^The migration histories contain a record of 5455 changes in
domicile* but in many instances th© data nr© too incomplete for us©
in tabulations* This figure includes 933 entrance moves* I.*©,*» th©
change of domicil© involved when the migrant left his parental home*
Thirty-nin© heads of families made no move, having resided continu
ously at the parental domicil©* Stoat of the moves resulted in change©
In landlord or employer if not in the oocupotional level* The changes
in occupational or tenure status without corresponding changes in
domicile number 138* To avoid endless complications in tabulation*
only th© occupations or tenures reported et the tim© of territorial
moves are used throughout this study.
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later, a majority of aoves analyzed produced no change in occupa
tional status*

The decrease in the amount of association between

migration and occupational mobility can be interpreted to mean that
occupational mobility is more frequently a concomitant of migration
among the higher than among the lower tenure groups*

Of the "other**

heads, it may be stated that their occupational mobility generally
is nominal, haying occurred primarily at the lower levels of the
occupational hierarchy,
Table 78* Coefficients of Correlation Between the Number
of Moves and the Number of Changes in Occupation,
By Farm Tenure Status of Heads of Families in 1937

Farm tenure
status in 1937
All tenures
Full owner
Fart owner
Tenant
0ropper-laborer
Other

Number
of heads

Coefficient of
correlation (r)

1032

*72 ± *01

*5134

*33
.75
.71
*68
*81

*6839
*5625
*5041
*4624
,6561

844

140
906
69

73

^
&
*
+
±

*02
*04
.02
*06
*04

Coefficient of
determination (r^)

By squaring '*Fn, a coefficient of determination can be obtained,
as Is shown in Table 78*

This measure of relationship indicates that

51*64 per cent of the variation in occupational mobility is accounted
for by the variation in migration, while 48*16 per cent is unexplained*
This is a "statistical explanation" and needs to b© Interpreted care
fully*

What this relationship means is simply this! that farm owners

move to improve their tenure status primarily, whereas landless family
heads move without advancing to the tenure status characterized by
stability,

farm ownership*
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In Table 79* data on the changes or lack of changes in farm tenure
status in agriculture as a result of migration are presented*

In 5631

moves* exclusive of entrance moves, 71*2 per cent of the family heads
remained on the same tenure level of the agricultural ladder*

In 18*9

per cent of the moves, the heads advanced in status, and in 9*9 per
cent of the instances, a lower status was reported.

These data indi

cate definitely that migrations for individuals or families engaged in
agriculture do not as a rule lead to an advance in tenure status*
Among cropper—laborers and "others” * as many moves ended In a loss
of status as in an improvement of status, but anrang the higher tenure
groups the ratio of gains over losses was reliably greater*
Table 79* Distribution of Moves in Agriculture
Resulting in a Higher, a Lower, or Ho Chang© In Tenure Status
of Heads of Families Classified by Farm Tenure Status in 1937
Farm tenure
status in
1957

Number
of
moves*

All tenures

3631

Full owners
652
Hart owners
328
Tenants
2004
Cr© pper-laborers538
509
Others

Percentage distribution of moves resulting in
Lower
Ho change
Higher
Total
tenure
in tenure
tenure
100.0

18.9

9.9

71.2

100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0

30.4
30*5
15.0
16.9f
18.0

8.8/
4.6
9.2/19.8
12.2/-

61.3
64.9
75.8
63.3
75.7/

omitted.
Differences are not significant.
Next* the migrations in agriculture are analyzed by period of
occurrence on the assumption that economic depressions, wars, land
openings, and other factors should produce differences in the advances
and declines in tenure status*
assumption.

The data in Table 80 verify this
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Table 80» Distribution of Jtoves in Agriculture
Resulting in a Higher, a lower, or Ho Qhange in Tenure Status
of Beads of Families* In Spec if i d Periods

Humber
Period of move
A H periods
Before
1899 ~
1908 1905 1903 1911 1914 191? 1980 •
1985 1986 1929 1938 1935 -

1899
1901
1904
190?
1910
1915
1916
1919
1988
1985
1988
1931
1954
1937

1983
1989
1950
1931
1938
1933
1954
1935
1936
1937

Percentage of moves

iia'i*1^

Of
moves*

Total

Higher
tenure

3630

100.0

18.9

9.9

71,2

158
111
158
167
160
195
817
885
898
896
331
401
405
464

100*0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0

88.9
88*8
23.9
26.3
18.8
28.2
18.4
28.3
19.2
14,2
14,0
15.0
15.1
17.0

8,6
9.9
10 #8

68.5
61,3
65,9
64.7
67.5
63.1
71,9
66*4
73.6
73.6
75.3
75*5
73.5
75.5

119
138
127
136
120
129
154
159
159
146

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0

16.0
18.3
15.0
17.6
20.8
14.7
11.0
17.6
18.2
15.1

lower
tenure

9.0

13.7
8.7
9.7

11.3
7.8
12*2
10.3
9.5
11.4
7.5
10*9
13*1
9.4
5.9
4.8
13*8
15.6

10.7
6 .9
4*8

Ho change
in tenure

73.1
74.6
75,6
76*5
75.0
78.1
73*4
71.7
74.9
80.1

^Entrance moves* and moves to and from agricultural occupations
omitted*
** Differences between percentage s have not been tested for signifi**
Gance*
Since the first World War, a notably high proportion of moves
resulted in no change of tenure status (Table 80)«

This finding

coincides with the increase in the amount of tenancy following the

war*2 Tenancy constitutes an increasingly impenetrable barrier, and
%Tor a description of similar changes in the labor situation on
plantations see 0. 0. Drannen, Relation of land Tenure to Plantatiqn
Organization. Washingtont U, 3, Department of Agriculture Bull. Ho#
1869, October,1924, pp. 56 and 45.

£0?

the increase la migration is regarded as symptomatic of th© agricul
turist’s widespread failure to acquire a higher statue than he now
occupies*
For some reason the depression years of 1920-1932 produced a
higher ratio of gains to losses in tenure changes than was characteristlo of 1953*1950*

Although migration was temporarily checked in

the earlier period by the depression* a few heads of families appeared
to have been in a position to improve their tenure status by migration.
During the early history of land settlement in Oklahoma migrations
*

more frequently resulted in an advancement of tenure status.

Land was

relatively cheap and abundant, and farmers were not disadvantaged by
unfavorable price relationships or other handicapping factors.

In the tabulation of tenure changes by migration groups, it can
be seen that as the migration increased, the proportions of moves
resulting in a higher tenure tended to decrease (Table 81).

The object

of moving probably differs greatly among heads in th© different migra
tion groups.

Relatively more of the moves of heads in Groups I and XI

were made for the purpose of advancing on the agricultural ladder, but
the reasons for moves of heads in Groups III and IV were to secure
better land, better housing, better school facilities, better agree
ment with landlord, better climate, end for other goals.
these objectives

v

Whether

ere attained is doubtful in most instances.

Milling

about in a community reflects insecurity and restlessness on the part
of the migrants.

Regardless of expressed rationalizations, the under

lying motives oontain economic implioatlons.
5*

Correlation of Migration and Changes in Wealth,
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Table 81* Distribution of Moves in Agriculture He suiting
in a Higher* A Lower, or No Cheng© in Tenure Status
of Heads of Families Glassed into Migration Groups
Number Feroentage distribution of moves resulting int
Migration group of
Higher
Lower
No change
moves* Total
tenure
tenure
in. tenure
All groups

3080

100*0

18*9

X
XX
XXI
nr

168
307
992
1921

100*0
100*0
100.0
100*0

39.3
20*9
17.2/
16*3

9*9

71.8

5.3
10*0/
8.8
10*8

55*0
65*1
70.0
72*9

Entrance moves and moves to and fTom agricultural occupetions are
omitted*
/ Differences are not significant*
The next step is to show the degree of association between migra
tion and economic changes.

In taking the schedules, th© estimated

value of asset© and the amount of liabilities were recorded as of the
beginning of each move*

Admittedly, these estimates can be criticised

as untrustworthy, but changes in the economic status of individuals
and families do make enduring impressions upon heads of families*

A

change in net wealth is defined as any gain or loss amounting to $100
and over from the beginning of residence at one domicil© to the commence
ment of residence at the next place of abode*

A larger amount of change

would have been preferable, but the extremely low economic status of
the subjects necessitated use of a relatively small figure.

Of course,

small changes in net wealth sire more numerous than large ones, but
there is th© possibility that among upper wealth groups many of the
$100 changes may have been missed*

However, a $100 increase in the

wealth of a person worth $2500 is relatively less important than a
similar increase in the wealth of a person v?orth only $200*
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A coefficient of correlation amounting to *80 + *01 obtains
between th© number of moves and the number of changes in net wealth
of the heads of families studied {Table 88).

That is* in 64.G per

cent of the oases the variables fluctuate together.

Changes in

either variable do occur independently of tin© other* because migra
tion forma a discrete series and economic mobility a continuous
series*

The correlations are somewhat lower for nonfarmers than for

farmers* principally because there is less likelihood of #100 changes
In small amounts of net wealth*

Table 88* Coefficients of Correlation Between the Number
of Moves and the Number of Changes In Net Wealth
Per Family Head* By Farm Tenure Status in 1957

Tenure status
in 1957

Nunfcer

of heads

Coefficient
Coefficient of
of correlation (r) determination(r^)

All tenures

775

*80 a *01

•6400

Full owner
Part owner
Tenant
Groppor-laborer
Other

157
95
405
56
64

*83
*89
*85
*78

.6889
*7921
•7228
*6084

*
£
*
+

.08
*08
*01
.05
*71 ± .0$

.5041

To carry this analysis a step further* the gains in not wealth
at the time of migration have been correlated with the number of moves*
This relationship yields a correlation coefficient of »66 i .OS*

That

migration will be accompanied by gains in not wealth is considerably
less certain than that either "no changes* or losses will ensue.

Of

greatest significance in Table 83* are the differences in the coeffi-*
dents of determination between tenure groups*

In the case of part

owners* 59*89 per cent of the variation in migration Is accompanied
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by variation in th® gains in ’
wealth*

At the other extreme, among

oroppor-laborers, 39*69 per cant of th© changes in net wealth is
coincident with changes in migration.

One may infer from the data

that migrations of farmers were undertaken more frequently for th©
purpose of improving wealth status than those of nonfarmers.

The

latter presumably were interested primarily in making a living rather
Table 83* Coefficients of Correlation
Between the Number of Moves and th© Number of Gains
in Ret wealth For Head of Family, By Farm Tenure Status in. 1937
Tenure status
in 1937

Humber
of heads

Coefficient of
correlation (r)

All tenures

775

*66 i *02

.4356

Full owner
Fart owner
Tenant
Cropper—laborer
Other

157
95
403
50
64

.76
.77
.76
•63
*65

.0776
*5929
.5776
•3969
,4225

Coefficient of
determination (r^)

* *03
+ .04
♦ .OS
4 .08
^ .07

then in accumulating material possessions*

Their function in the

tenure system of agriculture does not encourage the acquisition of
wealth*

Ihe data in Table 84 verify this thesis*

Of all th© moves made by the heads of families studied since
leaving their parental home, 41*1 per cent were accompanied by in-*
creases in net vrealth of $100 or over*

Losses were reported in SO*9

per cent of the moves, and no changes in net wealth occurred in 38*0
per cent of the changes in domicile*

Yertical mobility in wealth was

about twice as frequent as the vertical changes in tenure*

Similarly»

the ratio of gains to losses in both wealth and tenure changes was
about B to 1*

Considerable importance attaches to this relationship*

an
for it Indicates th© effectiveness of migration as a meana of improving
socioeconomic status*
Table 84*

Distribution of Moves Resulting

in e Higher, A Lower, or Ho Change in Net Wealth,
of Family Heads, By Farm Tenure Status in 1937
Farm tenure
status in

Humber

1937

moves*

of

Percentage distribution of movos resulting in;
Higher
Lower
No change in
Total
net wealth
net wealth
net wealth

4138

100*0

41,1

£0*9

38*0

703
Fart owner
363
Tenant
£883
Oropper-laborer 381
598
Other

100*0
100.0
100*0
100*0
100,0

38.6
59*7
39*0f
£4*7
£0*8

16,7 .
17,5
£3.3/-

84.7
£8*7
57*77*
54.3
68*1

All tenures
Full owner

Sl'.O/17.1

Differences are not significant*

Among farm owners nearly three-f ifth s of all movos proved oco~
nominally profitable, but with each downward step in tenure the pro**
portions of moves showing gains decreased sharply*

As in th© case of

tenure changes, the trend in the proportions of losses is much less
irregular than that relating to gains*

One explanation for this dif**

ference arises from the faot that losses resulting from migration are
largely unexpected and accidental, whereas gains are calculated on

th© basis of Judgment and planning, ©specially among th© landowning
classes*

Requests from the landlord to move, and losses due to fore**

closure, crop failure, drouth, and other factors, reduce th© proper**
tions of voluntary migrations

and consequently the calculable appor*

tunities for gains by moving among th© landless classes*
The relationship between migration and economic changes, as shown
in Table 84, sup ports the thesis of the preceding paragraph*

A®
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migration increased* the proportions of moves showing gains in net

wealth increased regularly*

But the interesting point is that the

proportions of gains did not decrease nearly as rapidly as the pro
portions of *no changes* increased in proceeding from Migration Groups

X to IT*

This situation suggests that a largo amount of migration is

involuntary and unproductive*

Under circumstances in v/hich migration

generally lacks the element of compulsion* moving has been infrequent
but profitable.

In instances of this sort* migration performs its

traditional function of placing the migrant in a location of enlarged
economic opportunity.

On th© other hand* when individuals and fami

lies have no choice but to move* the chances of the migrations proving
profitable are minimized greatly*
Table 85. Distribution of Moves Resulting in
a Higher* A lower, or No Change in Net Wealth of
Heads of Families Glassed into Migration Groups

Migrat ion

Humber
of
moves*

All groups

4132

100.0

41.1

20*9

38.0

I
11

166
609
1151
2206

100.0
100.0
100,0
100.0

75,9
57.9
44.47^
32.1

12.0
17.7
22.7f
21+4t

12.0
24.3
32.9
46*5

h i

IT

Percentage of moves resulting in s
Higher
lower
Ho change In
Total
net wealth net wealth
net wealth

.

tEAA

7^* Differences not significant.
Over one-ha If (51*5 per cent) of all moves in agriculture were
unproduc11ve of gains in either tenure or net wealth (Table 86)«

This

finding is based upon a tabulation of 5410 moves of the families studied*
About one—eighth of the moves yielded gains In both wealth and tenure.
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Data from a supplementary table show that as tenure status of family
heads as of 193? decreased # increasing proportions of moves failed to
show gains either in wealth or tenure status*
The reasoning applicable to these findings is as follows#
tion per as
status#

Migra

is not responsible generally for the low socioeconomic

It may be voluntary or involuntary in character*

If it is

voluntary the migrant doubtless is seeking more favorable economic
»

opportunities; If it is involuntary# ©a is often the case among the
poorer classes# the migrant presumably has to us© this means of main
taining the status already possessed*

If on© doubts that a considerable

Table 86# Distribution of Moves in Agriculture iiesulting
In a Higher# a Lower, or Ho Chang© in Tenure and. Net Wealth. Status
Okange in net
Change or lack of change in tenure following migration
wealth following
Lower
Higher
No
migration
Total1,1
tenure
change
tenure
Total
Higher wealth
Lower wealth
Ho change in
wealth

100*0

18*9

9*9

71*2

42*5
19*9

12.5
1.5

1.8
4*9

88.0
15.5

37,8

4*9

3.2

29.7

* Sat ranee
" V moves
1
*
and mov©a to and. from, agriculture art? excluded#

proportion of migration is compulsively motivated# then it can be
assumed that raovinrr forms the chief meano that th© poorer classes have
at their disposal for Improving their socioeconomic status#

But# the

right to migrate serves as a dubious weapon again tit economic oppression
under the present landlord—tenant and employer-employee arrangements*
The bargaining position of th© tenant and laborer can be enhanced by
this freedom to move# provided there are other acceptable alternatives*

BX4,
Two examples will illustrate this point#

In recent years many tenant

farmers have changed domiciles rather than pay "privilege rent* in
addition to the regular share rental*

But the competition for land

has become so keen that th© tenant either must pay th© ©xtra rental
or move to poorer land*

Similarly, th© farm laborer, rather than

accept the wages offered, has migrated frequently to accept Vi/.P*A.
employment*

The farmer has solved his power problem by substituting

motor-driven farm machinery for human labor and horses, thus reducing
the employment opportunities of the laborer#

In neither caoo did

migration seom to offer effective protection to the tenant or laborer
because of the lack of equally acceptable alternatives*
The psychosocial satisfactions of migration should not be under
estimated*

Now surroundings furnish a temporary respite from the

monotony of a dreary life*

Changes of location, neighbors, church,

school, or trading centor produce stimulating effects especially upon
those families, who, by reason of a dearth of inherited and acquired
capabilities, and deficiencies in material possessions, have not ex
perienced advances in socioeconomic st tu®.
5*

Belationehip of Migration and Socioeconomic Status to Oth^r Factors*
Vdiat effect does ago have upon migration and economic status?

It

has been established already that as age increases, migration tends to
decrease*

But this generalization must be qualified by th© influences

of socioeconomic status upon migrStion*

The loss of status or the

failure to attain a modicum of security in early life may necessitate
frequent moving in old age*

As wi11 be shown by the following anal

ysis, migration and social mobility are functions of ago.

Operating

together, both tend to be less productiv© of gains as age advances.

SIS
Table 87* Distribution of Moves in Agriculture Resulting
in a Higher, a Lower, or No Chang© in Tenure,
By Age of Heads of Families at Tim© of Move
Humber
of
moves

Total

All ages

5410

100.0

16.9

15*84
85-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and over

738
1464
715
353
108
38

100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100*0

82.4/
19.9/
16.6/
1S.0
18.0
6.3

Age group of
heads at time
of move* years

Percentare of moves resulting in:
Lower
Ho
Higher
tenure
tenure
change
9.9

71.8
69.7/
71*6/
71*8/
74.Q/
79*7
78.9/

7.9/
8.5/
11.6/
13*0/
8.3/
15.8/

/Differences are not significant*
Table 8©. Distribution of Moves in Agriculture Resulting
In a Higher, a Lower, or No Ohang© in Net Wealth,
By Age of Heads of Families at Time of Move
Percentage of moves re suiting ini
No
Higher
Lower
Chang©
t©nure
tenure

Number
of
moves

Total

All agas

3410

100.0

48*3

19*9

37,8

15-84
85*34
35-44
45-54
55—64
65 and over

732
1464
715
353
108
38

100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

48.9/
44*4
48.5/
35*1
36.1/
21.1

11.7
17.5
84.8/
33*4
27.0/
88.9/

45,4
38*1/
33.3
31,5
36.1/
50,0

Age group of
heads at time
of move, years

/ Differences are not significant *
By standardizing data on migration and vertical mobility according
to age groups, it can be seen that the greatest proportion of advances
occurred during th© years of heaviest migration, or before th© heads
reached 35 years of age (Tables 87 and 88)#

Generally, as ape in—

creased, the chances for i ^proving socioeconomic status by migration
decreased*

Economic opportunities are more readily seized and exploited
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by an individual during th© years of his strong© *t physical mid irental
energies.^
la general* advaneing age was accompanied by increased net wealth
among the heads of families studied (Table 89)*

But even th© older

heads can hardly be termed secure economically*

Among family heads

who had worked from 50 to 59 years* two-fifths had lees than $1000
net wealth in 195?*

and among those working 50 years and over* over

one-fourth reported net worth under $1000*

Barely over one-half of

the heads with an earning life in excess of 59 years had as much as
♦8600 or over*

The irregular advances in wealth as age increased

Table 89* Net health of Heads Of Families in 1957*
By Number of Tears of Earning Life
Number
of years
of earning
Ilf©
All head©
0-9
10-19
60-59
40-49
@0 and over

Percentage of heads having specified amount of
Number net wealth
of
$500$1000Under
88500
heads Total
$500
999
2499
and over
1027

100*0

55*2

14*8

15.5

34.5

215
266
256
165
114
55

100.0
100,0
100*0
100.0
100*0
100.0

57.5
56. 87*
24*2
30.97*
25*4
18*2

15.0/
16.V
15.7/
14.5/
£k fl/i
9.1^*

15,Sf
17*3/"
13.6f
15*2^
14.9f
18.27^

12.2
89.27*"
46.5
39.4^
50.1
54*5

'f Differences are not significant*

indicates that other factors than long experience enter into the accu
mulation of economic goods*

Doubtlesa, the period of ©ntranae upon a

career* parental background, beginning tenure status* and management
abilities ar© important factors.

Protracted drouths, burn-outs* sick

ness* and other extraordinary drains on income hinder wealth accumulation*
^Stanley Whitson Warren* An Economic Study of Agriculture in
Northern Livingston Countv. New"York. Ithaca: Cornell University Agri*
&per.”W a . Bull. WoT" &39 * lday7 1 ^ 2 * pp. 171-172*
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Whether one is young or old, low economic status acts as a

strong motivating factor in migration.

During th® whole period

severed by the migration histories, 61.8 per cent of th© family
heads had less than #500 at time of changing domicile© (Table 90)*
By classifying all moves chronologically into three**year periods
from the beginning of the migration histories, one can observe th©
trends in the economic status of migrants*
Table 90.

Period
of
migrat ion

Number
of heads
raoving**

Gross Wealth of Heads of Families
at Time of .Move, 1878-1937*
Percentage of family heads reporting specified
amounts of gross wealth at time of move
Total
tinder #500
#500 and over

All periods

3892

100.0

61*8

38.2

1890
1892
1895
1898
1901
1904
1907
1910
1913
1916
1919
1922
1925
1928
1931
1934
1937

30
38
44
54
110
146
178
169
209
218
300
315
337
371
447
472
460

100*0
100.0
100*0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100*0
100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

80.0
78.1
72.77*
74.1/
70.0/
66.4/
64*0/
64*8/
51.2
60.1/
52.3
58.7/
56*4
68.0/
63.8/
64.2/
65.^

20.0
21*9
87.2/
85.9/
30.0/
33.6/
56*0/
35.5/
40.8
39,*9/
47.7
41.5/
43*6
38.0/
3©*S/
35.fi/
34.6/

Before
1890 1893 1896 *
1899 1902 1905 1908 1911 1914 1917 1920 1923 1926 ~
1929 1932 «
1935 -

* The data are not adjusted for changes in value of th© dollar.
Furthermore, It should b© pointed out that th© value of homesteads.
Indian allotment s, and inheritances frequently were not recorded on
the schedule, but it is estimated that less than two per oent of the
moves analyzed are in error a© a result of these omission®*
** The first or entrance move is excluded.
/•Differences are not significant*
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From 1878 to 1914, th© proportions of migrants with loss than
#500 in gross wealth at time of move decreased generally under rather
favorable conditions,

Th© war inflation and recruitment of large

numbers of new additions to th© sample probably accounted for th©
erratic variations in th© economic status of migrants between 1914
and 1919, Inclusive,

From th© beginning of the poot—war depression,

the relative numbers of heads reporting less than #500 in gross wealth
at time of migrating increased generally,

Th© smallest proportion of

moves in which migrants had less then #500 in gross wealth was in the
period 1911 to 1915, inclusive, th© percentage being 51*8*

In the

period covering 1955 to 1937, 65*4 per cent of th© moves v;©re mad© by
heads of families having small amounts of wealth*
From the data in Table 90, one can draw th© general conclusion
that the migrants since 1980 had neither reliably greater nor lesser
amounts of wealth than the migrants prior to th© first World War*
However, the absence of relatively free land, the mechanization of
agriculture, and the increasing emphasis upon commercialization
definitely complicated th© economic problems of low-wealth migrants
in recent years*

Unfortunately the migration histories did not

contain any comparable record of wealth (except for 1937) during
th© years in which family heads wero sedenteeS*
To show the direct relationship between low economic status and
migration, the data in Table 91 are presented*

The frequency of

migration proved to b© about seven times as great among family heads
having leas than #500 in net wealth in 1937 as among those whose net
wealth was #8500 and over*
to Increase•

As net wealth decreased, migration tended

Family stability obviously rests largely upon its
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eoonomiG foundation*

Without wealth and without th© means of access

to earning a living, the family unit has little chance of Improving
Its economic status*

Vhea migration fails to assist th© migrant in

improving his tenure or wealth status the question can be raised
whether it is migration or the channels of vertical mobility which are
functioning inadequately*
Table 91*

Hot wealth
class
All classes
Under #500
$500 * $999
#10QO-#S499
$£500 and over

Humber and Per Cent of Migrant Heads of Families
in 1957, By Net Wealth Class
Number of
heads*

Humber moving
in 1957*

1019

163

356
151
200
312

98
27
23
13

Per cent
moving

Ratio

16,0

100

27,5
V7mBf
12. 37^
4,B

175
112
@0
25

J Difference between 17*8 and IB*5 is not significant, but the trend
Is reliable*

The proportions of all moves during earning life in which family
heads had less than $500 in gross v/ealth varied widely among the
various tenure classes*
In approximately two-fifths of all moves by farm owners as of
1957, the gross v/ealth was less than >500; iu nine—tenths of all
moves of cropper—laborers and "others* a comparable amount of wealth
was reported*

From these data it is plain th t migration alone will

not bring about an enhancement in tenure and v/ealth status*

More

logically, frequent migrations are expected outcome of low status*

zzo

Table 92* Number and Per Gent of Moves During; Karning Life
In l$hich Heads Reported Less than #500 Gross Vvaaltb,
By Farm Tenure Status in 195?
I'arm tenure
statue
in 193?

Number
of
heads

Number
of moves
reported*

All tenures

1052

3830

£44
140
506
69
73

778
391
1926
388
403

Full owner
Bart owner
Tenant
Cropper-laborer
Other

Moves b heads with lose
than #500 gross wealth
Number
Par Gent
£431

6 2 *0

329

4 2 *6

147
182?

37*6
63.7
93.4

366
362

8 9 *8

A

Net wealth also was inversely related to the number of moves made
during earning life*

In Table 93, it can be seen that the median net

wealth decreased irregularly as the number of moves increased.

The

few heads in the sample who had never migrated were in enviable eoo«<
nomic circumstances as compared with the movers.

From the beginning

of earning life they had possessed more than the migrants, whioh
largely explains their greater stability.

The frequent movers, on the

other hand, were near the poverty line in 193?, and their migration
histories disclose that an overwhelming majority never advanced
economically above the status reported in the year of survey.
To arrive at a more accurate measurement of relationship between
migration and net wealth, the average number of moves per year of
earning life have been correlated with net wealth in 1957 by the
Spearman rankedifferenee method for groups of family heads classified
according to number of years of earning life.

Marked positive coeffi

cients obtain between the two variables in all except the extreme sge
groups, which can be interpreted to mean that in youth and old age
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Table 95* Median Mat Wealth of Heads of Families in 1937,
Classified According to Total Number of Moves
Number
of moves

Number
of heads

Median net wealth to
nearest hundred dollars

All moves

1027

$900

39

3500
1900
1400
1600

No move
1

121

S
3
4
5
6
7

10

127
140
126
109
m
64
31
31
32

11

20

800
800
600
400
500
600
400

ia-o.3
14*15
IS and over

40
15
30

300
300

8

9

1000

600

other factors greatly diminish the :
relationship between the variable®
(Table 94)*

The main inferences of these correlations are that the

amount of migration forms one of the major reflectors of economic
status, but that age, tenure status , end other factors also effect
variations in wealth.
Table 94* Coefficients of Correlation Between the Average Number
of ISoves Per Year For Each Head and Net health in 1937, By
Groups of Heads of Families Classified According to
Specified Number of Years* Earning Life
Number of years
of earning life
0 * 9
10 * 19
SO * 29
30 - 39
40 * 49
50 - 59*

Number
of heads
213
267
236
166
114
34

Coefficients of correlation
(Spearman rank-diff©rence method)
•44 i .06
.53 sit .02
•52 i *02
.62 4 .05
.64 * .06
.33 i .15

^ Includes 2 cases reporting 60 years of earning life and over*
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In concluding this section of study* Table 95 is presented to
show the combined effect of tenure and wealth status upon migration.
As would be expected, th© heeds with less than $1000 in net wealth
in 193? were concentrated in Migration Groups III and X?, and those
with more wealth predominated in Groups I and II*

Consistently as

wealth increased, th© proportions of heads in the stable groups
increased*
Differences in th© amount of

migration were not traceable to

tenure status alone but to tenure and net wealth*

In other words*

tenants did not appear to be reliably more migratory than farm
owners when wealth was held constant*

ivlore of th© farm owners had

larger amounts of wealth than tenants, and consequently had greater
stability*

Instability of residence signifies low tenure end eoo^

noraic status, which, in turn, may be traceable partly to imperfec
tions of the tenure system and partly to the deficiencies of indi-*
viduals or families themselves*

If socioeconomic status is largely

acquired by inheritance, or if an Individual Is predisposed to th©
acquisition of status by favorable background factors, migration
probably will be low*

But, if an individual has a poor heritage

socially and economically, migration probably will be frequent and
of little avail in elevating socioeconomic status*
Still another relationship between migration and socioeconomic
status can be ascertained by the use of 3©wellvs socioeconomic status
scores*

These standardized scores are baaed upon data pertaining to

the material end cultural possessions, effective income, and community
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Table 96*

Distribution of Heads of Families Into Migration Groups,
By Farm Tenure Status and Net Wealth Classes In 1937

net wealth In 1957 of heads

Total

I

II

III

-- jjr

All tenures
Under $500
$500 - $999
$1000-$S499
$2500-$4999
$5000 and over

1027
362
152
201
133
179

100*0
100*0
100*0
100*0
100.0
100*0

25.0
9.9
14.5
25.9
39.0
53.1

28.0
19.1
24.3
51.©
29.3
26.8

25.0
27 .6
32.2
87.9
20.3
13.4

25,0
43.4
29,0
14.4
11.4
6.7

Full owner
Under $500
$500 - $999
$1000—$2499
$5600-14999
$5000 end over

243
6
12
86
62
107

100.0
♦
100.0
100*0
100.0
100.0

48*6**
#
16.7
32.1
40.5
55.5

88.7
*
33.3
25.0
35.8
25,2

18*0
*
85,0
30.4
11*3
15.0

10*7
*
25.0
18*5
12*9
6.5

Fart owner
Under $800
$500 - $999
$1000—$2499
$2500-$4999
$5000 and over

140
6
4
26
40
64

100.0
*
*
100.0
100*0
100.0

41.4
*
*
23.1
35.0
54.7

30.0
*
*
48*3
30.0
28.1

19*3
*
*
23.1
25.0
10.9

9*3
*
*
11.5
10.0
6.3

Tenant
Under $800
$800 - $999
$1000—$2499
$2500-$4999
$5000 and over

802
220
128
115
31
8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
ioo.o

16.0
10.0
14*1
20.9
41*9
37.5

24.7
20.9
25.0
33.9
16.1
37.5

28.5
86.4
31.2
88*7
32.3
12.5

30*8
48.7
29*7
16.5
9*7
18.5

Cropper-laborer
Under $800
$500 - $999
$1000—$2499

69
61
5
3

100.0
100.0
*
*

10.1
6.6
*
*

18.8
21.3
*
*

86.1
24. 6
*
*

45.0
47.5
*
Xfi

Other
Under $500
$500 - $999
$1000—$2499

73
69
3
1

100.0
100.0
*
*

11. 0
10.1

11.0
10.1
*
*

34.2
34,8
*
$

43.8
44.9
9^t

Differences are not tested for sl^n.Ifloanee,
participation of families in 1 9 5 7 An examination of th© components
%Illiam H. Sewell # Th© Const ruction and Standard igat ion of a Goal©
for th© Measurement of the Gocl'o—'
jSconom1o Jtatu3- of Oklahoma Fffirm
rami liea. p. 20 +
M M W *P P

<—

—

<>— e w W S W W i —

W W

4M P V
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ot the scale Indicates that Sewell has chosen items that reflect th©
cumulative behavior of the family with respect to status.

It is not

a technique designed to measure changes but the relatively permanent
features in th© family*a economic status*

Th© scores of the families

in the sample, arrayed into class intervals, are distributed by
Migration Groups in the accompanying table.
Table 96.

Socioeconomic
status score

Distribution of Socioeconomic Status Scores,
By Migration Groups
Number
of heads

Perconta"ge in each migrat ion group
Total
I
XII
II

IV

1030

100.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

25.0

90 — 99
100—109
110-119
120-129
130-199
140-149
150-159
160 and over

131
161
166
164
161
106
76
47
18

100.0
100.0
1Q0.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

5.3
16.8
16.3
25. 0/
36.6
35.0
34*2
48.9
61.1

22.1
13.7
24.7/
32.9
so. a/

22.9/
34.8 ‘
28.9/
20.8/
23*6/
21*7/
27.7/
14.9/
5.6

49.7
34.8
30.1/
21*3/
19.3
7.5
9*2
8.5
*0

Median score

113

125

114

3

g
0
1

All scores

***•

35.8
28*9/
27.7/
35.3

108

100

Coefficient of contingency ^4x5 classification)'"*359
/ Differences are not significant#
Beading th© data In Table 96 horizontally, th© percentages of
family heads with socioeconomic status scores under 110 increase
regularly from Migration Group I to XV, and similarly they decrease
consistently In th© distribution of scores of 130 and over*

By reading

the data vertically, the consistency of invars© relationship between
socioeconomic status and migration is clearly indicated for Migration
Groups I and IV.

Tliese data strongly confirm th© thesis repeatedly

advanced in this study, namely, that socioeconomic status tends to

885

determine the relative frequency of migration.

A© socioeconomic

statue improves, migration tends to decrease*
*Ki© median socioeconomic status scores ranged from 125 for th©
families in Migration Group I to 100 for those in Migration Group IV*
Th© median score for

©11

families was 113.

These end other data in

Sable 95 furnish proof of the validity and reliability of the stand
ardised measure of migration in terms of a standardised measure of
soeioeconomic status*
It is just as essential to know th© degree of association as it
Is to know that a relationship exists between two variables.

There

fore, an attempt has been made to correlate by th© Pearson product—
moment method the average number of moves per year for each family
head with th© socioeconomic status score in 1957 after having classi
fied the heads into intervals according to number of yearsf earning
life#

A^aese coefficients of correlation are presented in Table

97 *

Table 97* Coefficients of Correlation Between th©
Average Number of Moves Per Year lor Each Head and
the Socioeconomic Status Score in 1937, By Groups
of Heads of Families Classified According to Specified
Number of Years of Earning life
Number of years
of earning life
All years
0 - 9
10-19
30-89
50—59
40-49
50-59*
* Includes

Number
of heads

Coefficients of
correlatIon (r )

1030

—*33 £ .03

*1069

-.17
-.45
-.30
— .55
— .56
-.17

•0269
.2025
.0900
*3025
.3136
.0269

815
267
235
165
114
34
2

i
+
2
i
±
±

.07
.05
.06
.05
*06
.17

Coefficients of
determination (rg )

cases reporting 60 years of earning"life and over.

A substantially positive inverse relationship holds between th©
relative amount of migration during the earning life of the family
head and th® socioeconomic status scores of the family in 1937.

The

ooeffioient of correlation is <*.53 * ,03 for all oases, but wide
variations obtain among the several age groups.

Interpreted in

another way, only 10#S9 per cent of the variation in socioeconomic
status is associated with the variation In the migration.

In th©

•Strom® age groups, th© mutual influence of the two variables is
practically negligible.
The fairly low degree of relationship between these two rigidly
standardized variables can be explained rather easily,

Sewell*s

socioeconomic status scale is constructed from items, the possession
of which has little or no direct bearing upon migratory behavior,

&

The scale is a more stable measure of status than either tenure or
wealth, which Influence migration directly.

Open-country residents

are highly responsive to actual or impending changes in tanur© and
wealth, but they are less consciously aware of possible changes In
other reflectors of status that Sewellfs seal© measures*

Socio

economic status Is a product of the interaction between migration
and social nobility, but as th© low degree of correlation indicates,
migration plays a less important role In the determinat ion of status
than social mobility.

®S©well obtained a coefficient of correlation of ,55 between th©
statu© scores and net wealth. Qp. cit, > p, 4S»

CHAPTER T Z X X
SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS
X.

Summary*
The primary purpose of this study has beau to describe and ex

plain certain fundamental relationships existing between the migra

tion and changes in the sooioeconomic status of 10513 heads Of families
living in the open country of Haskell, Cotton, Major, and Craig
counties, in Oklahoma *

Th© data were obtained by personal interview

during 19S7**1938 as a part of a larger investigation into th© social
correlatives of farm tenure status, a Purnell project conducted by
the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station,
The chronological history of changes in domicil©, occupation,
and wealth from the beginning of earning life of th© family head until
the year of survey, 192?7, furnished most of the basic data for th©
study*

Supplementary data were taken from other parts of the schedule,

which is presented in th© Appendix,

In planning and executing this

research, the object has boon to contribute additional knowledge con
cerning the spatial and temporal aspects of migration, the principal
social and economic factors related to migration and socioeconomic
status, and the interaction between migration and social mobility*
Objective definitions of the terms "migration," "social mobility,"

and "socioeconomic status" have been used to facilitate clarity and
understanding of the research problem*
Change in domicil©.

Migration is defined as any

Vertical social mobility refers to the shifting
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fxom one occupation or tenure at at us to another, or from one wealth

class to another*

Two criteria, occupation and wealth, have been

utilised a® indexes of socioeconomic status, which in essence is the
composite evaluation of the functions of an individual by members of
his groups*
The four counties surveyed are representative of Oklahoma, on the
bases of types of farming, tenure, farm income, number of years of
farm occupancy, and Rura 1-Farm Plane of Living Index*

'Hie character

istics of th© sample conform satisfactorily to those of th© survey
counties insofar as Census data are comparable*

Therefore, the findings

and generalizations based on th© sample data are considered applicable
particularly to th© open country population of th© counties studied
and generally to that of th© otata of Oklahoma,

furthermore, th©

findings are offered as positive proof of th© hypotheses submitted for
testing in th© Introduction*
The farm tenure status in 1937 of the heads of families in th©
sample was as follows!
All tenures
Full owners
Part ovmora
Tenants
C ro pp© r-labo rer s
Others
A

dumber
1033
244
140
506
69
73

Per cent
Too.o

23*6
13*6
49*0
S.?
7.1

historical analysis of th© occupational hierarchy during the earning

life of the heads revealed these characteristics: (1 ) a definite trend
toward increasing lan&leasness dating from th© first World War} and,
(8) a decrease in the proportions of all heads engaged in nonagricultural occupations which accompanied th© movement of a part of the
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sampled population from village and urban centers to the open country.
In 1937, the median net wealth of the sampled heads of families
recorded to the nearest one-hundred dollars was $9GG*

Viid© variations

characterized the net worth of farm owners and nonowners, the median
figures being as follows: Full owners, #44005 part owners, #4300*
tenants, $500i auad cropper-labor©rs and "others,"

$100

each.

Pre

sumably the low economic status of the landless family heads was
partially responsible for the prevailing high rates of migration*
The mean age of the male family heads In 1937 was 44.0 $ ,44
years*

With each advance in tenure status from "others** to full

owners, the average age increased, indicating that tenure status is
generally a function of age,

It is worth noting, however, that a

majority of the family heads were older than the average age at which
the farm owners in 1937 had acquired their farms*
The instability of the open-country population was indicated by
the high incidence of migration among the heads of families studied.
Ihe mean number of moves for all heads was 5,17

a

*13*

One of the

most important findings in this study is that nearly two—thirds (65*3
per cent) of all moves were made by slightly more than one-third
(35.6 per cent) of all faioily heads.

These heads, moving six time©

or more each, had rated low with respect to the amount of farm owner
ship, n®t wealth, gross cash Income per ammain. and socioeconomic
statu© score*
Seventy-one per cent of all moves analyzed were consummated
before the subjects had reached 35 years of age.

No reliable dif—

feronceswere noted between farm owners and. nonowners on this point*
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By using the number
year

of

during earning life as

moves per100 heads of families for ©ach
a measureof migration, the average annual

rate for all heads was 82*6 moves*

The annual migration rat© decreased

consistently from 49*3 moves per 100 heads under @0 years old to 6*5
for heads 6© to ©4 years of age, inoluaive*

Therr, was a tendency for

migration to increase slightly among heads ©5 years old and over*
Throughout earning life farm owners had been less migratory than
tenants, and the latter had moved less than cropp©j>*laborsrs and "other***
In applying this same measure to family heads classified according
to age in 1937, it is found that migration generally had Increased
among heads under 35 and over 44 years of age*

However, because of

the increase In th© age composition of the sample, the total migra
tion irate had decreased rather steadily In every three-year period
from 1887 through 1937#

The migration rates, calculated by tenure

status at time of moving, had declined among owners and tenants
during the same period, but those for eropper-laborers and "others”
had risen#
The median duration
14 years, for tenants, 3

of

all movesstudied was for farm owners,

years, and for cropper-laborers and "others**,

1 year#
To meet the needs of this research, an index of migration was
constructed according to the following procedure*

After distributing

the heads into five-year intervals based upon th© number of years of
earning life, an array was made in each age group according to the
number of changes, in domicile*

These arrays then wore divided into

quartil©s, Migration Groups I and XV* containing th© heads with the
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fewest moves and the most moves# respectively#

Migration Groups II

sad X U Included the heads who had moved an Intermediate number of
times*

This index measured the frequency of migration standardized

by age# as the coefficient of contingency of *817 between th® quartiles and the actual number of moves indicates.
In proceeding from Migration Group I to IV, there was a consis
tent decrease in the proportions of owners among th© total heads in
each group*

Xn each of the landless tenure classes the proportions

of heads increased regularly from Groups I to IV*

There were roughly

four times as many owners in Migration Group I as in Migration Group
IV, and the reverse was true for croppor-laborers and "others".
Approximately twice as many tenants were in the most migratory group
as in the least migratory group of family heads*
Nearly one-third (30,6 per cent) of the mala heads of families had
lived within a territory of less than ten miles in radius since the
beginning of earning life*

Equal proportions of heads# 23,0 per cent

each, had traversed distances of 10 to 99 miles# 100 to 899 miles#

and 300 miles and over.

The older heads of families had covered

greater distances in migration# but most of this long-distance move

ment had taken place before th© ag© of 30 years*

An inverse relation

ship held between tenure status in 1937 and radial distance migrated#
with oropper-laborers traveling over the greatest territory# followed
in order by "others", first-gen©ration owners# tenants* and second-

generation owners*

Only on©—tenth of th© heads in Migration Group IV

had resided during earning life within 10 miles of the parental home
aa against one-half of th© heads In Migration Group I*
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Fifty-four per cent of all changes In domiciles were short-dlstance
moves of lass than 10 miles*

Farm owners and cropper-laborers had

traveled longer distances more frequently than tenants* with tenure
in this instance referring to that at time of move*

No reliable

differences were observed between the economic status of long- and
short—distanc® migrants* the

gross wealth in nearly tv.'o—thirds

ofall

moves being estimated at less than #500*
Certain social background factors war© among the primary deter
minants of migration* social mobility* and socioeconomic status*

'These

were (1) state of birth; {&)

occupation of parents; (5) amount

of

formal education; (4) age at

leaving parental home; and, (5) beginning

occupational status*
Because this series of sequential conditions and events precede
migration and social mobility, their conditioning influences, if any*
will do much to dispel the more or leas common belief that excessive
migration eventuates in low socioeconomic status*
Over one-third (36*7 per cent) of the family heads were bora, in
Oklahoma, and another 45*5 per cent had migrated in about equal pro
portions from th© adjoining states of Kansas, Missouri, Arkansas, and
Texas*

Also, about equal proportions, 8*7 and 9*£ per cents, respec

tively, had originated in other southern and other northern states*
The remaining 1*9 per cent had come from foreign countries*
The incidence of farm ownership among family heads tended to bo

related to state of birth*

High proportions of the natives from

northern states and foreign countries were farm owners, but low
percentages of those horn in th© southern states owned land*

In

general, the states having the highest proportions of farm owners among
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their native heads also had the highest proportions of farm owners
among the fathers of heads*
The natives of Arkansas and Texas were highly migratory, choreas
greater stability marked northern-born heads.

No reliable differences

In migration were noted for the natives of other states.
Ninety-three per cent of the male heads studied were sons of
farmers, but 60.9 per cent of th© fathers were farm owners as com
pared with 37.2 per cent of the propositi.

It is significant that

only one In ten heads had held a higher tenure status than their
fathers, whereas four in ten heads had held a lower statue, and
nearly one—half of the heads had possessed the same status as that
of the father.
While the losses in tenure status between the two generations
fell most heavily upon heads whose fathers were farm owners, it Is
noteworthy that 17.5 per cent of the sons of tenants were owners in
1937 as against 45.9 per cent of th© owners* sons.

The sons of non**

agriculturists owned farms in 42.7 per cent of the cases*
By comparing th© tenure status of th© fathers to that of the
sons, it is found that 76.6 per cent of the owners* fathers were
themselvs owners.

Among tenants* fathers, 55*9 per o©nt were owners*

The fathers of cropper—laborers and

Mot.hersn owned farms in 56.4 and

37.4 per cents of th© cases, respectively,
*1510

heads whose fathers did not own farms tended to b© more

migratory than those whose fathom owned farms*
Th© formal education of heads descending from landloss fami
lies was considerably less than th© training of those originating in
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landowning families.

By tenure status in 1937* cropper-farm laborers

and "others* had received less schooling than farm owners and tenants*
though younger on th© average than farm operators* they had not taken
advantage generally of the increased opportunities for education*
T o t all male heads of families the average number of grades completed

In school was 6*8 * *88* with fewer than one-fifth going to school
beyond the eighth grade*

The heads possessing less than an eighth-

grade education had migrated more frequently than the heads with an
elementary schooling or better*
Low tenure status and excessive migratorin© as were related to an
early departure from the parental homo*

Also, a high proportion of

southern—born heads had left home before the median and modal age’of
81 years*

Both the age at leaving home and the ago at marriage had

decreased sharply during the last two or throe decades.

Over four

times as many marriages had been consummated before the ago of 81
years among heads 15 to 34 years of ago in 1937 as among heads 5©
years old and over.

The higher incidence of early marriage, coupled

with a high fertility rate among th© lower tenure classes, may lead
to a disproportionately large expansion of th© landless population*
The tenure status acquired at the beginning of earning life was
associated closely with subsequent socioeconoraic status and migratory
behavior*

Three—fourths (76*1 per cent) of the farm owners and four-

fifths (58*5 per cent) of the tenants at the beginning of earning
life still retained their respective statuses in 1937*

0n3.y one-third

(32*1 per cent) of the beginning tenants and one-fourth (24*0 per
cent) of starting cropper—farm laborers had risen to and held a farm
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owning status as of 3L937*

Of the heads beginning in "other" occupa

tions, two-fIfths (42*1 per cent) had become farm owners by 1937.
Perhaps the modt significant finding in the whole study is the
fast that 78*1 per oent of

the

landless heads of families had

ocqu-

Pled the same or a lower tenure status in 1937 than at the beginning
Of earning life*

For

an

average duration of earning life of 23 * .45

years, this lack of progress is amazing.

The gains in tenure status

were made largely by the heads classed as f a m owners in the year of

survey*
Wide variations in the relative amount of migration were traceable
to the first employment reported.

Sight of ©very ton farm owners

/

beginning earning life in that status were in Migration Groups I and
XX. At th© other extreme, nearly seven of every ten heads starting
In th© landless classes were in Migration Groups III and IV*
The trend toward increasing landlessness can b© observed by
comparing changes in first employment reported*

Nearly one in four

(22.8 per cent) of the heads of families S3 years old and over had
OOOT&snced working for themselves on their own farms as against one in

twenty—fiv© (4.2 per cent) of the heads under 35 years of apr©*

The

cessation of homesteading and th© granting of allotments to Indians
had been chiefly responsible for the reduction in th©'proportions of
farm owners at the beginning of earning life.
In conjunction with this analysis, a rate of accession was cal

eulated for the new heads entering the sample at different periods.
Head© of families had b en added to the sample at an average annual
rate of 4.4 per 100 heads already in the universe.

The peak of
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accessions was reached during th© first World War whan th© rat©
climbed to 6*1*
sistently*

Since that time th© rat© had decreased rather con**

Assuming that the rat© contains errors due to unavoidably

inherent weaknesses In th© sample, it probably is sufficiently accu
rate to indicate general trends*

If so* several explanations can be

offered for th© decreasing accession^ rate#

Firstly, the long post

war depression in agriculture had discouraged entrance into that
occupation.

Secondly, th© heavy displacement of hands from the

higher statuses In agriculture and from nonagricultural occupations

may have impinged upon the opportunities for th© recruitment of new
heads#

Thirdly* the increasing capital requirements and the keen

competition for land also had prevented young men from starting in
agriculture#
From the evidence available* it appears that sine© the first
World War new heads of families had begun their careers with less
capital than those commencing in earlier years*

For 82*5 per cent of

the sampled heads, th© gross wealth at th© beginning of earning life
had been under $500* according to the estimates reported.

Over one-

fourth (27*5 per eent) of th© full owners had received a homestead*
Indian allotment* inheritance* or gift upon leaving horrt© to start
for themselves#

This ratio was twice that of th© sample as a whole#

The proportions of heads receiving family or government sub
sidies during earning lif© were as follows! farm owners* 50*9 per
cent\ tenants* 15#8 per cents cropper—laborers, 6#2 per centj and
"others” * 2*7 per cent#

As might be expected* th© receipt ol capital

assistance effected reductions in th© amount of migration, and hastened

83?
upward social mobility#
Shis factual summary of the influence of certain social back
ground factors upon migration* social mobility* and socioeconomic
status suggests that the problems relating to the latter had orig
inated largely in preceding conditions and events#
the variables I type of family* size of household* fertility
ratio* relief* and community participation* were significantly related
te migration and tenure status#
typical families in the surveyed areas of Oklahoma consisted of
a husband* wife, and children under 15 years of age#

Family units of

parents and children persisted to a high degree * 83,£ per cent of th©
sample falling in this category#

The reminder comprised about

equal proportions of childless couples* broken families* and nonfamily units*

These characteristics are to be explained in part by

the rurality and homogeneity of the population studied*

No reliable

differences were noted in th© types of families of th© four Migration
Groups* but families of owners had older children than the landless
families*
For the year 1957, the migrant households did not contain a
signifleantly larger or smaller number of persons than the nonmigrant
households* but the former had large proportions of children under
15 years old.

However, the size of households in

Migration Group IV

exceeded by a reliable margin th© average number in the more stable
groups*

Th© mean number of persons per household was 4*4 ^ *07#

Vith

an advance in the age of children, th© excess of inale children over
female children tended to increase#
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The number or children under 6 for each 100 woman 15 to 44 yeara
of age in 193? increased regularly as tenure and net wealth status
decreased.

Generally, a direct relationship held between the si a® of

the fertility ratio and the amount of migration*

The fertility ratios

were higher in the self-sufficing and small-eeal© cotton farming areas
of the eastern part of the State than in the large-scale, commercialized
agricultural areas of western Oklahoma.
predominated on farms with poor soils.

High fertility ratios also
The fertility ratio of 59*65

for th® sample exceeded by a wide margin the number of children
necessary to furnish replacements for th© population*
Among the heads of families studied, 44.6 per cent had received
some form of publio assistance during 1937*

With each descent ih

tenure status and with each increase in the intensity of migration,
reliably larger proportions frequented the assistance agencies.

Th®

median recipient of assistance had drawn §116, or approximately onefourth of the total cash income, from public subsidies#

Th® typical

family receiving assistance was slightly larger than the median non—
relief family, but its head was 40 years old, or four year® younger
than the head of the corresponding non-relief unit*
Instability of domicile end landlessness were not conducive to
partioipation in community organizat ions.

One-half (49,9 per cent)

of the families had reported the membership of heads or homemakers
in community organizations, exclusive of churches.

Migratory and

landless families not only were less frequently members in organi
zation®, but also those reporting were affiliated with a smaller
average number of groups them the stable, landowning 1a.mlll®s.

Two—

thirds, (66.1 per cent) of the families contained heads or homemakers
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who were church jrawabar®, but It is noteworthy that differences between
landowning and landless families were less pronounced than those for
other c ommunity organizations*

As migration increased, church member-*

ship decreased consistently*
The system of land tenure, the type of farming, the acreage In
farm, and the quality of land were reliably associated with migration
and socioeconomic status*
Land tenure refers to the system of legal usages, customs, mid
practices relating to the ownership, controlt conservation, and

utilization of land and its products*

In Oklahoma, th© system of

land tenure, with the accompanying habits and attitudes of the people

arising from it, has been responsible for widespread poverty, land
lessness, and excessive migration*

Instead of building up self-

reliance and dependability among the population, it has tended to
aggravate subordination and dependency*

Ther© seems to be a growing,

sense of futility developing in the attitudes of th© people because

of their inability to advance occupationally and economically*

Only

superior tenants can possibly pay the increasing rentals on land,
purchase expensive farming machinery, maintain a respectable plane

of living, and accumulate sufficient funds to become farm owners*
One cannot reasonably expect the majority of tenants and farm laborers
studied to rise from the tenure class which they occupy*
As to type of farming, th© farmers whose income v«ias derived
principally from cash grain - wheat, oats, and corn - wore reliably
more stable than the average*

In contrast, nearly two-thirds of the

farmers engaged primarily in cotton production were in th© two highest
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Uigratlon Groups.

Th© differences in the amount of migration between

livestock, dairy, and poultry farmers are not statistically signifi
cant.

Tenant farming was more closely associated with the growing of

cotton that with the production of small grain*
In 193?, the heads of families reporting no acreage in the pre
vious year had migrated in about four times the volume of heads living
on farms.
decreased*

Generally, as the acres per farm Increased, migration
Over one-half (51*6 per cent) of all farra-to—farm moves

during the earning life of the family heads had been on tracts of
less than 100 acres*

The migration of the landless heads had been

largely confined to smaller far s, whereas the landowning heads had
moved more frequently between farms containing 100 acres and over*
The occupants of small farms were characterized by a high turnover in
residence and a landless tenure status*
Using as a rough measure of land quality the Census value of
land and buildings per acre in 1935 for the county in which moves
between agricultural occupations had occurred during the earning
life of the migrant, it was found that about twice as many of the
moves of nonowners as of owners had been in counties with a value of
less than $15 per acre.

Also, from th© least to the most migratory

group of heads, the proportions of moves in the low—value counties
increased sharply#

From these data there appears to be a three-way

relationship between poor land, heavy migration, and landlessness,
Axx analysis of the occupational histories of the 1032 heads of
families reveals a wide diversity of patterns or combinations of
tenures and occupations used to gain the farm tenure status held in

t
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Among farm owners, SO,6 par cent always had occupied that*status}

S7,6 per cent had risen from tenancy; 9*3 per cent had begun as farm
laborers; and th© remainder had reached th© ownership status by
numerous combinations of farming; and nonfarming; employments.
The largest proportion of tenants, 37.7 per cent, had been in
that status continuously since the beginning of earning life; 88.3
per cent formerly had owned farms; 10.5 per cent had advanced from the
farm laborer class; and th© remainder had become tenants by various
combinations of mobility.
In the oropper-laborer class, 55.1 per cent of the family heads
were former tenants or owners; 37.7 per cent had be©n in that status
throughout earning life, and the remaining few had reached this status
by ether combinations of occupational mobility.

Among "other" heads,

83*6 per cent had descended from higher levels in the tenure ladder,
the remainder being recruited from occupations outside agriculture.
Extensive occupational mobility and employment In conforming
pursuits characterized th© heads of families in Migration Groups IIX
and IV.

Rapid advancement on the agricultural ladder had led to

early stability.

At the start of earning life 30 per cent of all

heads In Migration Group I wore fain owners, and by th© twentieth
year 84 per c©nt had become owners of farms.

Correspondingly, in

Migration Group IV, 5 per cent began as owners and two decades later
Only 18 per cent had achieved land ownership.
In the sample studied, the proportions of farm owners had been
decreasing since 1915, with th© largest absolute losses occurring
not among younger heads of families but among; those 45 years old and
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over*

Coincident with Increases in landlessness, the family heads

were spending larger proportions of their earning life in the land
less ©lasses which of course tended to maintain high rates of migra
tion*

Three—fifths of the owners in the sample had acquired their

farms before the age of 55 years, but in 1937, a slightly larger pro
portion of tenants (61*4 per cent} already was 35 years old and over.
An analysis of the shifts between agricultural and nonagrleultural
occupations, which comprised 18.1 per cent of all moves studied, reveals
that th© family heads as © whole had not gained or lost in farm tenure

status but had improved their net wealth slightly between th© time of
departure from agriculture and the time of return to agriculture*

Xu

general, the lowest classes had gained and the highest classes had
lost in the exchange*

Three—fourths of the heads had worked as un

skilled, semiskilled, and skilled laborers while in nonfaming employ
ments*
As evidence of occupational displacement, 192 family heads, or
18*4 per cent of the total sample, had reported a lower tenure or
occupational status in 1957 than the longest one held during earning
life*

Over four-fifths of the losses were recorded in the decade

ending in 1937.

It appears that relatively more of the recent dis

placements had Involved landless families, whereas farm owners had
experienced heavier losses prior to 1928*
The median net wealth of displaced family heads in 1937 was #200
as compared with #900 for all heads in the sample*

At the same time,

over one—ha3.f of the deiroted heads below the status of farm owners
were 45 years of age and over*

Nearly 70 per cent of these heads were
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concentrated in Migration Groups III and IV*
Assuming as a change in occupation any shift from one tenure
status to another or from one occupational level to another in non-*
agricultural employment, a correlation coefficient by th© Pearson
product-moment formula of *72

*01 was obtained between th© number

of changes in occupation and tha number of changes In domicile of
family heads*

The coefficients consistently decreased in siae with

each descent in tenure status, ©xc©ating for "other" heads.

This

measure of relationship indicates that 51*34 per cent of th© varia**
tion in one variable can b© explained statistically by variation in
th© other variable.

In a total of 3750 changes of domicil© (exclusive of entrance
moves) by heeds engaged only In agricultural occupations at time of
move, 71*2 per cent had produced no change in tenure status; in 18.9
per cent, gains were reported; and, in 9*9 per cent, losses had re
sulted.

Reliably fewer advances in tenure status hnd been reported

as concomitants of moves by the landless than the landowning heads
of families.

Further/acre, since 1919, th© proportions of "no changes"

and losses of status accompanying migrations had been higher than
prior to that date.

Two inferences may be drawn from these datas

firstly, that migration had not b on an important means of elevating

one*s tenure status; and, secondly, that .migration increasingly
seemed to represent a substitute for a movement up th© agricultural
ladder.
Xn correlating th© number of changes of ^100 or over in net

wealth (a change being th© difference of telOO or over in net worth
from beginning of residence at one domicil© to th© beginning of

residence at the next place of abode) with the number of moves, ©
correlation of .80 a *01 was obtained*

ifor ppaotloal purposes about

all this high degree of association shows is that as th© number of
moves per head increases, changes in net wealth tend to increase
correspondingly*

A correlation between th© gains in net wealth and

number of moves yielded a coefficient of *66 + *02.

In both seta

of correlations, the coefficients for cropper—farm laborers and
*other9,, were less than for farmers*

Obviously changes of #100 and

over In net wealth would occur more frequently among those heads with
higher wealth.
Changes in net wealth had occurred more frequently than changes
in occupational status as © concomitant of migration, with 41*1 per
cent of the moves showing gains; 80*9 per cent losses; and, 38*0 per
cent no changes of #100 and over*

.1th each descent in tenure status

and with each increase in the intensity of migration, as shown by th©
Migration Groupsf the proportions of moves resulting in gains in net
wealth had decreased.
Of all moves in agriculture» 51*3 per cent had resulted either
in losses or no changes in both tenure and net wealth*

With each

downward stop in tenure status, as of 193?, increasing proportions
of moves had failed to show gains either in tenure or net wealth.
The net wealth in 1937 was generally higher for older than for
younger heads, but migrations of heads 45 years old and older had
proved to be less profitable occupationally and economically*
An inverse relationship obtained between net wealth and migra**
tion in 1937, with 27*5 per cent of the family heads having less than

£4,5
#500 in net wealth reporting a change in domicil© as against 4.8 per
cent or the heads possessing #S 500 and over in net wealth.

Through

out earning life l&ndlessnese and low wealth were closely associated
with migration*

Hot tenure alone , but wealth and tenure together had

influenced migration*
The relationship of Sewell*s socioeconomic status scores to
migration tends to confirm the thesis that Instability of domicile is
associated with low status*

Th© proportions of family heads having

scores under 110 (median 113) increased sharply from Migration Group I

through Migration Group XV*

W o t the heads with scores of 130 and over,

the proportions decreased coxiaistently from Migration Group 1 through
Migration Group IV,

By correlating th© average number of moves per

year for each head and the sooioeconomic status scores, a coefficient
of *53 a *05 was obtained*

hid© variations were noted in th© correla

tion coefficients between these two variables among heads of families
grouped by age*

Apparently socioeconomic status, especially as meas

ured by 3eweH*s scale, wee less a function of age than was migration*
This explanation does not nullify the assumption that low socioeco
nomic status aggravates migration, but it stresses the importance of

Other factors than age in th© determination of status*
8*

Conclusions *
The findings of this research furnish a basis for several generali

sations concerning the interrelationships of migration, social nobility,
and socioeconomic status of the heads of families in th© sample*

These

conclusions will b© stated as cone isoly and definitive ao th© data
will permit*
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Among the population studied, there was an inverse relationship

between the height of socioeconomic status and th© amount of migra
tion*

Movements in geographic space and in social space tended to he

complementary,

If an individual or family had advanced from a low

position to a high position occupationally and economically, this
vertical social mobility ordinarily was accomplished with fewer than
six moves*

On th© contrary, under the prevailing system of tenure,

landlessness and low wealth led to frequent migrations which produced
no visible improvements in status*

An improvement in tenure status

generally reduced the amount of moving, but losses of status in
creased migration rates sharply.
Migration tended to decrease with increasing age, but throughout
earning life landowning heads of families had lower rates of moving
than landless heads.
Landlessness and excessive migration were highly characteristic
of heads of families b o m in the South*
Regardless of the tenure status held, the sons of farm owners
tended to be less migratory than the sons of landless parents*
Heads of families living In the open country almost invariably
wore descendants of farmers*

Farm owners in over three-fourths of the

cases v/ere sons of farm owners*

Over one—half of the tenants had

descended from landowning, parents and about the same proportions of
cropper—laborers and nothere** had originated in tenant families*
There had been a sharp decrease in the farm tenure status of th© heads
of families studied as compared with that of their fathers*
Th© amount of formal education possessed by heads of families
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tended to vary directly with tenure statue when age was held constant*
A» a rule the younger heeds of families had completed roars grades of

schooling than the older headst but the average still was less than an
eighth—grade education*

The heads of families reporting eight grade©

and over of schooling usually had moved less frequently than those
with less formal training*
Landlessness and heavy migration characterised large proportions
®f heads of families leaving home before the age of 21 years*

Fr©«

suraably unsatisfactory social and economic conditions in th© parental
home had encouraged early departure*

For the children remaining in

agriculture at least* deficiencies in wealth.* family background, and
education* tended to minimize the opportunities of rising above th©
tenant status*
The age at marriage had been decreasing among th© population
studied and the period ©lapsing between age et departure from home
and marriage had been shortened*

It can bo inferred from these trends

that relatively increasing numbers of families are being established
without adequate economic foundations*
Farm ownership was attainable chiefly among those possessing
special economic advantages in the form of inheritances, homesteads,
allotment a v or other capital subsidies#

Over one-half of th© heads

of families studied had occupied th© same or a lower occupational
status than was reported at the beginning of earning life*

3even of

©very ten landless families had mad© no retained gains in occupational
status*

Th© relative absence of fro© or law-priced lends and the un

favorable position of the farmer in the markets largely were responsible
for the failure of many families to advance from, their initial
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occupational status#

These same factors may have accounted in part

for th© decreasing rates at which new heads of families were being
recruited in the open country#

There was some evidence that sine©

the first World War new heads of families had begun earning life with
lees capital on the average than those commencing prior to that period*
The incidence of government and family financial assistance at th©
beginning of earning life tended to vary directly according to farm
tenure status# with three times as many farm owners as nonowners
reporting homesteads# allotments# inheritances, and gifts*
landless and highly migratory families not only averaged more
persons per unit# but also they usually had younger children than
landowning and less migratory families#

From the observations in

this study# it appears that the fertility ratios were related inversely
in size with farm tenure status# net wealth class# and quality of land
occupied.

Also, as migration increased, the fertility ratios tended

to increase#

Large families, landlessness, small farms, and poor

land were interrelated factors*
Th© incidence of public assistance was highly associated with
landlessness and excessive migratoriness.

In general# relief families

hod younger heads and larger numbers of persons per unit then the
average for the sample*
Member ship in the church and other community organizations# as
reported for both male and ferial© heads of families, tended to &©—
crease with ©ach descent in tenure status and with irtensity of migra
tion*

Eeliably larger proportions of homomakoro than of male heads

had reported membership in organized social groups*
Based upon th© principal source of cash income from the farm, th©
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data warrant tha conclusion that cash-grain farming predominated among
farm owners and the most stable tenants, whereas cotton farming was
practised widely among most of the landless and excessively migratory
heads of families in th© sample.

Th© smaller dairy and poultry farmers

also tended to move frequently*
One of th© major factors most responsible for heavy migration and
landlessness among the sampled heads was the under—average acreage in
farms*

In the processes of migration and social mobility, the poorer

farmers had gravitated to th© smaller acreages, which also were charac
terised by tenancy and inferior land*

Once there, these families did

not extricate themselves from their unstable and impoverishing eondi—
\

tlons*

Because it was almost impossible to improve socioeconomic

status under the existing division and use of land resources, migra
tion had become a substitute for an upward movement on the agricultural
ladder*
The deplorably low net wealth of th© landless families under
observation, averaging less than &500 In 1957, provides ample basis
for the conclusion that only © relatively small,proportion of this
group, possibly not over one—fourth, will acquire sufficient fund© to
purchase farms*
The data in this study do not point conclusively to a decrease in
the amount of vertical occupational mobility, but they reveal shifts
in the direction of mobility*

Instead of climbing th© agricultural

ladder to farm ownership, increasing proportions Of family heads were
Circulating within th© landless classes, unable to advance beyond the
tenancy stage*

A second major characteristic of the data was the

heavy loos in farm tenure status not only between generations but also
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within the generation of heada of families under observation.

The

laborer ©lasses la agriculture, rather than being primarily a point

from which to launch a career, seemed destined to become an "occupa—
t local junkyard" ** a oatoh-all for those who had been displaced from

farming and industrial employment.

Similarly, a part of the Increase

in the sis© of the tenant class was attributable to th© displacement
of farm owners.

Unfortunately, this situation had resulted in fewer

opportunities in agriculture for young people, as is shown by decrease

in the rate of recruitment during th© last two decades.
Landleaeness had been increasing since about the beginning of the
first Vorld War, according to th© data in this study.

Contrary to

what is popularly believed, the absolute increases in landlessness

had been heaviest among heads of families 45 years old and over.

The

relative gains in landlessness, however, had been greatest among those
under 35 years old.

As a consequence of th© decrease in th© extent

of farm ownership, migration had increased generally among those in
the same age groups.
The loss of farm tenure st: tus had led definitely to an Increase
in the amount of migration,

Furthermore, the heads of families who

had reported experience in nonagricultural employment tended to be
more migratory than those who had remained in agriculture constantly.
In appraising the relative signifloanee of migration and social
mobility in the determination of status, it can be concluded that
migration had not failed in its function to place th© population at
points of available opportunities, but that the means by which on©
may climb the occupational ladder either had been exhausted, depleted,
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Or limited to those holding a highly favorable aocioeconomio position.

Losses in the fertility of the soils, decreases in the general effec
tive demand for agricultural commodities, low selling prices, high

buying prices, competition from nonfarm investors in th© purchase of
land, expensive farm machinery, restricted crop production, and the

commercialization of agriculture had operated to debase th© economic
foundation of family—size far as.

In general, only the large-scale

farm owners were in a position to help their children organize their

farm and family upon a basis that will permit advancement from a
status of landlessness to one of lan&ownership,
Migration without advancement in tenure and wealth availed little.
The fact that two—thirds of the moving was done by the one-third of
the heads of families having the lowest socioeconomic status furnishes
adequate proof of this contention.

Being descendants of landless

parents, having less than average education, leaving home at an early
age, and starting their careers in the landless classes with small
amounts of capital, these heads of families had to accept the inferior
jobs and the smallest and poorest farms.

Long conditioning to these

unfavorable circumstances had precluded at least the lower one—third
of the families in agriculture from almost any possibility of permanently
improving their socioeconomic status,
3,

Need for Further Research,

It is an interesting commentary that during the period when the
moat funds had been spent on research in farm tenancy and on action

programs to alleviate somo of th© evils of th© problem, landlessness
probably had increased more rapidly than in any other comparable period
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of American agriculture*

At this time, in spite of all efforts in

behalf of fanners in the form of direct subsidiesj loans for the pur**
chase, improvement

operation of farms and the safeguarding of the

farm family’s healthj subsistence grants; relief; tax exemptions; and
numerous other assistance devices, th© plight of the population engaged
in agriculture seemed to be more serious than ever*^
The findings of the present research point to a need for inten
sive research to measure and evaluate the effects of current political

and economic processes upon agriculturists#

Instead of inventorying

details on th© farm family’s assets and liabilities, level of living,
formal education, community participation, background, migration, and
Other itens, it would b© useful to know if the policies and programs
of th© federal government facilitate the eoncentratIon of ownership
and operation of land.

Boas relief discourage initiative, desirable

work habits, and thrift?

Are the benefit payments from th© crop

control program responsible for the increase in farm rentals, in th©
degradation of tenants to the status of farm laborers, and in greater
farm mechanization?
Other possibilities of re3oarch suggested by the findings of this
study relate to the importance of background factors in determining
socioeconomic status.

The elevation of the educational level of

population may avail little if it is not supported by a corresponding
improvement in occupational and economic opportunities.

The value of

family and government subsidies for productive rather than for consump
tion purposes hav© been amply demonstrated.

X^or tho reason that

^Proof of this statennent can b© found in 1940 Census data showing
increases in prevalence of low incomes, small farras, and landlessness.
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occupational, economic, and moral factors of th© parental family play
a significant role in forming the socioeconomic status of the children,
it is desirable to know the effect a of a downward trend in tenure
status, wealth, and level

of living upon th© customs, sentiments,

ideals, and aspirations of the younger generation.

Perhaps th© case

study method could best be applied to problems of this nature.
A great many studies
of jural—urban migrations,

have been made treating th© selective aspects
but relatively few analyses deal with urban-

rural movements of population*

Prom this study it is apparent that th©

heads of families whose fathers were in nonagricultural occupations
tend to rank between th© sons of owners and the sons of tenants in
occupational and economic achievements.

On the other hand, in recent

years the belief has been widely held that th© landward movement con
sists largely of th© displaced misfits and superannuated cast-offs of
the urban population, who seek refuge in a loss hostile rural environ
ment *

The questions posed for study are, from wiiat socioeconomic

groupings are urban—rural migrants drawn and how well do they make
adjustments in th© rural milieu?
Finally, there needs to be a shift in approach from an enumera
tion of the quantitative and qualitative aspects of migration to a
search for the causes and motivations underlying population movements*
If, as many students of th© subject believe, most migrations are under
taken. for economic reasons, then the question may be tasked whether it
is not equally desirable to study more intensively th© distribution,
ownership,

control of resources#

Th© thousands of people in Okla

homa and elsewhere who have been dispossessed of their means of liveli
hood in recent decades need to have a more thorough knowledge of th©
social processes involved*
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SCHEOTE
SOCIAL CORRELATIVES OF FARM TENURE STATUS 1937*1908

A. mm OF HOUSEHOLD
Township
1* Location of farms
Section
(b) Present Address
Residence
(a) Place of Birth
2. State
3. County
4* P« Q« Address
Route No*
5* { ) 1. Farm ( ) 2* Rural Non-farm { ) 3. Urban
B* TENURE STATUS
1. C'oner
a. Mortgage free
hw Mortgaged
2, Beater
a. Cash
b* Share
5. Cropper
4* Laborer
a. Share
b* Nage
5. Squatter

i. Total Acres b* Acres c* Acres
Operated
Owned Rented

d* Relationship to Lid*

xxxxxxxxxxx

Range

0.
(

(
D#
1.
2.
5.
4.
**
1*

Z*
5.

{
) 1* White
) 3* Other
u m x m
Naise
Address
Peculation
Sex
M F
COHBITION-FAHS GOOD
Land
{ )
House and grads. { )
Other Xmprts.
{ )

1 2. Negro

FAIR POOR
( ) ( }
{ ) { )
{ } ( )

870
SSATERXAL HLBME33T3 IN STANDARD OF LIVING

A,

HOUSE AND GROUNDS

X* Lawn (summer) Y N
8* Flower garden (summer)

Y

N

3*
4.
Si
6.

Age of dwelling
ConstructIon material of house
If frame > is it painted? Y N "''When"*""
Main foure© of heat In winter (circle)
a* Furnace) b# Circulator) o* Stove) d* Range) o* Other
7* Source of drinking water (circle)
a* Well; b* Spring; ©• Other
8* Water (olrole) a* Piped in housefb#" Pump)
c. Bucket; d» Other
9* Source of light (circle) a* Eleotric; b* Mantle lamps (
c. Kerosene ( ) d* Other

)

B. LIVING ROOM CONSTRUCTION
1. Type of floors (circle) a. Hardwood; b. Softwood;
o« Other
S« Are floors finished? Y N
3* Wall Construction (circle) a* Plastered; b. Ceiled;
c* Other
4, Walls (oire le) a* Painted; b* Papered; c* Undaoorated;
d. Fancy Plastered) e. Other
5* Woodwork (circle) a. Painted; b. Stained; o* Varnished;
d* Unfinished
6* Number of Vindows ( )
7. Are the re i (circle) a* Window shades; b. Curtains; c • Drapes
8* Fireplace Y K
9* Closet off the room Y N
10. Toilet faeilities (circle) a* Indoor; b* Outdoor; c. Other
11* Type of sewage disposal
18. Rooms in House:
a. Separate dining room
Y N
b. Separate living room
Y N
c. Separate kitchen
Y N
d. Bed rooms (number)
( )
e. Bath rooms (number)
( )
f. Total rooms (number)
( )
g. Total rooms in use
( )
18* Screens (summer)
Y N
G.
1.
8.
8*
4*
5.
6.

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE
Is/are there:
Large rug Y N
Small rugs Y N
Other floor covering Y N Type
—
Arm chairs Y N ( ) a* Upholstered ( T
Straight chairs Y N ( )
Lounge (oirole) a# Davenport; b* Day Bed; c. dtudio Couch;
__ _
d* Couch; ©. Bed; f. Cot; g. None; h. Other
, 1

7*
6*
9*
10.
IX.
IS*
15.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
50.
51.
22.

Living room suite Y N
Alarm olook Y N
Other clock Y N
Pictures on wall Y N ( )
Calendar (number)
()
Wall mirror Y K
Fancy pillows Y N
Small tables Y IT
Library table Y N
Writing desk Y N
FOot stool Y N
Plano bench Y N
Cabinet ( ) Y N
Mag. rack Y N
Book case Y N
For what other purpose than a living room is it used?

D. HAYINGS (Answer after leaving house)
1. Living room (cirol© best description)
a. Orderliness of room and furnishings
1. Articles strewn about in disorder 2. Articles in place and in usable order
b. Condition of furniture
1. Brokent scratched, frayed, or torn
2. Patched up
5. In good repair
©. General impression of good taste
1. Bizarre, clashing, or offensive
2. Drab, monotonous, or inoffensive
3. Attractive in a positive way
d. Cleanliness of room and furnishings
1. spotted and stained
2. busty
S. Spotless and dustless
E. OTTER FURNITURE ATiT) GONVENIENCJS3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6*
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Does Family Own
Radio
Y N
Phonograph
Y N
Piano
Y N
Organ
Y N
Other musical instruments
Telephone Y N
Service available Y N
Washing machine (circle) a* Power; b. Hand; c* Other
Ice box Y N (circle) a* Mechanical; b. Ice; c. Other
Kitchen cabinet Y N
Type
Pressure cooker Y N
Kitchen sink
Y N
Running water in kitchen Y N
Linoleum on kitchen floor Y N

878
14# Kitchenrange Y Nl
a. Other
b* Type
offuel
15* Iron Y
N (circle) a* Electric; b. Fuel; e* Other
16* Sweeper
Y N (circle) a* Electric; b.Mechanicalj
c.
Other
17. Sewing machine
Y N
18* Dining room suite Y H
19* Number of books in home ( )
II* GOST OR VALUE OF LIVING
A*
1*
8*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7,
6*
9*
10*
11*
18*
13*
14*
15*
16*
17.
B.
1*
8*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7*
8,
9*
10*
11

HOUSEHOLD OPERATIONS
Repairs on house
Bedding
Furniture, rugs* curtains* etc,
Kitchen utensils
Canning equipment
Wash tubs* brooms* soap* etc.
Radio* batteries
Musical Instruments
Electrical equipment
Electric cost
Wood* coal* kerosene* etc*
a.
Wood cut on farm
Hired help in home Y N
Insurance on house Y N
Insurance on furniture Y N
Telephone
Ice
Total
Man

CLOTHING COST
Overalls* pants
Dresses* blouses
Skirts* sweaters
Suits* coats
Shoes* boots
Under-clothing
Hosiery
Night clothes
Ties* kerchiefs
Hats* caps

.

COST

Wife

Boys

Girls

Total

C m FOOD
1* Food produced on farm
a. Fruits and Vegetables
b. Pork* beef
o. Poultry and products
d. Dairy products
e. Total

VALUE
$

COST
-

8* Groceries purchased
3.
D*
1*
£*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7*
8*
9*
10*
11*
12*
13*
14*

Total

ADVANCEMENT
School books
Tuition
Extension courses Y N
Music lessons
Travel, vacation
Board and lodging children in school
Books Tor home
Ghuroh dues and charity
Clubs and organizations
Movies and amusement
Lodges (excludinginsurance)
Newspaper - weekly Y N
Newspaper - daily
Y N
Magazines (list)
Y N
a*
b*______ _______
c*
a*____________ _

COST
§ _______

a*_______________

Total
'Em
1*
2*
3*
4*
5.
6*
7.

INCIDENTALS '
Tobacco
C&ndy, soda fountain, alcoholic beverages
Toilet articles, Barber, etc*
Gifts
Photography
Other spending money
Total

COST

F.
1.
%m
3*
4«
5*
6*
7.

INVESTMENTS
Life insurance, Husband Y
Life insurance, Wife Y N
Stocks, bonds, etc,
Mortgage payments
Other property expenses
Other investments

COST

G*
1*
8*
3*
4*
5.
6*

RELIEF COMMODITIES RECEIVED
Groceries
Clothing
Bedding
Fuel
Medicine

N

Total
VALUE
a_______

TOtal

m4
H« AUTOMOBILE EXPEHSE
003*2?
1* Oar
a. Make
b. Year
O * Modal
-$
2* Gasoline
.
3* Oil and grease
4* Tires, tubes, and repairs........................... ...
5* Painting and body repair
6* License
7« 'Insurance
Bm Payments on purchase price
.
9* Accessories
—
.
10* Other expense
^
11*
Total
_ _ _
I*
1*
2*
3*
4*
5*
6*
7*
8*
9*

HEALTH
Doctor
Hospital and nurse
Medicine
Oculist, glasses
Dentist
Births
Deaths, burials
Health insurance

i n . sotmcE3 of income m

COST
1"'"n"'*"""
,
"
Tltr,"r m "
Total

1937

AMT* HE0*D*
Salest 1. Principal crop (
)
&
. a. Other, crops
2* Livestock
3* Milk, cream, butter
4.
Chickens and eggs
5* Agricultural conservation payments
6. Other farm Income
7. Farm wages, off own farm
.
8. State or county road work
9* Works Progress Administration
10* Civilian Conservation Corps
......
11, Emergency Conservation Work
12* Agricultural committeeman
,.
..
13* Direct relief (cash) Y N
,....
14. Rehabilitation grant
---- ---15. Oil leases
.
16* Rents rec'd - Other property
,
-.- _
17* Gifts, inheritance
18* Other income (specify)
19*
3ub~TotaX
20* Money borrowed in 1937................................... ..
21*
Total Income
22* Did you have a garden this year? Y N
T.
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XV.

ASSETS
VALUE

(circle if not owned)
1* Land
$ '
8* Dwelling (Insurable value)
3* Other buildings (Insurable value)
~■^■-nrt.™
Livestock
Number
4* Horses, mules
a,
5. Beef cattle
b«
6. Dairy cattle
o *........................... .' 'rr,n~"*
?. Hogs and pigs
d»
— fT-^-n-r8* Sheep, goats
e,
—
9. Chickens
f*
'
10# Other poultry
g*__________
11. Crops and supplies on hand
18* Farm machinery and tools
13* Truck, tractor
14* Automobile
15* Household goods
16. Cash and savings
17. Shares, bonds, etc*
18* Gash surr. value of life ins*
19. Other real estate Y N
20. Accounts receivable
21. Other assets
22*
Total
r-»,

V*
1.
2*
3.
4.
5.
6*
7.
8.
9*
10*
11.
12.
13*

LIABILITIES
Mortgage on own land
Farm Credit Administration
Production Credit
Rehabilitation
Bank
Landlord
Individual
Delinquent taxes
Store accounts
Doctor bill
Other (specify)
Total liabilities
Net wealth (code)
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v i,

m sTORy oar

migration

a#
.

.

.

.

......................................

and te n u re

b, Status
Beginning
A jss 18
.

.

.

1.. Tenure/Occupation
2. Age at beginning, of status
S* Acres in Farm a, Oimed
b. Rented
4, Land acquired a. Ag©
b. Acres
c, Purchase price
d. Land debt
5* Land sold
a. Age
b. Acres
o. Price
6, Land lost thru foreclosure,
bankruptcy, etc.
7, Value of personal property
6, Debt on personal property
9* Gratuitous
a. Age
Wealth rec’d. b, Ain’t,
10, Extrao rd inarya. Age
expense
b, Amft,
li. Miles moved
12, Changed school
13* Changed trade center
14# County (Name)
15, State (Name)

c* Moves (writ©'in the year)
2 3 4 3 3 7 a

14

711.

H0USXH9U)/FAMXLT OOICPOSmON AMD CHARACTEHI3W03

Age
line Members of Household In
Year
Relation
Ho,
Hass
to Head Sex 1937
b*
d.
a.
Head of
Rsehld *

Livlag
at
Home
,«ft,

Schooling
Year Age Grade Grade
of Left Com
if in
Death Home pleted school
h.
f.
i.

Age
at
Mar
riage

J*

Hate’s Father’s
Present
Tenure/Occupation
Tenure or
When H&rriage
Occupation
Took Place
k*
1*

2.
3,
4.

12,

OCCUPATION AND .RESIDENCE STATUS OF CHILDH33J
a. Line Ho,
of Family
b. Address

Residence
C* btate

d. Census Class

e* Miles
from
Home

f. Present
Occupation

gm Number
of
Children

Till. FORMALLY ORGANIZED SOCIAL PARTICIPATION
Nemo of
Has
Has
Name of
Organi Member Attend Been
Has
lype of
Organi Member Attend Been
Comm*
zation
ance
Comm*
Held
Organization
ance
zation
Member
Member Offioe
h
Q
d.
e*
1.
*
•
V- .
i•
Homemaker
Operator
Y N
Y N
Y N
Y N Y N
1. Church
Y N
Y N
Y N Y N
Y N
2. Sunday school
Y N
Y N
3. Church group
Y N Y N
Y N
Y H
Y N Y N
Y N
Y N
4* P. f . A.
Y R Y N
5. Agr. Ext. grp*
Y R
Y N
Y N
Y
N
Y
N
6. Fais coop*
Y N
Y N
Y N
Y N Y N
Y N
Y N
7. Other econ, grp.
Y H
Y R Y N
Y N
Y H
8. Lodge
Y N
9. Hecreational grp,»
tY N
Y N Y N
Y N
Y N
10. Patriotic grp.
Y N
Y N Y N
Y N
Y R
Y
R
Y
Y
N
Y
11. Other
H
N
Y N
Y N
Y R Y N
12. Other
Y R
Y R
N
Y S
Y R Y
Y R
13. Other
Y N
1_*_
(Nearest iV in age group 12-20)
Y R
Church
Y R
Sunday school
Y R
Church group
XXXZXX& Y R
4-H or F.F.A.
Y R
H. 3. class
33CS32XR Y R
Debate club
Y.M. or Y*W*C*a « 20CXX&XZ I H
Y N
B. or C. Scouts m m x
Y N
Music club
Y H
x m m
Drama club
Y H
Social club
Y R
Athletic team
Y N
Other

Q*

P*
Y
Y
I
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

R
N
N
R
N
R
H
I
R
S
N
N
H

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y.
Y
Y
Y
Y

H
N
N
N
N
N
N
R
N
IT
R
N
R

_ .
^* _._ __
Daughter (Nearest 16 la age group
Y N
Y H
Y N
Y R
Y IT
Y R
XXXXXXX Y H
Y R
Y R
Y N
Y H
Y R
xxxxsxx Y H
Y H
xxxxxxx Y R
Y R
Y R
Y N
XXXXXXI
Y H
X R
Y R
Y R
Y N
Y R
Y R
Y N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

R
N
N
N
V
N
N
N*
N
H
R
N
N

12*20)
Y R
Y R
Y R
Y R
Y R
Y R
Y N
Y N
Y R
Y R
Y R
Y R
Y R
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Son
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Has
Held
Office
:_Je*

879

xx.

informal

locxal act i v i t y

b, Most frequent
attendant

a. Activity
1. Movies

P

M

3

D

2* Comfty entertainment

F

M

S

D

5. Dances

F

M

s

D

4. Revivals

F

M

s

D

5* Athletic events

F

M

S

'

c« times
past mo.

B

e»

A*

f*

&» Pleasure motor trips

F

u

3

D

7. Card parties

F

u

3

D

8. Visits friends

?

M

3

D

9* Visits relatives

F

M

S

D

10.Hunting or fishing

F

M

S

D

g* Trnixre or occupational status of three (3) families in this com^
munity with which this family is most intimate*
1.

*

2.

S.
h* Did family taka a vacation away from farm last year?
Number of daya
.
1. Members ofthe family play musical Instruments?
Mother Y Nj Sons Y N; Daughters Y N*
j. Members of

family take music lessons?

3ons

If H

Father

Y

&f

Y Nf Daughters

Y N*

BIOOHAPHy

281

Robert Turner McMillan, the only child or Arthur T. and Mamie A*
(Seely) McMillan, was born In Mulhall, Oklahoma, toy 50, 1910*

Be

attended the Mulhall public school from 1917 to 1923, when the widowed
mother moved to Guthrie, the county seat*

Her© he completed elemen

tary school and Guthrie High School, and for two summers attended
Guthrie Business College*

In 1928, he entered Oklahoma Agricultural

and Mechanical College, from which he received a Bachelor of Science

degree in accounting in June, 1951, and a Masterfa degree in economics
the following year*
Following his graduation, he had part-time employment in the
Agricultural Economics Department of the College*

From September, 1934

to June, 1936, McMillan was Assistant State Supervisor of Rural Research
for F*E*R*A*~*v*P, A* in Oklahoma*

After fifteen months* as Sociologist
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